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The writer1 s interest in tlie field of this research 
might be said to have had its earliest beginnings in 1916 
to 1919, when he started his formal education in the primary 
schools of France* It was certainly turned, in general, 
toward comparative education by elementary and secondary 
schooling in the United States from 1919 to 1930 and by 
additional study on the junior college level in a French 
lyceo from 1933 to 1934. It was particularly directed to
ward teacher education by ills later experience as a student 
and teacher. in teacher-training institutions.

In all these experiences the writer was struck by the 
seeminvly great differences between the educational philoso
phy of Franc© and that of tie United States. These dif
ferences wore especially narked in the state « nts of philo
sophy as aims and purposes of education and In the application 
of that philosophy as methods of teaching. Wb©n he began his 
graduate study of comparative education in 1938 he found, 
himself looking at various European and Latin American systems 
of education with ever-heIgntening Interest in such differences 
along the purpose-nethods line.

During World War II, the writer was stationed, first in 
England where he rad trie opportuni ty to visit many schools, 
and later in Franc© where he visited every type of French 
school and was able to discuss educational problems and
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philosophy with French educators of all ranks and at all 
levels of education. After V-H Day, lie was assigned as an 
Instructor in the Department of education at oiarrlts 
American University, Biarritz, Prance. In this position, 
he taught comparative education for two terras to American 
and French soldier-siudents, ranging in rank from private 
to lieutenant colonel, all more nature than the average col
lege student and inclined by recent experience to be purpose
fully Interested in the al 13, organisation, and methods of 
various educational systems.

During this period of teaching at Biarritz American 
university, it was possible to arrange tours to many types 
of French schools, both public and private, classical, non- 
classical, and vocational, from the nursery school throiggh 
the university. In all, thirty-one schools were visited 
over a period of four months.

In addition to the school visits It was possible to 
Invite French school teachers and educational officials to 
discuss French education witu the classes. One of the Ques
tions moat frequently asked by the students was: w- hat are
the purposes and social alas of your school?0

During lebruary and Daren of 1946, the writer was a 
United states representative to the blhth International Con
ference on Public Education held at Deneva, Switzerland, 
under trie auspices of the Bureau of International helve at Ion.
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During tills period he had an opportunity to confmr with, 
various French and other European authorities on problems 
related to the training oh teachers. After this mating 
ended he spent two weeks in and near Paris,, where he consulted 
with officials of the French Ministry of Education and made 
preliminary obaer vations of eight schools, in preparation of 
the groundwork for this study.

This preparation was continued from march to Mot ember,
1948 by correspondence with officials of the French Ministry 
of Education, with the International Institute of Intellectual 
Cooperation in Paris* with the Bureau of International Educa
tion in Geneva, and with, school teacners and ad minis tratora 
in Prance. The study was also discussed with several French 
educators who were visitors to the United States on official 
missions in 1946 and 1947.

In November 1946, the m*iter returned to Prance as tech
nical advisor of the United States Delegation to the First 
General Conference of the United Mations Educational,Scientific, 
and Cultural Organisation. At the close of this meeting, he 
stayed in France to complete the assembly of data for this 
study, lie collected all official French government publica
tions and much of the other material a listed in the biblio
graphy of this study on the subject of French education in 
general, and teacher preparation in particular, he again 
renewed his discussion with French educational officials who 
made it possible for him to visit thirty-seven schools during
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November and December, 1946* Among the schools visited 
were the Ecole Normale Superieure of France at 45 rue a* Ulm, 
Paris, the InstItut International de Pedagogic, at Sevres, 
various normal schools for training teachers of such 
special subjects as physical education and vocational and 
technical education, and normal schools in the provinces 
as far west as Nantes and Bordeaux and as far south as 
Toulouse.

This dissertation is the result, therefore, of long 
interest but relatively recent study. It does not pretend 
to evaluate* It tries only to give a clear and true picture 
of the present organization and program for the preparation 
of teachers in France* This emphasis Is given, not because 
evaluation Is unimportant, but rather because a clear and 
true picture is more important and is basic to all accurate 
evaluation* fhe writer believes that such a picture Is 
more likely to be achieved, at least In the limited compass 
of a doctoral dissertation, if it is made by one who resists 
the temptation to judge the worth of the institutions thus 
depicted*

George «X* Kabat
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose of this Study.
The purpose of this study is to describe the present 

system of preparing teachers for the schools of Prance.
While such a study of teacher education In any country would 
presumably be of value: to students of education, there are 
reasons why a study of teacher education in France would 
have particular use in comparative education. For more than 
a century the French schools have enjoyed a fan© which has 
gone far beyond the range of the political, financial, indus
trial, or scientific influences of that country.

lany of the educational systems throughout the world 
are patterned to a large extent upon that of France. The 
school systems of Latin America, Southern and South Central 
Europe, The hear East, and, to a considerable extent, the 
Far East, have borrowed heavily from the French in establish
ing their modern educational programs. Outside the English- 
speaking and Nordic areas of the world, we are apt to find not 
only a similarity to the administrative structure of the 
French educational system, but also a philosophy of education, 
a curricular organization, and a methodology much indebted 
to French models.

For these reasons, a study of the present system of
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teach«r education In Franco Is t nought to bo of sufficient 
importance to warrant t,„,o proseat description*

2. tot nods Used In Faking this Study.
In so far as possible* primary sources have been used

throughout this study. Five kinder,jar tens , twenty-* two
>elementary schools9 thirty-one lycaea {classical secondary 

schools), four colleuea :odernes (new multilateral secondary 
schools)* eleven technical-vocational seeoxud&ry schools* 
four private elementary schools* nine primary normal schools* 
three technical normal schools* three higher nor mal schools * 
and four universities were visited. Intensive visits were 
also paid to the huaee Fedagoglo-ue » the national education 
library in trance arid to the dials try of national Education*^ 

During all of these visits* brief conversations were 
held with students, teachers, and school directors* In some 
cases* it was possible to take over a class* This was the 
case at the Ecols dor-mle de Jgunes Plllea (Prlnary donal 
School for Oirls}* at Hantea* where for two hours there was 
a general Interchange of question® on education in the United 
States and in France. Even children in elementary and

i These visits were made possible through letters of Introduction furnished by the ministry of National Education. (For copies of the letters ami. their translation, see Appendix* pp. 1-4.) Tbie contact with the Hatlonal Education Library and. its director made It possible to obtain a complete bibliography 
on the subject of teacher training In France.
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secondary schools were asked what they tiiou tht of their 
school work: and school rend ireueafcs* As a result of these 
visits the exchange of educational ideas is still going on 
by correspondence*

3* Limitations of this Study.
As indicated in the table of contents, this study Is 

United to the preparation of teachers in France in the 
followin'; categoriess elementary schools, secondary schools, 
teachers for special subjects or activities such aa physical 
and health education, recreation, and. the preparatlon of 
university teachers.

A further limitation of this study is that it deals 
only with the state-directed and atate-aupported normal 
schools of France which prepare teachers for the public 
school system of the nation* The parochial and private- 
schools are much fewer in number and effect a much smaller 
percentage of the school population* This limitation should 
not be considered a serious omission in a study of the .pre
paration of teachers in 'France in view of the fact that 
students graduating; .from any level of the parochial or pri
vate schools must pass the same state examinations at the 
save time and at the sau© place as students graduating from 
the public schools in order to get recognition of their 
scholastic achievements, hence, the parochial and private 
schools must offer their students much of the same prepara
tion as do the public state supported and directed institu
tions*
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In this connection, it is important to point out that 
the non-state supported schools are not denied the privilege 
of offering their students additional subject-natter fields. 
Therefore, the church, scnools offer as part of their curri
cula i, subjects designed to give certain religions attitudes, 
beliefs, and loyalties. hhe few private non-sectarIan 
schools, supported by the regaining members of the old 
aristocratic order, tend to pro .note a feeling of the superiori
ty of their class In addition to prsparing the student to 
pass the examinations which lead to the coveted state diplo
mas and degrees. Hence, although it can be said that the
parochial and private non-sectarIan schools possess couplete

2autonomy and receive no state aid, it must be recognized 
tnat their curriculum must prepare their students for the 
state written examinations.

4. General Educational Ad ministration in France.
In order to ellninate repetition and explanations in

each of the succeeding chapters, it seems desirable at this
point to provide a brief description of educational ad minis
tration in France. Tills administration is characteristic of 
the French, spate n wherever It may be found.

~ ^ One of the first educational acts of the occupationauthorities and the Vichy lover merit In 1911 was to give state aid to parochial and private scnools.This decree, along with all other occupation decrees, was abolished after the liberation of France In 1944.
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France is recognised as a highly centralised country 
in .Tiore ways tnan one* In general, tiie national government 
nakes all laws, and local officials are elected or appointed 
to see that national decrees are carried out. This is true 
of all laws except those concerning purely local Interests. 
State* s rights versus federal control could never he an 
issue in France. All roads and railroads lead to Paris, 
dll distances are measured fro u Paris.

Prancef a educational organization reflects this highly 
centralized pattern. All teachers, supervisors, and adminis
trators. are responsible through ciianne 1 a to tlie competent 
minister, aost often the sinister of national education.
There exists but one cadre of teachers * responsible to and 
appointed in the last analysis by the minister or by his 
representative. The educational budget is prepared and 
proposed by hie minister, passed upon by the cabinet, and 
voted oy the legislative body. For the most part, one 
course of study applies to all schools of the sa e type, and 
trie sane number of nours are devoted in all clasaroo is to 
the same subject.

On occasion one finds evidence of less rigid centraliza
tion. In tne first place, a few educational establishments 
are under the supervision of ministers other than the .Minister 
of national education. For example, agricultural ac.uools 
are under tne Minister of agriculture, several higher techni
cal schools are under interested ministers, the optional 
military Academy is under the minister of war, the Aaval
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academy la -under the minister of the navy, and the school 
of mines is under too minister of public works*

Technical instruction is adapted to the needs of tne 
region where each, particular school is found* -fore and 
more one finds the tendency, in the elementary schools 
particularly, to use local environment as an aid to teach
ing, lending a variety to instruction of the sane subject 
in different schools. Of late, the ministry of education 
has encouraged a few selected schools to experiment with 
new •methods. One of tnes© experiments has resulted in the 
national adoption of a new type secondary school program 
to be discussed in a later chapter.

No matter how vigorously attempts at decentralisation
light be tried, by a few, all schools at all levels continue
to receive supervision and directives from the central
authority. For tne most part, teaching conditions and
ethods are the sane, and. the recruit ■ ent and training of
teachers, instructors, and professors are identical through— 

4out France.

~3 International txaiination Inquiry-Carnegie, Atlas de 1* iinseignemerit on France. .Paris: IP I norixer ieRamlot, 1933. p. 7.
4 International Examination Inquiry-Carnegie,Ibid., p. 8.
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For a general statement of the historical development 
of this highly centralized system, none can he more brief 
and to the point than Handel1 s description:

The present system of education in France is virtually a creation or re-creation of the Third Republic. It Is marked by two characteristics - the first is control of education in tne hands of the state authority on the principle Introduced by Napoleon in 1308; the second is its triple division or the coexistence of elementary, vocational or technical, and secondary systems side by side, each administered by separate sections in the lintstry of 
Public instruction, or in the case of some forms of vocational education by other Ministries, without articulation or coordination. . . . .
Fro n the point of view of administrative control and of tne definition of aims and purposes, the French system is national; from che point of 
view of articulation and the provision of 
opportunities, It still continues the division Into one type of education for the masses and anotmer for toe privileged few * with tenuous links between the two. While the tradi tion of secondary education goes back to tee Napoleonic period, the system of elementary and vocational education was reorganized under the Third H@pu.bHc. h syste a of ele ientary and higher elementary schools had been organized under the Guizot Law of 1333, but mad practically fallen into desuetude under trie reaction following the middle of the century. Free secular elementary education was established un Ter the Third lie pub
lic in 1881 and was followed in the next year by a law of compulsory attendance. -lie lay character of elementary education was progressively assured by the law of 1888, which secularized the teaching body in public scnools, and by the law of 1904, which suppressed the teaching congregations and closed ail the free schools conducted by tn.an, In 
1300 the foundation for vocational education was laid by the creation of trade schools (ecole 
manuelles d*apprentIs sag©), and six years later the higher elementary schools were restored.For young children the ecole maternclle, which had existed under various names sine© 1801, were reorganized by a decree of August 2, 1881. Two years earlier the system of normal schools for

mailto:H@pu.bHc
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elementary scnaol teachers had been revised to meet the new conditions* All trie laws and de- 
creos governing the elementary system were hr^ t together In the organic law of 18H6 on whtf'i tae present system rests*

Public instruction in France is organised 
on the principles of neutrality in rel~ lousmatters and l&lcity• Parents and churc as are expected to provide for the religious education of children, -and the State cooperates for this purpose to tne extent of holding no school sessions on ihuradays. * * * • The situation.
Is, however, different in Alsac©-Lorraine, where the French Government has practically been compelled to accept the regirse which pre
vailed under German rule and to refrain from imposing the principles of neutrality and lalclty In ©d uc a 11 on .

A great deal of autonomy is found in the french 
universities due to the fact that these institutions receive 
grants from private sources and because by tradition they 
have been at the top of the educational hierarchy In France* 
However, two factors operate to minimize the importance of 
any endowments that French universities nay receive. The 
first is that in order to get full value fro n a gift, a 
university rmat invest it Immediately in buildings or equip
ment which will have more or less permanent value. 1t 
cannot afford to endow chairs in view of the rapidly inflat
ing franc. For example, If in 1919 a university had received 
one million francs, suen a gift would have had a purchasing 
power of T200,000, as the franc was then quoted at five 
franca to one dollar. Had the money been invested in such a

T. L* Kandel, Comparative Kduoatlon (hostoru Houghton ■Mifflin Company, 1933}, pp. T l W i S .
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way as to ?Ive 50,000 francs yearly inco ie to endow a 
chair, t'hls sa. e a nount today would have the purchasing 
or wage power of ilOO, as tae legal exchange rate of the 
franc is now 119 francs to one dollar* deace, endowments 
have little value in delping tne universities maintain 
any independence f r o - state control* Secondly, the only 
if reach -uegree or diploma which .permits one to practice 
his profession in France Is tne one issued by tne &tate. 
nevertheless, university faculties deter nine the contents of 
the examinations and examine the candidates. Another 
feature of state control of universities is the entrance 
exa dnation and the number of students permitted to emharn 
in any one profession each year. This figure is also deter
mined by the central authority. For example, a university 
that ml.hit wish to raise its quota of physics students 
woold need to get the permission to do so from tne central 
authority. The quota allowed is usually based on the anti
cipated need in a given profession.

The central educational authority in h ranee is the 
-Inister of National Education. The only member of the 
ministry who may be replaced due to changes in the political 
majority is the minister himself. All others arc civil 
servants who function under the established codes and de
crees. hence, in spite of frequent political changes, the 
central educational authority actually changes very slowly. 
Basic laws affecting educational policy are well established
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and durable*
l5h© following list of component offices of the -Unistry 

of National Education indicates tue wide range of functions 
assigned to that ministry:

Minister of National Education 
Cabinet of the 'Minister

General Ad 'ilnis trat Ion Division 
Division of higher Education 
Division of secondary Education 
Division of Elementary Education 

School Equipment Service 
Service of German and Austrian Affairs 
Service of Foreign Educational Relatione 
Division of Technical and Vocational Activities 
Division of Adult Education and fouth Activities 
Division of School Hygiene 
Division of Colonial Education 
Research and Documents Services 
Division of Arts and Letters 
Division of Museums 
Archives Division
Division of School Building anti Architecture 
Physical ..Education Division 
National Center for Scientific Research 

ITie above listed divisions or services function on a 
national scale unless otherwise indicated by their title, in
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which case they function on an International or colonial
basis* lh© four divisions .found in the Minister* s imadiate
cabinet take precedence and have authority over all other
divisions and services*0

It is quit© obvious that it would b© impossible to
direct and supervise all French educational activities at
all levels without some system of regional or district
offices* fhe nap of lirancc, Chart I, on the following page

7illustrates how this is done*
It will be noted that France is divided into seventeen 

rev Iona, Including Algiers, called aeederaies* Each region 
la headed by a director, wuo la the educational authority 
for his region* he is responsible only to the various 
inspector® and chiefs In the m inimtor*s cabinet* .is post 
la usually non-pol 1 tioal, and it Is for the raoat part a 
civil service appointment#

A university Is located In each city which Is the seat
of the region and the rector of the university la responsible
to the Inspector general of the Division of Higher Dducatioa
in the ailniater’d cabinet* All other ncwm-unlverslty educa
tional personnel In the region are responsible through 
channels to the director of the region. It should be ~mdm 
clear at this juncture that the academy is not a school— It

W lobster© de 1* education Rationale, AnnuaIre cie 
1 * hducation figti„onale {Paris) p* 22*

7 minister® de 1* education nationals, Ibid# p# 56
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is ail office in caarge of all non-university education in 
a given region. Under each academy or region director 
are more civil servants in charge of various educational 
functions in the departments of each region. ihe number 
of departments in each region vary fron three to nine.
Paris itself is considered a department and is the academic
seat for eight other departments. fable 1 presents each

3academy center and trie departments that each includes. "
besides the academy director. who has the duties of gen

eral educational supervision for all the departments in each 
region, there are attached to his office supervisors of 
physical education, youth movements, and technical-vocational 
training. bach department has a chief-supervisor responsi
ble to his academy director, and under each department chief 
supervisor there exist one or more supervisors of primary 
schools depending on the population of the department.

Each department has at least one of t.ne following 
schools above the primary grades: boys* lycee, girls*
lycee > boys* primary nor.vial scnool, girls* primary normal 
scnool, boys* technical college, girls* technical college, 
boys1 bigher elementary school, and a girls* higiier elemen
tary school. In a few instances, increasingly so in recent 
years, coeducational schools at all levels are found.

ill© normal schools found in each department train 
teachers for tnat department only. Special applications

8 h’inist&re de 1* Education National©, Ihid. o* 57.
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TABL H 1

Paris  ........ ......  Cher, Eure-et-LoIr©, Loiret, Laire-et-
Ch&r. harm©, Ois©» Seine, seine—©t- 
Earn©, Seine-et-Ois©*

Aix *...... Alp# s~hari tines. Baaae-Alpes, Bouc-ies-
Gue-Hhone, Corse, Var, Vaacluse,

Alger *   Alger, Constantine, Oran.
he sac on . *........  Loubs, Haute*3aone, Jura, 1‘erritoire

* de Belfort*
Bordeaux ........... .Bassea-P^reneea, Dordogne, Gironde,

Landes, Lo >ot« laroiin©*
Caen........... ....... Calvados, Lure, ancne, Orne, Ourthe,Seine-Inferieure*
Clernoni-Ferr and. .*.* Allier, Gantai, (.'orreze, Crouse,

Loir© , Puy—de-Do :ie.
Dijon ............... ..-aloe , Cote-d* or, Haute—harne, Uievre,

Yvonne.
0renoble ............ Ardeche, Dro. ;.a , ..Hu tea—Alpes, Haute-

Lavoie, Isero, Savoie.
Lille  ....... Aisne, Ardennes, Horci, Pas-de-Calais,

Sonne.
Lyon  ....... a in. Loir©, Dione, iaone-et-Lolre.
hontpellier ......... ■••md©, Gar J , Heraul t, Lozere 1 Hrenees-

Orlentale3.
Dancy * * ........ hourtne-et-hoselle, house, Yosges.
Poitiers ............ Charent©, Cuar«nte-'hriti ne, Leux-

L e vr e 3 , 1 ndre , I nd r e—e t -L o ir ©,
Vende©, Vie one.

Kernies  ..... * Co tea-du-Hord . Finistor© , Illo-et—
Villain©, Loire-Iafarieure, uine- 
©t-Loire , ■■a:, enne, horb I ban. 

Strasbourg .......... bus—Eliln, H&ut-Khlii, • 0 3 ©lie.
Toulouse ............ Ariege, Aveyron, Gera, Haute-Garonne,

Hautes-Pyreaees, Lot. Tarn, Tarn- 
et-Garonne.

(17 Academies) (93 Depart rients}
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mist be made and permission received to teach in a department 
outside of the one where the teacher la trained. Soeelal con
sideration Is given to teachers who marry and who have re
ceived their training in separate departments. Health is also 
considered as a factor in moving from one department to 
another. As the chief educational supervisor for each de
partment is responsible for training a sufficient number of 
teachers .for his schools, he is reluctant to give permission 
to move unless he has an over-supply of teaohers, which Is 
usually not the case.

The department chief Is not responsible for any secondary 
or higher schools in his department. The rectors or directors 
of these Institutions are directly responsible to the academy 
director or the ministry, whichever the case may be. All
examinations for secondary degrees are held at the seat of 

3each academy.
The following chart gives a general view of the French

educational ladder. It was derived from the 1953 publication 
10listed below, with a few modifications necessitated by recent 

changes as noted by the writer and as reported in conversa
tions with officials of the in is try of national education*

In 1343, the Commission Lange vin* appointed by the linis— 
ter of National h&ucatlon, studied the axis tin * educational 
framework in Franc© and suggested changes as Indicated in the

9. iinister© de lreducation national©, Ibid. pp. 59-215
10* Inceraa t ional Sac a Jiinatlon Inquiry— Carnegie, atlas d@ I * hnaeigne ment an France. Paris: L11 mrlmsrl©

IP. 'P. i i n — 'M i l l ,  ' 'I « II    .........  — ■ ,1.1 IH . I HW W IW IW M W IHaiilot, 1335. p. 13.
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CHART IX

THE FRENCH EDUCATIONAL LADDER
Age 
24 
23 
22 
21

University_Colleges ! Superlor 
} Normalj School
|of France j Higher I Mortal \Higher 

^Institutes | Schools (Schools jPri.mry’ “ (of the
19s
IB
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

of the Universities

and (Superior l   ____

nuicees | Normalfl Schools

o
5
4
3

Primary{NormalSchools
Rational 
School of 
Agriculture

Technical Secondary Schools, ilodern Secondary Schools, and Academic Sec ondary 3chools

TriTciXcaX School of •‘Agricul
ture[Upper

national 
School of Arts and Trades
TracTTcalSchool of Commerce 

and Industry

[Elementary oolsJL
PrInary Schools

Elnderg&rtens and Nursery Schools



Chart III below. To date the Langevin plan has not been 
adopted but Is looked upon favorably by many teachers and is 
being discussed by educators and laymen with much Interest.

A brief interpretation of Chart III is necessary in view 
of the different means by which one may enter the normal 
schools. The primary normal school which trains teachers for 
the primary grades may be entered either directly fro n the 
upper elementary school or from the classical secondary 
school, usually at the age of 16, in any event, after the 
completion of ten years of schooling and upon passing the en
trance examinations. The upper elementary normal scnool, 
which trains teachers for the upper elementary grades (6 
through 10) is entered, directly from the primary normal school, 
or upon completion of the classical secondary scnool* The 
superior normal school for the preparation of secondary school 
teachers, of wbich there are only two in France, is entered 
upon satisfactory completion of the lycee only and upon pass
ing the entrance examination. These two schools prepare men 
and women for teaching jobs in the lycee, which Is the classi
cal and academic secondary school. The Superior Normal School 
of France Is entered from the university, usually after com
pletion of two years of university work. It prepares teachers 
f or the univers I ties.

The chart cannot show a wide variety of special technical 
schools and normal schools which prepare teachers for special 
fields. These will be discussed later.

11 Daniel Girard, "Projet be keforme de I’lnselgne sent da la Commission Langevin,n Bulletin of Information, National Association of Teachers of French, Vol. 7,
i h O » 2 , 11 *i O , p . *



il -heat Decree for Studies, hesearch, or ieactin-
a 4

<jD |24 | 5rd j Higher ■ c i en t i f 1 c JPr ofessI onal
23 iCycle I research , Schools

* * »

* Training of University* and dinner tci.ool! Professors
L *

21| 2nd |To c hnlc al, 3clent ific » Law,j 
201Cyclej and hedical Institutes j

I I  ̂ |I I Preparatory ,IB| 1st |Schools for ,19 j Cycle | Science, . Arts andj i '.edicine, Law, Trad©
i * arts and I Schools| |Letters |

I

draining of Secondary Scnool Teachers

Training of Llewentary School Teachers

liploua of Secondary Studies Certificate oiProfessional Aptitude
17 Uppor fSeeandary SchoolIS Theory I Professional and Practical Training15 Technical, modern, and| Apprenticeship AgricultureClassical Schools | Pre-Apprenticeship Industry or1 Con ere©

Lower Secondary Schoc1a a13 Ceneral education / option of {Tanual Arts ) Latin or a 12 (husical ~due. ) 2nd Bodern.
11 (Plastic Arts )/language(Lxperln©ntal } at age of 

Science ) 13
109 PrIlary School
a

Kindergarten

IInr aery School
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5. Schools for Which Teachers are Specifically Trained.
With few exceptions, one could cake the statement 

that teachers for all educational levels, from the nursery 
school through the university, receive special training, 
including a period of supervised apprenticeship.

All teachers for the kindergarten, elementary, and 
upper eleuentary grades receive special training in normal 
schools and do tneir practice teaching in tne training 
schools attached to each departmental normal school. A 
snail percentage of the secondary school teachers receive 
normal school training. However, all secondary school 
teachers serve a period of closely supervised apprentice
ship. The large percentage of secondary school teachers 
w-.o receive their teaching certificate via the university 
must attend special lectures on pedagogy and oass special 
examinations in education.

The great majority of the teachers in the technical, 
vocational or professional secondary and higher schools 
receive special training along with their subject-matter 
studies and must pass special examinations to qualify as 
teachers.

Eighty percent of the teachers on tne university
faculties are .graduates of the Superior Normal School of 

12France. In general it is safe to say that no nation in

12. As told to the writer by tne President of the Superior Normal School of France, December 19,1946.
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the world puts so nuca e -iphasla an the pedagogical imlootri* 
nation of its university faculty members as does France*

6* fronds In the School .Population, in France*
In any eon3iteration of teaching as a profession or

vihen the ctate, as Is too case In France, deter .dries the
number of candidates It will admit to the various categories
of normal schools, it is necessary to take into account the
trend of the school population# Although la France public
education is free In a sense that actolarships take care
of whatever fees may he levied. In reality it is free only
at the ele mntmry school level* In many failles, vmen a
child roaches tne age of 11 or 12, he nay become an In radiate
economic asset to the fa :;ily if his efforts are directed
toward gainful employment* This factor Is particularly
important if the economic wage of the head of tee family is
so Imv that the children need to begin at an early age to
support not only themselves but to contribute to toe hone*
This latter factor has, In 12m past, played an important
part In making education unavailable to many beyond the
eie -eniary school*

On the following page Chart IT shows the population
trend for elementary, secondary» and higher schools, as well
aa for technical arid vocational training at both tne secondary14and higher school level*

T T ~  h E I a t e r e  de 1 *EducatIon Rationale, A nixuaire dely'education Ilationalc (Paris, Icprinerle ria'ETonale, 
19i6j\ P* 960.
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A brief explanation of Chart IV may be necessary.
Accurate statistics are unavailable prior to 1925. lb:© 
enforce aent of the school laws adopted by the laird Hepublic 
between 1580 and 1921 was lax until after World War I, par
tially due to the fact that tixe people were not ready to 
accept the authority of the State over the Church In educa
tion.

ih© sharp decrease in ©nroil-tent in institutions of 
hipher learning from 1939 to 1940 is hue to France1s active 
participation In tne far. For tne sane reason, tuere was 
a great Increase in vocational and technical education, 
partially inpio ented ,y the fact tnat after the occupation 
of france by t..te Germans, students were given one iptions 
fro,, forced labor battalions. Student exemptions from 
labor battalions also accounts for the rapid increase In 
the enroll seats of higher educational institutions from 
1940 to 1943. Tne sharp drop in enroll rent in both, of 
these categories fro i 1943 to 1944 can be explained by sev
eral factors. For one tiling, students were getting restless 
and as px*o hab i 1111 e s of liberation bee a © more certain,
-any joined tne underground move ,ent. Another 1 -port ant fact 
is that the academic year 1945-44 was interrupted by Intensi
fied bo doing of -any ports and major cities of -'ranee. School 
buildings -ore often than not served as barracks for t.;.© 
ene.nyn wita the concentration of Ger man troops In franc©,
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core and more schools, particularly colleges and universi
ties, had to '-e closed .for school purposes.

Hi© trend of elementary school enroll merit reflects the 
drop in birtn rate core t n n  any other factor.

flie rat.er definite increase in enroll snt in secondary 
schools reflects tne popularising of this level of educa
tion in France. The slight ups and dcwms from 1939 to 1344 
reflect again the results of tlx© war. In many Instances. 
secondary school students were given diplomas at trio age of 
15, which they would not have received until tne age of 18 
in normal tines* provided they volunteered for word camps 
in her many. In any event, the drop was never Teater than 
IChuOG out of a total of 280,000 indicating that a very 
smail percentage availed themselves of the opportunity to 
obtain a ncheap” diploma. it is quite likely iaat a good 
portion of the 10,000 can he attributed to bo ibed-out
scnool3 or schools taken over for enemy quarters.

is the chart indicates, the enroll ment in all types of
schools above the elementary schools is at present on the
increase. The re Is every reason to believe that this trend 
v ill continue. Observations see •? to indicate tmat during 
the past twelve years the school buildings and equipment 
have not kept up with the needs. Teachers, ad Mini a tratora, 
and otner school officials, as well as laymen, concur with 
this point of view.

The statistics furnished by the university Statistical
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Bureau indicate tiie nunber of candidates entering teacher-15training institutions.

TABLE 2
CAMDXlJilTES GRADUATED Fhm. . PRIGARY HORi I Ah SCHOOLS

YEAR MSN W OMEN
1920 4617 5135
1925 4904 5463
1930 5540 5923
1935 5860 5810(16)1938 5325 5246
19 45 9744 (17)(men and women)

There are six hi5her normal schools training teachers 
for the universities, secondary schools, technical schools, 
and for physical education. Statistical Infor lation on 
graduates from these schools for the years 1938 and 1945

15 A. Rosier, Lirecteur, Bureau Universitaire de Statist ique, Letter to George J. Kabat, Paris:18 Dec. 1946.
16 As 1940 was not a normal year, the figure for 1938 was given.
17 lio breakdown between the numbers of men and women is available for 1945. The writer was told by educators that in spite of the serious attempts 

to recruit men for the primary normal schools, the number had dropped to an unprecedented figure. Classes visited In men1 3 normal schools tended to bear this out.
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was furnished bv the Bureau Uaivcrai talre do Statlatlou®. 
the table below, furnished by hr* Eoslor, director of that 
bureau, gives these figures*

TABLE 3

IhlBQLLfhrfTS III FHKACA BlgBBB MGFFlAL SCFSOXhh 195b. AMD 1945
;t>

Hornal© Font©- Enselgn- h-duc.Year aup» Sevres St* Cloud l nay Technicue Phyaloue
1938 195 107 67 62 166 44

(>mn only)
1945 130 141 57 70 153 53

Fe:i Women "on \4omon Fen Fen B Women

A. These ar© the figures for the Superior Mormal School of :;ranc©* This school» the only on© of it® kindin Franc©, prepares men for university teaching positions. riot© the drop.
B. I no Mormal School of Sevres Includes wcruon only except during; its short summer ter 1, which Is not included in these figures. The figures given 

above ar© for its regular school year only. Hot© 
the rise*

C. The Superior Hor..ml School of St. Cloud prepares taen teachers for positions in bays1 lycoee. Mot© the drop.
I). The Superior Harmal School of Fontenay-en-Koeeprepares woaoa teachers for girls1 jyc^ea* Mot© the rise.
E. The Superior Mormal School for TeexmloaX-Vocational .-ducation prepares men for teaching positions in 

secondary and higher technical and vocational scnool©* Mote the drop*
id There are now two schools called Superior Horiml School for Sports and Physical Education* In 1938 there was only the one for men with a gru a sing 

class of .forty-four* When the writer vial** 1 these two schools in Lee ember of 1946, there were 53 in
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the graduating class of the school for men and110 in the graduating class of the school for 
women.

Detailed treat neat of the above-mentioned schools will 
be given in the succeeding chapters.

The inverse ratio of teachers in training to students 
in school is an alarming one for France. Educational offi
cials and laymen are aware of what is going on. It Is not 
the purpose of this study to go into the causes for this 
condition. Conversations with Preach educators indicate 
that tne causes can be summed up as: (1) The pay of
scnool teachers does not compare favorably with that of 
other workers* even of day laborers. (2) teachers cannot 
engage In side occupations. (3) The black '-market is below 
the dignity of teachers. {4) With the rapid devaluation 
of the franc, the security of pensions for civil servants 
is doubtful.

In 1931, the population of France was 41,228,446, of
which. 2,714,697 were fore I ,/ners. Table IV below describes

IBthe literacy status of the population. In this table, 
literate -seans tne ability to read and write, popularly 
referred to as functional literacy.

~ ~Is SHcycTopedie Trancaise, Education, et Instruction. Faria: LIbrarle Larousse, 1939, Vol. 15, 04-14.
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Mai© Female Total
Group French Foreign French Foreign French Foreign Total

Belov 5 1,715,671 99,699 1,677,201 97,159 3,392>872 196,858 3,589,730

5-10 tbopb 
SfLgfle

. .literate ..Bnknown 

..Illi
terate

1,056,240
360,027
267,058

56,379
25,632
22,180

1,062,661
337,196
245,276

53,642
23 ,Sl2
20,950

2,118,901
697,223
512,334

109,02149,444
43,130

2,227,922
7^,667
555,^

10 years
ana up
..literate 13,892,53-7 1,1 2 0 ,0 99 15,503 ,510 672,553 29,396,027 1,792,652 31,188,679. .Unknown 431,301 116,480 581 ,502 59,912 1,012,803 1 7 6 ,3 92 1 ,1 8 9 ,1 85..Illiterate 5 3 2 ,9 00 216,493 8 5 0 ,7 0 9 130,707 1,383 ,609 3 4 7 ,2 00 1 ,730 ,809

Total 18,255,714 1 ,65 5 ,962 20,258,055 1,058,735 38,513,769 2,714,697 41,228,466

On the whole, France can be considered a literate na
tion. It is not the purpose of this study to deter line its 
educational problems or shortcomings. Its purpose Is rather 
to describe its system of teacher recruit ment and training 
and to give a picture of the duties and responsibilities 
assigned to the teaching profession.

The Introduction has attempted to point out the number 
and types of teacher-training establishments as they exist 
today and to give a general description of educational ad
ministration in France. The following chapters will describe 
tue various types of normal schools in some detail.



ChapTEB II

x!...IB- Phnr uihXXGh OP PKB—3Ch30B AiiD hith'-KhTAHT
SCHOOL XB/iC;IBB3

I# The Origin or the Element ar:/ flor-aa! School*
w rtM to  wWli imimiMW I'iw i«iuri>—111 .>f»n ,n. j« IIUU'.I'* * " >—i

The history of the certification of teaeaers in Franc©
Is closely related to the origin and history of the normal 
scnool* As indicated In Ohtpier I# the teacher is one of the 
most Important factors In establishing the quality of a school 
system. The philosophy and purposes behind hi a training will 
determine to a great extent hem the educational needs of the 
people are to be met*

Prom the middle ages to modern times, the church exercised 
a monopoly on elementary education* Instruction was given by 
the church and. often in the church* On rare occasions a school 
managed by one teacher succeeded in existing outside the di
rection of the church, sometimes hidden in the woods. From 
tills circumstance, the French coined the term, ecole bals- 
a oilier© (school In the woods). The term e.oole bulsaoniere 
Is also said, to have been derived from the name Ferdinand 
Buisson, an early educator In the First Benubile* however, 
it Is nor© likely that Buisson, a pre-revolutioaary under
ground. teacher, operated under a false name which was logic
ally chosen since he taught a school In the woods*

The precedent of church authority in education was es
tablished in the year 1203 when tne Pope, Innocent XII,
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established the Uni meraity of Paris. At that tire, any 
primary Instruction y;l v®n out a M e  the church was regarded 
as unimportant* For the most part all university teachers 
were church trained.

In the seventeenth century, elementary teachers re~ 
colvad their authorisation fro:;: the church, after which they 
were free to set up a school and charge whatever fees they 
mi-hit wish. This does not -.mean that a few did not select a 
poor thougn bright boy on occasion to give him Instruction, 
but this was an exception* In 1698, houis XIV published an 
order which roadi "Nous voulons era1 II so it etabll dec 
.-.-mitres ©t dee naltresses d,ecole dans tout©© lee parolssee 
pour instruire lea enfanta de 1*un ©t 11 autre sex© dans lea 
my stores de la Pelihlon, pour lea condnire a la .-jesse, con e

Feras si pour approndre a lire et a ©crire..•"
Until til® establish 'tent of the First B©pub11c, the 

archy was apparently satisfied to loam© all school natters In 
the hands of the church* The students wore instructed by 
church te&Qhers. In the accounts of Turgot in 1775, of 
decker, In 1781, and those who followed until 1789, not a

a
single expenditure for schools Is mentioned.

r ^ T e  w lair "t o have school masters and mis tree a ©a placed in all parishes to instruct tne children of each a©x in the mysteries of Bellgion, to conduct then to mss, as well as to te&on reading and writing.”
Code Soldi, he Livre do a Ingtltuteura, Far Is:Librarle Soudler, 1947. p. T>.

2 Cone uoleil, aoiu.♦ p* o®*.
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The principle of State control and of the establish
ment of national education was expressed as early as 1739* 
”A11 the children of the StatefM said ha Chalotais, "mist 
be brought up by ŝe-mbera of tne otate*n Tula is the origin 
of french public schools* A degree of 1791 made it obliga
tory that all teachers and professors take a civil oat,:., and 
another law of 1792 abolished all private and secular educa
tional institutions* All schools having been abolished by 
tuis degree, as previous to its passage all schools were 
private or secular, it was necessary to build new ones*
"Do not look at the expense,” cried Danton, *after bread, 
education la the first need of the people!” The revolu
tionary assemblies pressed with ardor the establish-tent of
a syste of national education, several projects were 'heuun,

* 3but only the principles were established*
Talleyrand, in liis report to the Constituent Assembly 

(1731), put forth a f hind a rental principle: " fnore shall bo 
created and organised a sy atem of public instruction co unoa. 
to all citizens, free as regards that portion of education 
indispensable to all men** As regards elee ntary education, 
there shall be * pa* Inn*., schools to teach to all children 
their first and indispensable lessons, to &ubuo them with 
principles that must direct their actions and make of then, 
while keeping then from ignorance, nappler non and more use
ful citizens*” Condorcet devised a plan for the selection

3 Code SoleII, Ibid. p. 64
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or instructors bv the .•.turiicioal council assisted by th©
4fathers of families*

The first primary normal school opened In Strasbourg
In 1811, although plans for one had been advanced to the5Assembly as early as 1734 by Lakanal*

In the third year of the First Republic there were no
trained teachers although there were .m ny pupils. To re.nedy
tne situation Lakanal had a decree adopted to the effect
that any citizen possessing a certificate of good citizen**
shin and nopals could open a school and teach. Parents were
oblige I to send their children to scnool for a period of at6
least tars© years* These teachers were probably the first 
certified by the Bepbulic* Other decrees stipulated that 
the Republic must furnish all instructors with a building 
necessary to establish a school and a household with garden 
attached* It was further stated that primary school teach
ers Should instruct In ^Reading, writing, arithmetic, and 
republican -corals*m The samm assembly also envisaged a nor
mal school for Paris to Instruct in methods of teaching 400 
students who war® to return to their Departments to instruct 
others In tr,e methods of teaching they had learned In Paris* 
This school, taught by tu© great ran of letters of that day, 
ran for four months and -closed Its doors* It was not until 
1872 that a normal school opened In Furls*

Sol#II, Ibid* p* 65
5 I* JL* Handel, Comparative Jfduea.tion, (New York; Houghton-"'ifflin, 1933), p. 649
6 Code ooleil. Op. clt., p. 66
7 God© Solail, Ibid. p* 66
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By decree of 1-BOB, Hap ole an asaigaed Ui# University 
tne task of establishing normal schools* fr*© decree stated
that the school should expound the Beat methods to teach 
the art of reading, writing, and arithmetic, arid it further 
stipulated that the authorities should make certain that 
the ins true tors did not go beyond this linrlt*^ It la pos
sible that Ifapolean did not wish to have repeated the 
errors which, forced the first normal school to close after 
four months of operation* Apparently, the early decrees re
garding the church and ©dueation were forgottan, as the 
Christian Brothers were reinstated by the University and 
were the only operators of real norm! schools*

In Hapoleon9a organisation, the education of girls was 
neglected. Mi do not believe,** said. Hapoleon, * that It is 
necessary to bother with the education of girls* fhey can
not be instructed better than by their m o t h e r s * W i t h  the 
Restoration, Hapoleon adopted principles which were to his 
interest* The principle of education for the Church and for 
the Monarchy soon returned* The decree of April 8, 1824, 
sanctioned that walch already existed and education includ
ing teacher training was officially turned over to the 
Christian Brothers. Although the decree of 11303 had stipu
lated that no on# could teach who did not have a diploma 
Issued by {although not earned at) the University, a 
teacher9 e diploma was issued in 1816 to anyone who could

8' Cade "Soleil, Ibid. p. 66*
9 Cod© Soleil, Ibid. p* 67.
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read* write, sad do arithmetic# By 1328 the Brotiiers of 
the Christian Schools needed only a certificate of obedi
ence to pemlt th®2 to teach*

In spite of Napoleon*s new ay -apathy toward the 
Brothers, non-sectarian schools continued to exist in the 
provincial villages wnare a schoolmaster often held forth 
in his one-roon hone which also served as his kitchen, 
llvlngrooa and bedroom, Tiies® were» however, feeble at— 
te a-pi,@, ash by force, lav*, and degree the people -were to 
lose not only tveir overrtn. nt but t;.»eir schools as well*

The French tern wecole Itbre*1 waicn literally trans
lated ..-©a as wfr@e schools” does not m a n  free school® in 
tne Auer lean sens# of t n@ word, but rather in th© English, 
sense of meaning that anyone or any organisation that so 
wishes is free to establish, a school#

Tala idea was established by the Oulsot laws of 1853* 
fh©s# laws, anaag other things »• stated that: All individ
uals 18 years of age or older could teach with the only 
conditions being tne possession of diplomas of aptitude 
and a certificate of good morals# The supervision of 
private schools previously considered a function of the 
state was orgavised in such a way as to respect the idea
of "free teaching#** without regard, to .methods* Civil and
criminal courts were trie sole authority with power to 
stop on© from teaching. School attendance was not obliga
tory, but each con-unity had to have a school (public.
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private, or secular) , and each depart sent had to support a 
normal school either by Itself or in cooperation with anotu- 
ar department or organization* Com it teas of' school in** 
spectlon were created in each com - unity and were composed 
of the mayor, the priest, the pastor (few of these existed), 
and several notables* As for the co-arse of study in the 
schools during 3ulsot*s regime, one can get a good Insight 
by reading his discourse given to the Assembly on hay 2, 
1853* "What must the teacher do? Does he give at a cer
tain hour a lesson on morals and religion? Mo, he opens 
and closes the school wita a prayer; he has the catechism 
lesson recited; he gives history lessons by reading holy 
history* he muat give all instruction a moral and religi
ous character* It Is the best way to dissipate these mis
erable morals, these new perils to which the revolutionary

„10classes ar© prey*11
Thus the church was returned to its place of prestige 

and privilege in education* The counter—-revolution, of 
184m only confirmed that w;,Ich already existed when It 
proclai-^d: "Teaching Is free (I*e, , anyone is free to 
teach)* Freedom to teach is exercised depending upon the 
individual1s morality and his capacity as determined by 
the law and supervised by tne State* The separation.
of Church and 3tat© had been reconciled —  each became 
tae other*

10 Code hole 11, Ibid* p. 68
11 C ode Solell, X bId * p* 69



Beaction against revolutionary institutions and prin
ciples became more profound. under tn® pretext of liberty, 
the church wanted to control all teaching* nirfeher agree* 
mnts were reached through the effort a of 'fhiera and 
Dupunloup resulting in the Falloux law of 1850 which proved 
not only that the church was regaining control of education 
but also that It had regained control of the State; hence, 
of everything under the State, including education#

Under the Falloux law, the inspection of schools was 
left solely In the hands of the yor and the priest* ihe 
Instruction of girls was almost exclusively in the hands 
of the church# The course'of study In the normal schools 
was limited, and It was mad® unlawful to teach anything 
except religion, “morals, reading, writing, element® of tlm 
french, language, arithmetic, the metric system and religi
ous songs# Tula law was amended In 1854 by returning to 
the departmental administrators trie authority to appoint 
elementary teachers, a right given then by the law of 1808 
and taken away from them by tlx© law of 1855# It was further 
amended to recreate the departhi© ntal council* In spite of 
tries® amendments, the school teacher re.ts ined under the 
influence of the priest# He remained choir leader, bell 
rinjjer, and church sweeper. The priest inspected the 
schools# k% t.n@ con alseion on teaching in 1849 filler a 
said; ttI » who would not confide secondary education ex
clusively to tlm clergy, would not hesitate to give the.as
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primary education. The school shoald always- be in the
hands of the priest or the sexton* * In 1862, 28 percent
of the m n  and 44 percent of the -women were unable to at$n

12their namea to their marriage certificates*
The tug-of-war for the control of education was finally 

resolved In 1920 in favor of the State. In 1881 the normal 
school curriculum had been somewhat liberalized to include 
algebra, modern languages, and .anual work. With the ex
ception of slight modifications in 1905 the pattern of the

13normal acaool remained unchanged, until 1920. At this 
tin© all authority was taken over b; the State, and the 
course of study was reformed and lengthened*

The period from 1739 to 1920 Indicates the importance 
attached to the teacher, his selection, his training, and 
iris responsibilities. The teacher emerged the servant and 
Intellectual leader of the people, the people who controlled 
the State* Three Important principles regarding education, 
were permanently established during this 130—year period, 
navel;/: compulsory elementary education, a State-supervised 
freedom for private or sectarian schools, and gratuitous, 
lay—controlled public education completely neutral on 
religious -matters. Portal schools were definitely estab
lished aa the training and proving grounds for all public 
school personnel.

12 Code Sol©II, Ibid. p. 70.
13 X. In • ll andel, Op. Cit. p. 549.
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thm official Cod.© Sole 11 list© the important laws
passed since 1831 which effect teacher status for the

14prl ;ury achoolt*
(!) The law of Jua© 16, 1881 requires a cer

tificate of aptitude for all persona who 
wish to teach and abolishes the equiva
lences which were 'per nit ted by the law 
Of I860*

(2) The primary nornal schools are public establish:eata (law of July 19, 1389), gratuitous {law of June IS, 1SSX), founded and maintained by th© departments*
(5 ) The maintenance of students and the

salary and aalntemnee of professors is the duty of the State*
(4) Students who wish to bacon© elementary 

teachers .must finish their baccalaureet
and their professional education in thenormal school*

{b) The student—teachera do their practice
teac-.! i ’• in th© eleaentary schools or kindergartens annexed to the normal 
school*

(6) 411 teaenera for whatever level of
teaching ms% receive basic pedagogi
cal training* Teachers for secondary 
schools and higher institutions will raceIv© their training at either m 
university or at the Superior h ?  ml 
Schools*

The present system of primary normal schools is a 
result of the law of August 9, 1879* "Each department 
must establish a primary normal school for men. and on© for 
women sufficient to assure the recruitment of its public 
school teachers* By permission of th© President of the

14 Cod.© .Soldi, Op* Git* pp. 74-7.
16 Louis Schwarts» Cod© Prichard* 

Purist H&chette, 1959. p. 515*
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Republic, two depart "lents nay establish a school by joint 
effort. The original construction and the maintenance of 
the school Is an obligation of each depart .Tent# The di
rector is appointed by the h ind star o.f Public Education.
An ad i-;lnlstrutive council shall advise the director* The 
Connell is to be :iade up of the Director of the regional 
academy, and representatives of elementary, secondary, and 
higher schools, as well as the departmental prefect#**

2* Prlnary Mornal School Entrance Keoulre.merits#
Under a rigid national system of school leaving and 

school entrance examinations, the entrance renuire vents of 
nor nal schools are the sâ -e throughout France for any type 
of school. At tine present tine there are eighty—nine nor—

I iqval schools for men and eighty-eight for women*
Tho following entrance require neats were established.

17in 1946 by til© minister of National Education#
Age: All candidates must he at least 15 and not more

tnan 17 years of age on the 1st of January of the year In 
which they take ine entrance examination. In. some cases, 
depending on circumstances t. .© director of the regional 
a can ©ray (coalman of the ex a mining committee) is author
ized to extend the limit not more than one year.

16 International Ex a I nation Inc. u Iry -Car nog ie, Atlas de I»Ease ignerent en Prance, Paries11 Itiprlnerie Harlot, 1953. p. 174.
17 "Inistere de lf Education Rationale, Progra me des Coneoura de Recrutegeat des A1evea^^aTtres at dee Elevea-daltregaeg, Parisr Vulbert, 19 46. pp. 1-14.
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.application for permission to talc# thu examinations: 
The application must be u»d© by the cund id ate at the office 
of fci.6 i 03 pec tor of the regional ac&denr, in which the atu— 
dent realde§ at least one month. before the ex afloat ions 
are to hm held#

The candidate must furnish:
(1) bis birt-. cert if Lcaie* (Urn .to at be native born or, if naturalIsed, hia naturalIxatIon/mist hav® been o>; -.oleted at least a© von y©tpa before hla application*}
(2) ills written request for per -iscion to taka the exahin&tIona Indicating the school or school# he n&s attended since the ape of 12*
(5) x certified copy of hie ‘orevet ole -ientair©(obtained after satisfactory corvplatToT^o?

the co "bin«d 4 cole prinalr# and the ©cole or 1 vaIr e. s;uper‘lS\5^ completion of ibis oeole nr1maire and five years of secondary 
school, in arp, event , 10 years of education* )

(4) An enlist *ont to serve far ten ysars as a public school teacher* Tikis must be ac- 
co npanied by an official statement from 
his parent or guardian authorising the 
candidate to contract for the above en» 
list vent and agree lay to defray the stu
dent* a expenses to the state If fer-~ student should voluntarily leave ac ool 
or If he snould, for cause, leave is 
post before his ton—year period has ter
minated*

Tri& only scholastic credential needed to gain per -le
sion to the examination for entrance to tne primary normal 
school is the -brevet 21e-oentaire* This certificate, 
w.; ieh indicates satisfactory completion of ton. years of 
schooling, is given only after the student has satisfac
torily passed the 5tat© oral and written examinetlone*
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Th® ex&mlnat ions are held la each departm© nfc, the 
first session la June or July and the second session in 
September or October. The exact date is set hy the uinister 
of national Education at least one month in advance* The
examinations begin the aam© day in all depart"ents. The
written examinations are usually prepared by the director
and, tme inspector of the ncs.de iy* They "my be prepared by
the "Tinister of National Education. The examinations are
sealed, and they are opened on the dap of tae examination.
in the presence of the candidates by the president of the

16ext ining co ai'ctee.
In order to present himself for this exa mination the

candidate .must nave attained the age of 15 by tno 1st of 
January of the year during wnica he is applying* ho ex
ceptions can be made as regards ag# for tnls ex& ulnation*
All candidates fcr the Brevet Eleve.nta.lr© ust apply at 
uce office of the academy Inspector for Vila department,
he must apply at least one Month before t. .o date set for
tm© ex&mlnalion* In applying for admission to exa.sina-

17tion tae candidate mat furnish tne following;
(1} A request for per mission to tab© the sxa a Ina 11 an, wr i t fce n and s 1. :n ed byr.ii as© If * This paper mast be notarised.
(2) -.Is hirt',* certificate. (For women* the marriage license, if married, the divorce papers, if divorced, or herhusband1a deafch certificate, if mho is

widowed.)

16 ministire de 1*Education National©, Programme des Kxaaena du Brevet Kle --e ntalre* Paris; Vuibert, 1946. p* 5.
17 dialstire de 1*Education Rationale, Ibid. pp. 4-6.
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{5} All applications oust be accompanied by 
ten francs In stamps* (Mine cents at present rat® of exchange#) (War orphans are exempt fron this tax*)

Th© examining committees are na ted each year by the 
director of the academy upon the recommendation of trie 
departmental academy inspector* The sessions are a© id at 
the departmental seat of each depart eat unless exceptions 
are -md® by the 1Iniater of national education upon recom
mendation of the director of the academy. The departmental 
academy inspector or his representative presides over 
tae com -ittee * and end; committee elects a secretary. The 
cor ltte© hist be composed of the following; two Inspec
tors of primary or kindermarten instruction; two directors 
or professors of modern colleges or of continuation 
scmools; on© permanently certified, teacher of public 
primary las truetion; and. one meraber of a private primary 
school# Other members of the conmittee are chosen from 
a nonm the civil servants or retired, civil servants of 
public education# there the number of candidates requires 
several committees, there must be at least eight persona 
on each com-nit tee. For oral examinations the corrnittee 
map be .split into various examining' sections, but no orals 
section \:a y have less than three :ae,abers. The com* ait tee 
-ay deliberate on tae acceptability of a candidate only 
mien at least two— thirds of its uarTbors are present. A 
ainpi© majority determines the acceptability of a candidate
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for the Brevet Elements,ire* In case of a tie, the vote
of the president of the committee shall be the determining
vote* Special ex a miners may be attached to the commiifctee
for tests of drawing, singing, sewing, end gymnastics*
These participate in committee deliberations only when the
specialty for which they were attached is being considered*
The departmental professor of agriculture •'ay be called
in for rural students* Daring the month following the
closing of the sessions, the minutes of the eou-nltteo*
©Igned by the president and secretary are sent to the
director of the academy who delivers turn diploma Brevet
A i c ■ ,en t a Ir e u nder his signature • It is to Tim that all
requests for inform felon or reconsideration must be 

ISaddressed*
The examinations for the Brevet El© meat-a Ire are 19described below;
Vrltten examination, first series:

Cl) A composition In French on a subject 
concerning morals or literature (tlsi hours);

(2) 4̂  test on history or geography (time:
If hours);

ib) A test in mthematica; the solution of two problems, one in algebra and tie omcr in geometry (time: 2 hours)|
(4) A test in physical or natural science {time; li: hours) i

™1uf ‘r“Tin!stars de X*Education Ztatlonale, Ibid* pp. 6-7*
19 Unis tare de lf Education Rationale, Ibid* pp* 8, 13, 16*
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(6) A penmanship test of about twenty lines 
written fro.i dictation followed hy
three qia.es ti ons on 1 anguage (ti .ies 40 
minutes- followin ■ to© dictation)*
The score on each of the written testa is lowered by one if penmansnip is poor, and by- two points if both penmanship and composition are poor, and three or four points if either or both are vary poor.

Oral examinations, second series:
(1) iae oral reading and explanation of a 

French text. (The candidate m a t  presentfive or six selections fro £ his studies during the school year previous to taking the examination or selections of equivalent difficulty*)
(2) Oral questions on arithmetic, algebra, and geometry;
(3) Oral questIons on moral and civic Instruc

tion!
(4) Oral questions on history and geography;
Co) oral questions on physical and natural sciences; (baen of to© above 6 txa 1  nations last approximately 15 minutes for each candidate*}
{6} A practical test In drawing: profileof a simple object or a decorative design;
(7) Ine rendition of a aenool song chosen fro h; five offered by the candidate and followed by simple questions on -nusic(tlvie: 10 minutes ^axl.min) $
(8) A physical education test, as follows:

For boys— leas tv an 16 years of age:
Hun 60 meters, running high jump, throw a weight of 4 kilos, running broad jump, rope' climbing with the aid of the legs.
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For boy s~l 6-18 years of age*
Hun BO met©rs,* runnin g high jump, 
threat a weight of 4 kilos, running broad jump, rope climbing with. us© 
of arus only*

For girls— all ages*
Hun 60 meter s, standing broad jump, running nigh jump, throw a weight of two kilos or rope climbing using the legs*

(3) A practical test for girla in sewing or needlework* (In parts of Franc© where lac® making la Important a test of this 
art shall be included*}
Kaoh of the tests (oral and written) shall be scored on the basis of 0 to 20* The coefficients for each test is fixed as follows:
First scries - written

French CompositionHistory or Geography hat he mat to®
Physical and natural SciencesSpellingPenmanship

2
2
21

Second series - oral
Civics and hor&ls Frenchhistory and Geography 
hat he-mat icsPhysical and Mature! SciencesDrawingFusic
Physical EducationSew In m

222O
2
1111

score of zero on any one test disqualifies m candi
date* Mo candidate can be admitted to the second series
If he has not obtained a passing score on the first 
series (I*©., 10 out of a possible 20). Mo candidate can



receive the hrevet Ele;nentalre If n© aas not averag©a 10
or above In both, aeries* The results of the examination20are announced In tne presence of the candidates.

The eia dnatlons for tv© Brevet hie ent&Ire are given
under very strict conditions* The following regulations
Indicate tv© discipline which mat be observed during the 

21exa 'inatlons:
ft the opening of tv© session, the secretary of the examining con:*I?;tee avail call the roll* As each candidate* a nave la called, he stands and co^es forward to sign toe register and otherwise identifies himself* The candidates are called to order in one group or in several, depending on the total number under the surveillance of members of the com .alt tee as designated by the president*
bach written examination /tust nave tlx© candidate1'© full name at tlx© top and folded under# tee fold being opened only after the papers 'nave been scored* ' The written examination Is not public* The oral examination is public. In the case of girls, only women are admitted to witness 

the oral examination* The president of the c o >  vitte© acts as a police officer*
All couounlcation between candidates is forbidden during: the tests* All .fraud or attempted fraud Immediately excludes a candidate. If the fraud Is not discovered until after the diploma has been Issued, the minister of National Education a y recall it.

Examinations for the Brevet Elementalre arc also 
given at several places where the French government .main
tains schools outside of the country proper or In its 
colonies* Those schools are located in Istanbul, byria,

,in-rm î^;r^£g^rre 1*Education Rationale, Ibid* p* 11*
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Athens* S&lonica, Cairo, Tangier a, Sofia, Beyrouth, ladrld*
and dnangh&I. In Istanbul, the committee on examinations
is presided over bp the breach Ambassador to Turkey or
his representative arid five v@'nbers ar© chosen fro.: a:nong
the nror©asore of tnu Lpcee the Ialata*oerai» it A thsns the
conrIttee is composed of members of l*he ole krangalae
df Athena. In the other centers, the connitte# ia presided
over by the 'Preach Minister or Consul# All @xa Inatioas,
with tae exception of those from Athens, are sent to the
Minister of National Education and submitted for review
to the director of toe Paris academy. After they have
thus been reviewed, the Minister announces the results.
The diplomas are delivered by the Paris academy. fh© exaui-
nations fro .a Madrid are reviewed at t.ue academy of Bordeaux22
or at the academy of Toulouse#

Altaough the exa.nlnations seen rather rigid, a certain 
a von at of latitude Is per sit ted* Instruct ions fro •* the
"inistry of Education regarding this point were issued on
the 30th of Eept© aber * 1320* and are still In force. The
following Is a translation of the Ministry* a instructions
wnich serves as a frame of reference for the examining 23Co-unit tea#

19The French composition will be on a -moral or literary theme, It avail not be a question of literary aistary or moral theory. One can propose a eo-.iiran tary or a maxim on the discussion of simple proble ms of practical morals insisting -nor© on good

2 2  rr 'minister© de 1* Education National©, Ibid# p. 14.
25 Minister© de 1* Education National© , Ibid# pp# 14-15#
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sense arid Uulnkinj pat.iQr t-.-.&zi on :e nor, , if a 
literary subject la e to sen,, it mat not be for- rotten bhat tno off icial protra n is not I nnor&fc.lve; trie list of works studied varies fron school to school. - herefore, on© cannot insist only onknowledge of the autaors on the official list. iiow- over, one can propose subjects sinple enough and 
pe norally known, .for it would be triad 11ssable t.uat one s.'.ould present hi use If for the exaoinnt i ons of tne brevet hle^entalre or for entrance to the nor aal sc. .ools without knowlHy so nothin 3: fro 1 Corneille, hacine, >olier©, and a certain nunber of works of mi or i .ipor ianc©. On© could, for tv at ntter, even in trie composition require t.;.e candidates to c o >-"'©nt on a few beaut Ifui verses or several choice lines of prose for w dct the text would be .ulven.*Thus, o.-o would do tecs not t o  ouality o.f t h© Ir,:e nrv, but rather t-.e quality of tuelr intellectualvaults.

;!as re yard 3 t-e neve tests in ui story or yoo- prapliy and In the paysical or natural sciences, tea ti .© allotted (one and one-naif hours) d so3 not per silt lone de ve lop ne-nt 3 of the subject* The best questions will e t'.use wide;, will require t. e student to to. Ink and to prove that he has thou hi .t j in toe sciences, those questions which require ..in to prove teat ae nag seen with his own eyes, and, If one can say so, seen ndth his hands* In t...o orals, it Is possi .:•!© to substitute for the recitation of 
a lose on the ex a "t nation of a physical phenomena, the realization of a staple experience, the description of the composition of a rock, a plant, or an animal, it is toward tv 13 method, that the exa dnaidon Should be directed. It qoes without saying that the application of the sciences to a ~r’..culture and industry she.ild not oe neylected.u
On the oasis of the above Instructions fro ♦ the hiniatry 

of National education, It would seen that the ex a .ilnat i ons 
d ,t even be a learn in... experience for trie candidate* 
Observations of the procedure would Indicate that h e  
sxa iriia: cor It tees do nor cortonly accept t re opportunity 
vlvou v..on by the finlster. hxa .dilations are for the most 
part roa sures of rt ;orr. In a Circular of the b.Xnietry,
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Issued on the 31st of bay, 1937, the linlater made similar 
practical suggestions for toe music test.

It would see ' that the tests -?iven above could be 
used as measures to deter aine a student* 3 ability to enter 
and follow the work of the primary normal school# how
ever, sue: 1 Is not the case* The possession of the B* E*
(Brevet El© merit air©) is only the key which opens the door 
to another examination co:iiittee? which fives a very 
si -'liar examination to select those who will enter the 
primary normal school* The only logical reason that can 
be found for the existence of the entrance examination Is 
that more candidates apply than can be admitted* hence, a 
method of elimination must be found. The entrance exami
nation Is that method.

Examinations for permission to enter the pr-*ry 
normal schools:

ill oxa ninatlons are In two series: oral and
writteru
The examination of the first aeries is written a nd c ona lata of:
(1} A spelling test consisting of a dictation of about twenty lines which the candidate will write out, followed by four* questions* two on tlie subject of grammar, and two on vocabulary. ifter the dictation is written the candidate is given 30 minutes to answer the questions and to reread his composition* 

{This part of the examination carries a coefficient of three, of which on© is for the composition, on© for the questions, and one for the penmanship*)
(2) A written commentary on some piece of French writing. (Two hours) (coefficient of 1)
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(3) fathenafclcs: solution of* two pr able-as, one
on geo me try and the other on arithmetic or algebra* (two hours) {coefTIcient of 2)

(4) hodera language (other than french); (two:iour s) ( c oef f i cl on t of 1)
The exaninatIons of the second series are oral andconsist of:

(1) heading a kr@nch text, followed by an Interrogation on the Ideas axpressed therein. (twenty nlnutea for each candIdate) (coefficient of 3)
(2) An or a 1 ex a :mi na 11 on on ---La t he ms ties. (twenty

minutes for each candidate) (eo-efficlentof 3)
( 3 ) i' :l© 3 t: s €k dll t will listen to a lecture,literary or scientific, for one-naif hour*It will he In the form of a lesson on com

position, and the subject .natter • m y  be in any one of toe .following: history, geography, pay3leal science, or natural science. The student will then write, in class, a composition fro :i the notes he has taken*
(on© hour)(coefficient of 3)

(4) A nusic test consisting of a scale exercise and the rendition of a song chosen from a list established by the academy,( coeff*icieri t of 1)
(3) A -aanual arts test for boys and a sewing test for girls. (coefficient of 1)
(6) a D.aysteal education test. (coefficient of 1)
bach test snail be graded from 0 to 20*
Mo candidate can be admitted to the examinationsof toe second series If na lias not obtained apassing score for the first series. The lowestpassing score Is 10.

In t: various tests of the two series, t. ,© score of
zero Is given only after deliberation of the jury. hoc score
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or s«ro in any on© tost eliminates the candidate fron24
further consideration.

All candidates for entrance to th© primary no?«l 
schools mat b© examined by the sane committee nasued by 
the Director and presided over by th© Inspector of* th© 
Academy or his representative.. The couslttes mat con
sist of4:

(1) T: 10 director and th© professors of the depart .cental normal schools?
(2) Two Inspectors of ©1© -leniary or kinder- garten schools 5
(3) Professors fron tie lycees or classical colleges;
(4) Professors fron modern colleges or from continuation schools (higher elementary}1
(5) Other m© saber a chosen fro.s among th© civil servants or retired civil servants of public Instruction.
do retired civil servant can serve on th© committee if no has been In retire ent over two years*
Mo professor can examine his awn students*
fu© co : alt tee may function only when at least two-thirds of the menbers are present*
bach tost mat be scored by at least two © ubers of the co os -it tee*
All oral ©xa dnatlons will be witnessed by at least two -B bbera.
In case a vote Is necessary, a simple? majority will decide th© Issue* In case of a tie, th© vote of t'n© president of to • exa mining co ulttee Is considered as deciding the issue*

Tlnlat^re do lfEducation Rationale, Proitra. 1 •.» du Concours de hecrult© ont des bleves-*atrea"*eF’ dea bjreva's-^TaVr©‘asea* Paris": Vuibertf^ lWiST™pp'» 5^6,
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Th© candidates who pass iro “laced on a list In th© ordmr of tueir avert o score, and taelist is transmitted to the irector with the 
minutes of th© an agination.
A supple nentary list .-.mde up in the order of the average score nay be submitted*
Th© Director announces tae list of the successful candidates for teacher training in to© order of their scores not later than the 31st of December of th© year the examination was taken*

The successful candidates are now ready to beyln 
their teacher training*
5. The Course of Stud"- in Pr 1 - m *y iJornal Schools*

The basis of the present course of study in the primary
nor-nl school was ci©temined by the organic law of  the lath.
of January, 1887. The law was nodifled by another decree
of the 13th of August, 1820. The. following is the program

(**> *•»<OQset bp these laws:'
There are two separate programs: one for the primary

normal schools, training nen teachers {Instltuterrs}, and 
the other for primary normal schools for wo ien (Institutrices)* 
Both sexes couple ting: the training are then licensed to 
teach in kindergartens or elementary schools through the 
fifth grade, wnich is tr.e basic elementary school in Franca, 
while a smaller number are licensed to teach in grades six 
through eight* A a pointed out in. the introduction, el© ien- 
fcary sc ;.ool8 are, for the nosfc part, non-coeducatlonal• 
fbwever, schools for eitner sax nay have, and usually do

huiTstere de 1*education uationale. Ibid* pp* 6-7*
:i n i o t ̂ t €i ci e X * u cat i on i * a t a o nnl q , i: Ini i * * ...* t< ode a el Progrannos he a Bcoles Mo rules d1Xnatitotaors "at d * InatFtutriceaT" Paris: Vulbert, 1940* ?* 6,
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have teachera of both sexes.
The basic course of study for both sexes In these

nor ml schools Is, by authority of the above-mentioned
laws, as follows;

Art I cle 82—-The course of study in th© pri nary nor "ml 
schools of © it her sex mat consist of Instruction Ins

(1) General and. professional morals(2) The ©l0 :€ats of psychology and sociology» applicable to education ar̂ d basic scientific philosophy
C5) Pedagogy(4) French language and literature
(5) The study of a foreign language( 6) nlstory(7) Geography(8) Arithmetic and algebra
(9) 0 eo-r:© try(10) Measuring, surveying, and leveling (for male teachers);(11) Physical and natural sciences with their principal applications to lione ®cono'les, hygiene, and child car© (for feml® teachers)(12) Agr leuiture and horticulture (for viale teachers)

(15) hrawing and design(14) ,;usic and sinking(15) Physical education(IS) * arm «1 arts
Article 95— Instruct Ion in the pri nary normal 
schools of either sex con for ms to the programs annexed to fc=re present law.
Article 98—  The division of the subject -natter is deter ?lmed for each, year and in conformity wit.a the fable 5 be 1ms *
Table 5 below indicates the number of hours per 

week given over to eac.?subject in th© pri mry* normal 
school for men.

27 '": i'Tnf a tere de 1* Fducation J'ationale, Ibid. p. 7*
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Course of Study 
Prinary bomal Schools {den)

~ ~  ™  ' “ ~ ~~~“ ̂ I'lQuFs^^e rT 7̂e
Subject -lat ter __  1st yr, 2nd yr# 3rd ljr» Total

Pay c do logy arid Sociology applied to Education, 
Pedagogy, Torals, scientific Philosophy

French Language and Literature
history and Geography
"odern Language
'athemattes
Physical and Natural Sciences 
arid hygiene

Theory of Agriculture
^rawing and ^o&elllng
Leonetrie Design
:ii3ic and Singing
Physical Education
anual Arts and Agriculture

2 2 ->o
4 ■&'>£* 4‘4s-tt 12<*«*
3 3 si a|
2 2 2 6
3 3 2 a

4 4 12
0 1 1 2
2 2 2 o
1 1 1 3
O 2 o 6
o o«** 2 6
4 4 4 12

Total 23 30 20s 37y

* Does not Include pedagogy, referred, to in Article 100.
•JKiDoea not include outside reading and study on th© student* own initiative*
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Slight differences exist in the program of studies In
the primary aorml schools for girls, as can b© seen in

28Table 6 below:
TABLE 6

Course of Study
Pri'nary Normal 3cho-ols (Women)

Hours Per w©ekfubject latter : Ist yr* 2nd "yr* Sinl yr« Total
Psychology and SociologyApplied to education,
’ eda '*ogj 1 orals, Sc iont if ic 
i ..liosophy 2 ofar 2* 6*

French Language and .Literature 4* * 4*o- 12**
i,istory and geography 5 3 o| nh0*
cd ©rn Language 2 2 2 6

Lathenatlca 3 3 1 7
Physical and 21at-oral Sc teri-ce,Hygiene and Lous Economics 4 4 iS 15
Drawing and Modeling 2 2 o1h*f 6
Leo metric design 1 1 1 3
Dusic and SInging 2 *!>ii# 2 6
?byaleal Education 2 its o 6
hone making (Sewing, -fending,■- ashing, ironing arid Cleaning)and Plant Culture 4 A A 12

Total 29 29 27^ _.vLduu,iT i>ae3Tnot inc lad©1' ’referred to in Article 100*
**Boes not include outside reading and study on tu.i# student's 

orm initiative,   .
23 inletere de 1* Education national©, Ibid. p. 8*



■'..aside s the Îni.rarn •? our se of study fop the thiree- 
year period as outlined abova, various decrees of' t!ia 
' Inister of 'National v€tucalion also set a ulni-nun standard 
for 3tudent life and, activities during the i- -ree years 
they are in the pri nary normal school* With. few excep
tions all students are boarders; hence. It Is easy to 
re “nlnte the!r trainlap on a tweat y—four hour basis* As 
all sxnensea connected with this three—year period are 
carried by the otate, th© student oust accent th© resuons 1—
hility of 1 IvInc within the law, The following articles29direct the student* s activities:

Article 97— At least eiyht hours sleep shall be allowed at all seasons*
ha© us© of tnf days with th© exception of Thursdays. hundaya, and ;iolioays, shall be as 
follows:

Dur In f the daylight ,iours, at least five hours in th© men* s schools and five and one-half hours In the women* a schools snail be spent in koeplny one* s self clean, at reals, recreation,;aies- school care, and physical exercise*
For the working hours, at least five hours snail be spent each day In atody, class preparation, and observation or practice—teaching*
The schedule of classes :.mst be such that t.uey will not exceed four hours .per day© ex

clusive of music and sinylny, physical education, and manual arts#
Article 98——Th© use of tin© Is regulated by the director, aided by t.-.o facility council, ana approved by the director of oh© acado-Ay.

The sc..edule ust bo such that students on ■detached asslymiont to annexed schools or in practice teaching can attend their classes*

29 ini a tore da 1* Fducatloa Rationale, Ibid* pu*05 9and 10.
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Articles At the big inning of each- year,. the director, asaisfced' by tae faculty council, shall 
deters to# for the approval of the sondes to- epee tor the oondltiona under which student— teachers shall do their observation and practice 
teaching* - >

The number of student® detached for observation and practice teaching shall be calculated to such a way that each one will have at least fifty half-days each year for three years to either elementary schools or kindergartens*
Article lOO— During the last year of training atthe primary normal school, there shall be m m  weekly lesson in pedagogy* It shall consist of 
practice teaching demonstration to illustrate a point, the discussion of questions regarding method or discipline, the examination and critical analysis of school work, written exercises* or th© explanation or analysis of a nr abler* to 
pedagogy* Th© directors of th© training school will assist In these weakly conference®* These conferences shall &lv© the student—teacher® the benefit of critical analysis by tae faculty and the directors*
Article 101— In the primry normal schools for women, as an application of the lesson In home economics* th© student—teachers will participate 
regularly in the kitchen activities. In washing and ironing, to personal hygiene, and to gardening.
Article 102— The regular days when students may leave the school are Sundays and holidays,

in the primary normal schools for women * the students may leave only on request of their parent® or guardian®* A walk shall be organised for those who remain to school* Individual requests for permission to leave may be authorised by the directrice,
Article 103— Summer vacations to the primary normal school® begin July 15 and end September 30* Other vacations are fixed by the academy director and are the same as for the lye©©® and colleges.
Article 105— The directors of the priamry normal schools shall request the parents of all student®
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to furnish the school with a list of the 'persona with wuon th©;? permit tveir children to correspond. All letters written to students shallhave tae 3Ignature of the writer on the envelope.
Th© professional courses and pedagogical training of 

candidates are further specified in the annex to the law of 
January 13, 1387, with official changes since its adoption* 
The courses are .followed two hours per week over a period 
of three years. The fallowing la a detailed description 30of the subject-.natter content of the profeaaional co-raea:

First Year
Educational Psychology:

An introduction to psychology, including an analysis 
of tn© nlnd and of conscience. Th© influence of inheri
tance and of tue body on character and rentality and th© 
influence of environment on th© individual’a way of think- 
lag and his mental ability.

Th© nature of intelligence:
(1) Spontaneous actions and reactions— th© subconscience* Understanding one’s self* Practical consequences to education.
(2) Understanding others. Sensations arid 

perceptions* Errors of Interpretations; ill us ions, dr©ars» hallucinations. Education for understending, observation and Interpr®tatIon.
(3) K©calling th© past; neuory» pap etiological .■aochanloa of re :i© nbering* Th© association of ideas. Conditions for 

acquiring» conserving and recallingwhat has been experienced. The types

30 h ini stare de 1* Education Rationale,. Ibid. pr>. 13-21,
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mnemonics1 visual, auditory* and motorm Different types of memories* Vhe failures of ne nory; forgefcting and alterations in --.ernory* The training of i© mory. Pedagogical rules*
(4) Foreseeing the future and its necessity for planned action, Practical consequences obtained fro a the un

reliability of forecasting*
(o) Imagination. Scientific invention. Poetic and artistic creation, Inagination in the child; his taste for stories, fairy tales arid ad venture* 

To what extent and by what means can we cultivate the imagination of tne child?
(6) attention; spontaneous and voluntary*Distractions and mental fatigue. The training of attention and means of attracting and fixing It.
(7) abstract and general ideaa * Dow theyar© for red* General Ideas and words*DIff©x*eat degrees of abstractions and generalities and their danger. Tim necessity of using concrete and intuitive -j© fchods of teaching*
(8) Beliefs arid superstitions. Psychological and social factors influencing our beliefs and our doubts*
(9) Reasoning* Its spontaneous formas Intuitive reasoning and reasoning by analogy. Reasoning by thinkings inductive and deductive. a study of the moat frequent errors of judg wnt in reasoning* The critical spirit* 

Training judgment and reasoning*
(10) Thinking* its style of expression bylanguage*

The senses:
(1.) Pleasure and pain* Methods of rag'.dating in th© child the love of pleasure and how to harden him to pain*
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(2) xiim e ttotiona and their effect an thebody. I he emotions of children; fear, timidity, anger, and haw to treat them*
(5) Personal tendencies* The instinct of 

self-preservation* The needs of the body and their adjust ents to s oclal requirements. Love of ownership and 
its- manifestation in children* Th© need for activity. Children’s games*

(4) Altruistic tendencies; sympathy, pity, 
fr1©ndlin©aa and love*

(5) Impersonal tendencies* Th© curiosity ar̂ d love of science. admiration and. love of beauty* The culture of taste* foil ::ioaa and moral sentiments*
(8) Tli© passions: their formation andnetao&a of conquering thenw

.activities:
(1) Heflex movements and Instructive -action*
(2) habits* uody habits and physical education. Intellectual and moral habits*
(5) Will. Its :m chan ism. How it Is de

veloped and established as regards movements, sentiments, and thinking* Being master of one’s self* braining of tae will*
(4) Character* developing and training 

character*
(5) Th© human personality*

Experiences and observations which student 
teachers should Lav®:

(1) beaaure th© height, weight, strength, and Inn?; capacity of pupils in a 
training school*

(2) leaawe their sight, hearing, sense of s.cell and their sens© of touch*
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(3) 'Measure their ne-aory*
(4) Study th© day draa.nlng and wishful thinking of children.
{5} -easure their span of attention and mental fatigues at various tines of 

th© day’*
(6) "-~ea«ure the nature and extant of 

1 imagination In children*
(7) Otudy the assertion© made by pupils 

and do research on their motives*
(B) .-leasure the judgment and reasoningof children under Bln©fc—31non tests*
(9) Btudy and observe the lanmage ofchildren* their vocabulary and syntax at different periods In their scholastic life*

(10) Study th© te-■■■perament and characterof various pupil© and follow their development and mod if lest Ion during their school life*
General pedagogy:

(1) Ihe social and noral aims of education*
Training and education* The legitimacy of the actions of th© educator* The 
limits of his powers.

(£) The educator* Tae foumiatlons of hisauthority, Th© moral and Intellectual abilities necessary to be an educator—  can they be acquired? The education 
of an educator*

(o) The pupil. The various stages In thephysical, intellectual* and moral life of the child* Different types of In
tellects and personalities* Ti2© necessity of adapting the method.® of teaching to different ages and abilities.

(4) Th© pupil and th© psychology of theclass* The rules of group teaching and how they differ fro * the rules of indi
vidual teaching*
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(5) How can on© obtain order ami the best 
conditions for teaching? DiscIpl!n©~ how can it h® reconciled with the respect for the personality of the child? JSxa--nIne the theories of educational nothcKi and the methods employed in school.

(6) How and why should one prepare for a. class ?
(7) in© seating of pupils in class. Seating according to physical aptitudesof students (sight, hearing, etc.) and according to intellectual and moral development of the pup11a.
(B) The scheduling of lessons during the different days of the week anti hours of t.-•,e dag talcing into consideration tlx© oscillation of attention and mental fatigue. Study the grouping of a class composed of several in

tellectual levels.
(3) She lesson. Lecturing and the use ofbooks. To w iat extent should us© be made of one or the other* Under what conditions is each method beat*

(10) Intuitive, direct, and active -met nod s. Xlxeir advantage and di sad vantage.Teaching by its© activity me thod. Under what conditions should attractive (winning, pleasing, etc. ) methods be used ?
(Ill Different types of auea11onIng• Docratic and controlled nuestionlng. Pattern guestlonlng (i.e. . around the class according to pattern). The difficulties of tii© cueation met nod and the ouallties of a good Interrogation,
(12) Written lessons. Their number andtheir aim. bhould they be prepared In class? To what# extent? The correction of written papers in class.
(13} Written compositions, contests and thedistribution of prises.• What Is iueir pedagogical value? To what extent 

should on® use rivalry?
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(14) The activities of the teacher oat sideof t;.,e class* recreation anti school walks* {Refers t o recreation of tne teacher between classes a ad during recess. It is coaion practice for the teachers to f o n  abreast and walk up and down the school yard in cadence.j
(16) The joint activities of parents andteachers.

During the second year of the primary nor aal school* 
the student teachers continue the work begun in the first
year but on a wider horizon as is made evident y li* ,-hO fol
lowing progra i of pedagogical studies for the second year* 
both sociology and education play an important part in this
pro ru u,: !ch, like the •? trst year, takes two hours per 61week.

I oral unci educational sociology:
Introduction. the nature of society and. the 

necessity of social intercourse. The influence 
of social life on the material, moral, and intel
lectual life of the human being* Social and 
> aor a 1 laws. .types of societies, 
uconoaic Sociology:

(1) The study of groups having as their alathe satisfaction of .mterial needs.Corporations, professional associations and cooperatives. The family and the 
State In economic life.

(2) hypos of production in various societies.W ork; in telle ctu&l, inven ti ve, dIre c—tianal, and manual work, Social and 
econo cic conditions of workers. Recip
rocal relations of various persona who contribute to production. The distribution. of labor.

51 inistere de 1* education Rationale, Ibid. pp. 10-19.



(3) Types of monetary exchange in various societies* Value and price. monopoly, loney, and c r@&it*
(4) ae/suneration of labor. havings*
(5) Different types of property.
(6) Influence of -economic change on insti

tutions .» w e a ,  and ideas.
(7) The moral effect of the division of labor. Solidarity of econo sic jroupa.Its influence on education. the necessity for a dual education# general and special* so that everyone nay participate In rodera life*

Sociology of the no -me and family;
(1; different for us of fa ally life. A

study of law and why the family 1ms lost so m  of Its functions.
(2) 'the nature of tie family. ’.arrlage;

Its social and moral character*
(3) Reciprocal relations of husband and wife.the progressive uplifting of the dignity of womanhood*
(4) The relationship of parents to their children* The authority In the fa illy*
(5) The uoral influence of family life*
(6) Hie family and the school. How the school co-nes to the aid of the family inone of Its essential duties. The re

lationship which oust' exist between the school and the family.
Political sociology; tribes, .cities, empires, nations* confederations:

(1) Vlhat I a a nation? The study of theformation of national unity. The role o;’ the common Ideal in such a formation* The national language ami provincial dialects. The national character.
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fh© principals or nationality.Patriotism* Tue role of tL© schoolin maintainin'’ and atreag then±ng 
national unity and developingpatriot is mi.

(2) it' ~K iĈ tat©» Its f unc ti orm and ; mow th ©y vary. dew concepts of the activities 
of tea nodern state (public education, welfare and social hygiene). due 
progressive separation of church. and state.

(5) Const1tutIona of states. Reciprocal relationships between the citizen and the state and between citiaena. The social hierarchy and its various for us. Systems of cast©* aristocracies and d© mo- cracles. Individual rlimits. Liberty and its 11: ait s.
(4) Various forms of government; ..Monarchies, oligarchies i popular goverauunts, and pari I a.n© nt ax* y goveri&aeat a* Universal suf fra ’© and ll.nltod suffrage. fro- port ̂ ja *1 representation. ’; o- c 1 a accession to political life. o relaticmshi...» of the executive o legislative. The particular importance of education in a de locracy.
(3) lb© courts. Causes of cri’se. The us© of punishment in various societies.
(6) relationship of nations to states, solidarity arid ant agon! eras. Peace and 

war. Arbitration. The League of nations* Tli© united Cations*
The sociology of religion, art, m d  science:

(X) Primitive forma of religion, art, and sc lence.
(2) Tribal, city, national,, and universal 

rel l.gions*
(5) fii© social role of religion.
(4) fiie progressive separation of religion 

fTo:i art and science In :aodern society.
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(0) The influence of environment on artistic and ac lent if ic production* T1 -*e limitations of the Influence of the environment on the origiiiallty of the artist and the intellectual*
(6) Tlx© influence of society on education*The duration and nature of education 

■varies, depending on th© functions of the society,
(7) Trie social role of the school*

Pedagogy:
(1) study and oxaulnatlon of the thods of toacUin.gr the various subjects In

the elementary school (reading* writing, spoiling, yr&m&r, history* geography, arifh ;..etic , the metric syste m, morals, etc. )
(2) A study and critical examination of the textbooks used for each subject*
(5) A discussion, of th© classes observed 

In the training school#
(4) heading and discussion of the nor© important modern and contemporary published works In pedagogy*
(5) In the primary normal schools for worsen, a special unit of study will be 

Included on the methods used in kinder
gartens*

'During the third and final year of th.© prinary normal 
school, the student teacher is subjected to a considerable 
amount of observation and practice teaching* Whereas, In 
the second year he covered the aims, methods, and Importance 
of the social sciences, as well as pedagogy, the third year 
introduces him to the alms, ; methods, and importance of the 
physical and natural sciences, plus the practical application 
of educational methods* Th© following Is the program of
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prof@saio.nal studies Included in th© third and last pear of
O

th© gtudent-toacher1 © training* This portion of the pro
fessional progra-a. exclusive of observation and practice- 
teaching, consumes two class hours per week.

General principles of science and morals:
The Sciencesi

(1) ifurpose and dlfficultv of scientific research.
Its methoda:

(2) Deductions the Method of the science o f Hiathe.viati c a.
(5) hxperi rent & t Ion * induction and hypothesis; tn@ Methods of physical sciences.
(4) Observation, classification, andexperimentation; th© methods of natural science.
(5) Critical analysis of documents, obser

vations , and witnesses; the methods of 
the Moral sciences.

{6} General conclusions resulting In; th©laws of nature* the great hypotheses on .the construction of matter, th© 
explanation of -life, the evolution of an 1..m i s, the history of the universe, th© place of ata In th© world, the vain© 
of science, its 11 citations and the relationship of reason and science.

oral a;
(1) Reason and action. Th© relationship of Morala and science.
(2) Ideal morals. "lethods of defining morals; Intuitive, Inductive, and deductive.

32 binlater® d© I1Education national®* Ibid. pp. 19-21,

mailto:prof@saio.nal
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(3) Various coneaptIons or ideal morals; 
obedience to a superior authority, obedience of one*m conscience* social Interests, justice, aid soli
darity*

(4) rTh© attractiveness of moral ideals and the sent in on t of obligation* Their rational foundation.
(5) ••ioral liberty; its degrees and limits*
(6) loral and social responsibility*
(7) Virtue and happiness.

•i oral a of the professions
(X) Professional development and culture*The ©ducation of the teacher -mst continue throughout his life* Th© role of educational conferences* The necessity of fighting against falling in a rut, of continually improving th© methods and continuity of instruction*
(2} The professional conscience* Regularity and energy in the accomplishment 

of everyday tasks.
(5) educational neutrality; it is the duty of the State (the educator) and the teacher as the State'1 s representative*
{4) other duties of the State as educator;It rust not teach anything contrary to its moral and judicial principles*
(5) the precautions to be used in choosing textbooks*
(b) if he teacher* s duties to his students;respect of each student1s natural personality, theat all with kindness and ©quality* he must car© for and visit students who are ill*
(7) Obligations to other teachers* dutiesto directors and adjutants*
(o) Relationship with those whose duties it is to supervise and direct public educa

tion*
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{9) Relationships with the student's fa -ill ies •
(10) the role of th© teacher in the extracurricular duties of tli© school*
(11) 'liie private life of the teacher* As educator, he oust set the example* lie has obligations as concerns his dress, his language, and hia conduct, wiî  co. w a r d  al operations are forbidden to all teachers*
(12) hue teacher and public life* Is itpossible for alo. fco have discord between that which he teaccea in sc-ool and ais opinions expressed In public?Reasons w:g administrative fune t Ions iro •’ ddea as an activity for 

tenc: tors*
(15) *ue teacher aa seer©tar;; to toe -myor*
(11) hie ri fits of teacaera-, their status, the departrental council, protection and guarantees against the arbitrary person*

hcnool ad dnlotrafeion:
All veachers rust familiarise the -i-selves with I.*© organic Law of October 30,IB 6, th© decrees and directives of January IB, 1387, and all the gore 1 rpor- 

tant re gulaiions relative to school administration* iuQ3e laws establish th© chain of co rtand in educational ad minis tratlon, school sunervlsion, and th© accounting of school exr>3ad 1 turea.^
has!call;;, th© -education course requir ©wents for 

student-teachers oas not changed since to© first courses
were put Into effect. hhe content has been re interpreted, 
cut the nu nber of hours per y/©ok per subject has rc -alned 
toe sa -©. fhe save is true of two subject—natter co^irses 
rcruireu of student—teac: ©rs pro par in.; for positions In

33 Inis to re d© 1'Education Rationale, Ibid, t>. 51



the ©1©uantary schools* With trie exception of sllgnt dif
ferences to account for sox, all student-teachers take the
sa a subject-matter* courses in all primary normal schools*

Th© outline below covers the subJect-matter fields o 1
studied in th® three-.year primary noraal school pragra

French Language and Literature:
hirst Year (four hours per v?©ek during each year)

(1) heading and discussion assign ants of th© cost inport suit literature of theancient tinea and '.iddle Ages to include: ITooer, vlrill, Caesar, Longsof hoi and, Aaclne, 'oliare. La fontalu©, La hruyere, Voltaire, Victor ,inya,La lar t i ne * and ot 1 m  r s*
(2) Composition for on© hour every two 

weeks*
(3) Studies of th© F’rench. language for one 

hour every two weeks*
Secoiid Year

(1) heading and discussion of the most important literature of Ancient Tildes, of tlie Viddl© Ages, and of lodern tines, both prose and poetry, to includes Socrates, Aristotle? Plato, Cervantes, Corneille, hacine, Holier©, Vonfcesnuieu, Kouaae&u, 3alaae, and others*
(2) french, composition for one hour ©very two weeks*
(3) hie Prone a language for one hour ©very 

two weeks*
Third Year

(1) heading and discussion of other important literary -workers of all ages, to

~ "̂ 3*4 iniir ■ inister© do I1 education rationale , Ibid* pp. 51-64*
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Includes Plato, Aristotle, Shakes—pear©, Goethe, Corn©ill®, Descartes, Soileau, Pascal, Buffon, Voltaire,Alfred d© Vigney, Victor Hugo, and 
others.

(2) French composition on© hour every two weeks.
(3) Drench language one hour every two weeks to include history of th© language and spelling.

Foreign hanguag e (8 s & e m }
The student-teacher shall choose on® .foreign language which he shall pursue for two her Are per 

w@ek for three years. The courses at,all emphasise reading, vocabulary, translations, and the study of th© works of important authors in 
the language chosen.

History (two hours per week for three years-)*
First year

Antiguity to the fiddle Ages
(1) Prehistoric nan.
(2) Early civilisations and empires including Egypt*
(3) Babylon, Syria, Phoenicians, and 

Persians.
{4) f;ie Hebrews. The civilisation of Palestine, honotheism, and the prophets.
(o) Greek| myths, oracles, and sports.
(6) Sparta and Athens, the colonisation of 

Greece, and Greek wars.
(7) Th© century of Pericles and the arts of Athens*
(8) Th© Greek city-state, the Athenian 

Republic, tli© peopl#* s assembly, and slavery*
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(9) The Athenian Empire and Spartan wars#
(10) Alexander, the conquest of Asia* the 

diffusion of Greek culture, #iat the 
modern world owes to Greece*

(11) Primitive home, the family, the city, and religion*
(12) The function of aristocratic govern

ment and the role of the Senate*
(13) The Homan army, th© conquest of Italy and the Mediterranean*
(14) Abe results of the conq ■i@S ts , the in

fluence of Greece, moral and social 
transfer nations.

(15) The end of th© Republic* Ah© Empire*
(IS) Homan civilisation under the Empire, th© Homan world, and Homan peace.
(17) Constantine and Christianity inner 

th® E'apire.
(18) Principles of Homan law.

Europe Through the diddle Ages
(1) Gaul before th© Roman conquest and under Homan domination*
(2) The Barbarians, mores, and social 

habits of the Germans*
(3) Clovis and the Monarchy of the Franks*
(4) Charlemagne. Tb© attempt to reconstruct the Roman Empire. Political organisation, the social state* and the 

renn&lssanoe in arts and letters duringthe reign of Charlemagne*
(5) The invasions of the 9th Century and 

the downfall of the empire.
(6) Feudalis n, the social order of feudalism* 

living conditions In th© 11th, 12th, and 
15th centuries*
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(?) Th.® Arabs. Th®tr empire arid civilisa
tion.

{8} Tli® Crusades in Asia, Africa, and 
Europe*

(9) The Church in th© East* At to tpts attheocratic governvaant by Or© or/ VII,Innocent III, and Bonlfac© VI li.
{10} The btates General*
(11) The oris In o.f French cities, principaltypes of contmmitlea, the economic and 

political organisation of a noarby city.
(12) French civilisation In tae 15 tb cen

tury, th® universities, architecture, 
and sculpture.

(15) Jno sr . .animation of European states? 
h i/'lund, Gorvsmy, Italy, and Spain.

{14} the Hundred Years V/ar and its conse
quences* huaan aleery, econo-nic ruin, development and decadences of too 
state® assemblies, per.nanent taxes, national aeatloent, and monarchies.

Second Year
Tli© Hennalsaance to 1315
(1) Humanism and th® cult of antiquity*
(2) The artistic Kennaiaaane© in Franc© 

and Italy. Th© effects of trie Italian 
wars on French art. Classical art*

(5) Philosophy and religlon during ti,e
HennaIss&nce. The r©for.-is, counter* 
reforms, and the Council of Trent;. 
International carisenuonees, the rup
ture of Christian unity, the change 
in theocratic Ideology, general 
attitudes toward the religious wars 
of th© 16th and 17th cantor ios*
Political © oaseq a m e  e s, the consolida
tion of absolutism In England and franca. Protestant is a and the ...monarchy* 
Th© politics of Henry 17, Flcheliau 
and Louis XIV. Social ami 'moral results:
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Purl i&nlasn la England, th# oatYiolle 
renna la sane © and. Jansenism in Prance*
intellectual d©vel opnent a; the critical 
attitude, i5-aeon and Descartes, tii© birth 
of Pihlieal criticism* the Jesuits and 
education, Protestantism and th# arts*
The Kdict of Mantes and its revocation*

(4) Toe institutions of the Freneh anarchyunder Louis XIV*
(5) The nob11ity, th® bourgeois* and the 

workers and peasants in the 17tu 
century*

(6) Diplomacy and the system of alliances 
in the 17th and 18th centuries. The 
military.

(7) the English constitution of the 13th. 
century. Turn Tudors. Mature of the 
Any11 ah. revolutions in the 17th 
century. The organisation of parlia
mentary government In Ui© lotii 
century. The fagna Carta.

(8) The Prussian state up to the 18th 
century. Frederic II, his ©ducatloo, 
and his character.

(9) Ruesla. Peter tu© Croat and Catherine
■jfck *4* •

(10) Popular attitudes In th® 18th century.The philosophers and economists. Tne despotism of Louie XVI in Prance and Joseph II in Austria. Montesquieu , Voltaire, Rousseau, Turgot and Condorcat.
(11) The Revolution. The r e f o r m  of the 

Convention. Revolutionary dictator
ship In Paris and in th© departments* 
Anarchy* The declaration of th© Rights 
of "Ian* The constitution of 1791
and of year III.

(12) Effect of tii& French Revolution on 
Europe* -Mi® fight for republican Idea a* 
Hapoieon.

(13) The nature of Rapoleon* a govern ment*
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(14) Church and 5tat#. Review of in© de
velopments sine® th# 15th. ©antury •

(15) Napoleon a m  Europe. napoleon*0 strategy. National uprlsintm against Napoleon* Causes of napoleon* $ down
fall.

(15) Art in in© 17th and 18th centuriesand Its ©solution In Francs since 1815*
Third Year

1815 to ta© Frasent
(1) The Congress of Vienna. The new Europe. The Hole Alliance. ettdmlch, Illcuelleu, and Chateaubriand.
(2) Carlia :.©ntary regi a© in Crtac© from1 M 4 to 1843. The origin of political 

parties. Political and econo nic systems. The '«noirs of Vlllela, Eiisot, Erogll®, Thiers , S&nt-Sloon* Proudhon 
and “iUjp tat© Conte*

(5) Th© Eacond Republic * The Church andthe university. The Goap d*Etat* The constitution of 1848*
(4) The Second E rplre. The Plebiscite.Th© police and the courts. The foreign 

policy of Mapoleon III.
(5) Trie end of the Imperial regime. • he national assembly. The republican constitution of 1875. The Sixteenth 

of day. The principal social and. economic laws. laws effecting education. religions question anu th®separation of church and State* 'the aruy and the navy*
(6) The French, colonial ©upire. Tin© ays- 

to n of colonisation,
(7) The develop a nt of the democratic re- .jir?© in England j traditions, public 

Instruction, and education. Political 
arm social reforms. Colonial expansion. The dominions, nationalism In Ireland,
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Egypt, and. India, Discussions of Peel, Pal m r atone, Disraeli, Gladstone,
0*Connell, Parnell, and Lloyd George*

(8) The Independence of Belgium, Thequestion of language. The religious 
question* Toe Belglu a Congo*

(3) Life, mores, and Ideologies in Italyfrom 1815 to 1859. The role of Prance In Italian unity* The economic de
velopment of modern Italy*

(10) *er '-.any from 1315 to 1914* The unification of the >ersianic states.Economic developments * science, and indus try. Banger manIsn* derman co..: erclal otiiods. Bls^-mrk, heusfc, and Audior*
(11) Race conflicts In Aus tr1a-Bungary from 1815 to 1914*
(12) The Balkan question In the 19th century* The new Balkan states. The Treaty of London, 1915. Charles I of Roummls.
(15) The Russian Empire. Csarism* Tb©growth of revolutionary parties. Theconflict with Japan and the cause of th© Japanese victory*
(14) Japan. T:m revolution of 1868. Th© conflict with Russia* The new China.
(15) Independence and tas Constitution of th© united States. Territorial expan

sion. Population growth in th© United States* Economic development* The cause and effect of th# Civil War* Beliefs of ;lonro©, Lincoln, T* Roosevelt, and w 11 son*
(18) -he forma iioa and develop -lamt of th#South American Republics. Tielr rela- 11 on ah i p v*’ i th th m Unit ©d States and with -urops.
(17) The Bern an menace. The war of 1870*Th© Triple Alliance* Th© Pranco-Iusslan Alliance and the Braneo-Engliak untent©* lorocco* The state of Europe in 1914.



(18) Th© principle pbaat© or the v?er of19X4-18. The treaties of til© peace*The new Kurope* lb© League ofHatlons*
<19) fhe Preach, civilisation and the roleof* '•.'‘ranee in the world*

©ogr&phy (on© hour per week)
First year

0moral Principles of Physical Geography
(1) fa© discovery of the world* Great 

connerelal routes* The discoveryof Africa. African and Pacific 
explorations* The Polar regions*

<2) The shape of the earth and Its dimen
sions* Poles, equator* tropics* sones, parallels, longitude* latitude* and 
de.^ess. Types of :tiaps and globes*

(3) Vpe atnospoere* Air and water currents. Glim tea and soils and their Influence on flora, fauna, and *mn.
(4) The earth1s surface* Vegetation* minerals, and soils.
(0) mountains, lakes, rivers, oceans *deserts, and plains* Fog, rain, snow* glaciera, and wind.

Second. Tear
libnaan Geography
(1) The place of nan in the history of th© 

earth* Primitive life* savages, andc ivllizatlon*
(2) Population problems*
Co) Pace, language, and. religions.
(4) Natural products of th© earth.
(5) Conditions of production* organisation and division of labor between the various occupations*
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(6) Productive animl« and their contributions.
(7) Precious and practical .13©tals and coal.
(a) industrial centers and agricultural 

regions.
(9) in# civilisation of large cities.

(10) K&tiroads and other forms of con e rclal c onnun 1 ca t ion.
(11) Colonization* The relationship between economic development and colonisation. Principle spate.as of colonization. The political organization of colonies.
(12) Protectorates> Mandates, and spheresof influences

Third Tear (one hour every two weeks)
Geography of western l.'urope
(1) . Physical geography'.
(2) Hunan geography* 

scientific Courses
'Mathematics First Tear

(1) Arithmetic (one hour per week)
Mental calculations# addition, subtraction* multiplication, division, feci- ...mis, and th© metric syste.a.

(£) A1gebra (on© *iour per weak)
(3) Jeomotry (on© hour per weak) 

hecond. Tear
(1) Arithmetic (one hour per week)

Fr aetioaa, decimals# souar© roots * and. co/os© roial arithmetic including bookkeeping, money and banking.
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{2} Algebra (ono hour per week)
(5) 8eo-me try (cm® hour per week)

-fhird Year (two hours per w#©k)
(X) !r igonon© try •
(2) Cosmogj? aphy • The earth# th© moon# the siui# th© stars, the calendar# eclipses# planets# and comets* fbe ocean routes and mpa, tides, coapassea* navigation# weather, sextant, and directions*
(3) descriptive geometry.

Physical sciences (Toe program in physics, chemistry, 
and biology la only offered as a guide# but :nust be 
adapted to the needs of the region.)

Physics (one hour per week for three years)
Cheml$ try (one hour per week for three years) 

natural Sciences Cone hour per week for each year) 
First Year

(X) leology. Applied geology and historical geology. flie geology of Franc©, of the region and. of the departmsnb*
Tim relationship between the geology 
and trie civilisation of an area#

12) Botany*
a* Cells, roots, barks, skin, leaves# 

the anatomy and morphology of plants, plant diseases# grafting, plant nutrition, fertilisers.
b* Reproduction, flowers, fruits# grains, and other edibles and non*edibles.
c. Classifications of plant life*
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Seeond Year
(1) mlmmX biology*

a* Classification of animals*
b. Anatomy and physiology* digestion# circulation, resp&ratlon, exert* tion, th© nervous system, the 

mUSClSS*
a* bpaclal studios of.ealmXe* Verte** brat©s and Invertebrates*

Third Year
(1) Evolution of 3ura end animals* Tbs useand valu© of animals to lam’s progross*
(8) Heredity, Darwin sod. natural selection*

.•nutation*
(3) Hygiene.

a. Infectious diseases*
b. &lr, amounts of sir needed for life* purification of air, lung diseases, asphyxiation, and the dangers of dust* Ventilation*
c. Eight, tbe Importance of sunshine to health* Hatural light and artificial light* Eight and the classroom.
d* Water* Th© importance of a saal«»tary water supply* Th* purifies— tion of water* Water as a cleansing agent.
a. Ale aholle obsverages* Their valueand their danger*
Y* Food and Its use for proper body building*
g* Personal hygiene* The care of skin, 

hair,'.ears, eyes, teeth, south, and feet* ‘ Parasites and their ?m  thods of destruction* The importance of dally Inspection of children in the Clasaroosu
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a* Clothing hygiene* The necessity for keeping clot lies clean.
1, Ho*:iC and classroom lay 1 ene* Th® necessity for havia oienty of 11 ghfc, air, and heat. Cleanlinessof on®1 s Immediate environment* Bat and mice control.
j. Venereal disease®.

Theorefclcal Agriculture (on® hour per week during the
second and third year of the thro© gear pro.gran) •

(1) The soil and Its cara. Irrigation, 
fertilisation, cultivation, rotation of crops* weed control,

(2) Th® harvest and conservation of agri
cultural products. Storage.

(5) Plant cultivation, Types of useful plants.
(4) Domestic animals, their car® and use.
(5) kural economics. Jtgrlcultural asso elation®.
(6) far;n sanitation, health, and labor.
(7) Th® agricultural situation In France.The relationship be tween agr l culture and industry*
(3) The role of the rural teacher.

Drawing {three .hours per week for three gears)
(1) Artistic designs and .models. Their educational value*
(2) Greometrlc design. Its use In industry, agriculture, and In the home.

Singing and duale {two hours par week for tliree years)
(1) Theory and history of music* Its value to civilIsation.
(2) Troup aiming, choirs, solos, duet and quartette.
(3) School songs, classical music, popular music, folk music.
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(4) 0opposing*
(5) Piano and violin lessons.

■Manual Arts {four hours par weak .for three jear«)
(1) v or k w 1 i h p a par, c ardh oard , and, pas t © •
(2) Woodwork and us© or woodworking'5 tools*
(3) detal work. Tools used in metal work* 

Soldering and working with, wire*
Physical Education {two hours par weak for 
t.ar©© y@ars)

(1) Calesthenics.
(2) 'Track and field ©vents.
(3) Outdoor g&rasa*
(4) Hiking.
(5) Swimming*

Special, instruction in pri:mrj nor M l  schools for worn.
In general, th# program la th© sa:m* how

ever, sp@cl.al adaptation is rmdm as Indicated by
th© followings
Household Arts {.four hours per week for three |©ar»)

(1) Sewing and .unending.
{2} Knitting,'©mbroIdery, woolens, cottona,and colors*
(3) Pattern making for children and woaea*a clothing*
(4) Th© sewing uacbin®. Its us© and repair* 
{5} Kitchen arts; cooking, canning, etc*
{6} Th© ear© of furniture, floors, and walls.

mailto:sp@cl.al
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(7) Washing, iron!ng, and ho:m cleaning*
(8) Gardening*

Kural Hoae Economies (one boar per week during 
th© third year only).

(1) 'The reading and ear® of dom a tie 
animal s •

(2) Bovine© ot th© area* bilking* Feeding of milk-giving bovines. Animalhuabandry* Sanitation of stables.
(8) bilk, cheese, and butter.
(4) Th® raising ot sheep* pigs* and rabbits, and the preparation of the /seat for the table*
(5) Chicken breeding,
(6) Apieuiture•
(7) Car© of fruit trees and th© canning; of their produce*
(3) The vegetable garden.
£9) i;i© soil, Its ns© and car®.

(10) The -marketing of farm products*
Hygiene (same as for men except for feminine
hygiene and child care)

(1) Feminine hygiene*
(2) Child car©* How to care for tue newborn. Cleanliness, clothes, and bedding. Natural and artificial feed lug* Ttedlcal attention needed .for the newborn such as medical examinations, dental examinations, and vaccinations*

Thus, we see that the course of study for the student- 
teaeher is well defined by th® Minister of National Education
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with the advice of hi a staff* However, one 'bus t not. drssv 
th© conclusion that there is no room for Individual Initia
tive* To begin with, the detailed outlIn© of the- three- 
yea? ©ours© of study found In primary normal schools 
represents tiie minimum subject matter which oust be pre
sented* It docs not establish a maxlmura* There Is -mich 
room for class discussion, not only of various pedagogical 
Issues but also of social, economic, and political Issues* 
Fur ther aore, various schools adapt tne subject -:satter to 
th© needs of the region and they do use local environment 
as a teaching aid.

An outstanding feature of this course of study is 
that It not only gives th© student-teacher the pedagogical 
preparation deemed necessary for the duties he will assume, 
but It also prepares him to take his place la the social 
life of the community and puts him near the top of the group 
of so-called * Intellectual elite**

ho many, this mi gut not be considered an advantage 
hot If on© understands the nature and prestige of culture 
in i'Penca social life, It Is easy to understand why ©van 
the elementary school toucher must have at his fingertips 
a vast reservoir of detailed knowledge. It Is true that 
much of toe subject matter he studies in th© pri;nary normal 
school will be of little. If any, direct value in teaching 
seven year old pupils, but it Is necessary and vital If he 
is to maintain the respect of the intellectual community



and thereby the respect and admiration or th© whole co;> 
*mmity. That Is the trench way.

the principles on which the present cotirse of studies 
is based are round in the educational reform laws of 
August 18, 1930* In an address to the rectors and in
spectors of the academies given by to© minister of Educa
tion on September 30, 1920, the educational principles 
which the program was to implement wore stated as follows:

The primary normal school Is essentially a school to prepare teachers* It Is not an institute of pedagogy nor Is It a school of higher education where pedagogy la developed. It is rather a. school 
where pad a o ;y is taught. It -'-in at be taught from the first ear. Why should we wait longer to acquaint tne student—teach ore with th© general principles of the art which they are destined to practice for the rest of their lives? . . . .
During th© first year, the s fcudenb-teach era will study general principles of education, those which lend themselves to all aspact3 of Instruction and during th© second year they will study the methods of teaching the various subjects 
found in the elementary school. It la during vhe second year that they will study the work of modern and contemporary educational practices.• * • • During the third year of their teacher training, the students will do tvelr practice teaching and will observe masters at th© various levels of the elecenter? school. Emphasis willbe placed on the development of their professional -’orale, and they shall be thoroughly acquainted with school-room supervision and ad ministration*• • • • the reforms of 1920 give the nor nal schools their proper funetIon In our educational system.At no i 1 v., from the time the student enters until 
h© leaves, :-iu3t he be allowed to forget that he Is there to become a teacher. . . . .  Bis professional education mast bo ‘th© objective of all the efforts of the school; it must begin the first day of the first year.

3© rnHT3ter© ci© lfEducation National©, Ibid. pp. 65-79.



However, for a -.mn whose mission It la to teach others, general education -mat be an integrated part of his professional education* fa© teacher must be an educated man. Therefor©, It 
is necessary tint the normal school pursue further the scientific and literary training with which lie already has son© acquaintance* This, then, 
la the purpose and function of th© subject-natter 
content of I.,© tor ml school program.

4* Mature of the duties to be hueaunt©red by a Toaclier
in the hindergarten or Elementary School.
Hi© graduate of a primary normal school has th© Certl-

xfleat d f Aptitude a 1* iinselmnoeni Prim ire. Deoemling on* n r « -—■ I..— I    n .m . it iM H  1 ■« I ■!*■ iru --.-.Mil. . HT'imfti. ■ i.w i .in. .«iim-i.    i -=■ n iln ■ ■■■ I ■ n m ■■■»>.—  '

his pract ice-teaching as si .pi seat, he .-ay teach in either 
kindergarten or primary grades* Th© primary elementary 
school is composed of grades on© through five, or grades 
one through eight. .%1 nd©rgarteas employ only women 
teachers, while teachers of th© primary grades ar© both 
:mn and women*

bor the same of convenience, fed© duties of the pririary 
teacher ar© here divided into two categories: curricular
and extra-curricular. The curricular duties Include all 
classroom and scaool activities, while the extra-currlcxil&r 
duties, common to teachers in either kindergarten or primary 
grades, Include all duties outside th© school* Th© first 
duties ar© determined by th© needs of th© school pfora.a, 
and in:,© second by th© needs of th© co.ummlty*

The aim and purpose of the kinder gar ten (©cole, >a ter— 
nello ou class© enfanti.ne) is stated In article Q of the

?!v  t*Oheducational laws of January IB, 1887, as follows £ w The

1T§^7finT.st®r© d© l'Kducatlon rationale, Progra-iiea d©m Bcoles v‘.aternellea et dcs Classes BnFmitlxiaa*Faris: Yulbert, 1145, pp. 9-10.
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various courses of the klad©rmartens lm?e as their aim 
tue beginning of physical education* lntelleotual educa
tion, and /aoral ©ducahoa of tu© young child# The kinder
garten is not a school In the ordinary meaning of the word; 
it is shelter to safe .guard the child fro/a the dangers of 
the street, the dangers of loneliness and dangers of un
sanitary lodging# It mist, therefore, encourage daily at
tendance of those children whose not hers work each, day- 
on is Id© the hone or who are too occupied with other home 
duties to care for the child# It shall also provide recrea
tion and education for other children who do nor imvo compan
ions of their own ago. The most Important aspect of the 
program shall be the health of the child***

The methods to be employed in the kinder ax*ten shall he 
tl oae which imitate as sue’- as possible the educative pro
cesses of a devoted and intelligent mother—— methods essen
tially natural, famllylike, and always adaptable to ttw

3*7needs of each individual child*
The kindergarten teacher1s task Is recognised a© an 

Important on©, Indeed, If she Is to substitute for a Md©voted 
and intelligent mother#w Hi© program for wrlct the teacher 
saist be prepared is divided Into two parts; one for children 
two to five years of age and the other for children five to 
six: years of age# The two programs are similar In content,

W  Tlnistere de lfEducation ITatlonalo, Ibid* p* 11*



but adapted to tie two ago .groups* la ^aeral# t^oro are 
five cate .,aries* of activities; pa am® and songs | :.iasiual 
exercise; inrai education? obsoryatioa lea sons; lan ;mag©
and calculations, drawing, writing and rmadinp*̂ ''"

rhe following is a brief description of each, of these 
activities: Gaucs and songs Includes fr## play and directed
play, ,;n?a@s with toys and pane® without toys? .m'mm of 
aotioiis group song® and singing by the teachers % unifle ap*» 
preeiatlon* "anual exercises include pearl stringing! the 
making of flowers, cutting paper dolls$ block construction* 
etc* ^oral ©ducatIon develops good habits* m sens® of 
honor, cooperation with' pl&ynates* sanitary habits, polite** 
ness, kindliness, respect and loyalty to parents, the rm» 
tlon ami God, Observation lessons Include walks fcrrough 
parks, gardens, soos, streets, and the observation of a 
picture on prearranged table demonstrations after v?hich a 
■isenory or .rat@nt.ion quls is given* The study of the habits 
of life around tnen* iLaaguags lessons Incorporate praam** 
elation, ganes of questions mod a n m w ,  oral conjugations 
with proper tense ami sl&ple past, present and future* 
recitations and oral reading by the teacher* ’Ehe child 
I® encouraged to learn to count by grouping objects up to 
ten and to draw straight lines, curves, circles, cubes * 
and slop!© objects* lie 'mg learn to writ# letters and 
simple words with lllustaxations*

S§rwin?finiater© de l*&ducatloa Rationale, Ibid* pp* 12-»8

mailto:rat@nt.ion
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It can be a a Id that ©sides giving the child a whole- 
som  environment, the kindergarten la a good pr©paratorj 
school for the primary grades* It teaches 111 2a to work and 
ploy with, other a and It acoualnta hl.i with his own abili
ties*

By contrast with the kinder gar ten the primary school
Is immediately academic not only by Its program but also by
Its accomplishments. 'Table 7 below gives the schedule of
activities of the elementary school pro.gra - and Indicates
the curricular duties of the teachers at the various levels

38of the elementary school*
The subject natter content of the French primary 

school and kindergarten, by comparison with the United States* 
is much mar© academic* Child rein are encouraged to learn to 
read and to work with numbers as early as the age of four* 
Memory training also begins at an early age.

The stress is clearly on academic achievement from 
the first year tne child enters the school* Tradition has 
set the pattern, and the prostig© of academic 1 oar xt jt-XTg 
d©rands that it should not be delayed* There Is little evi
dence that less emphasis Is placed on academic learning 
today .than was the case thirty years ago* However, it oan 
b© said that the French primary school today does -adapt 
Its program to the slow learner better than it did at that 
time*

~6S' Ministere d© 1* Education national©» Ilouveaux
Horalrea at Programmes de 11 Enaeigneraent Prl-aaire* Paris;' Vuibert, ‘T3T5T pp* T a r S T T S



Table 7
<•%/-* -v e* t "U* « -'Ti r V "Ov. * sii.' ty jU«-:,. x i ,i.:. PAX U BY RLE'hiIII ARE SC1I00L

Sours per Weak
Subject or activity

1st
_....syr«.

2nd & 
3rd yr*

4th & 
5th yr*

5th
2£j>

7th & 
JJtA.. j~£»_

'"oraIs and Civics -L*ac x-l li It 2
Head l.n;'5 10 6 3 4 3i -
w'rl ting 2| 2j 1 4s li -
french Ranyuag© ot. 5 Of 0d O'
distort and Geography - 1-h 2 2 2i>
Arithmetic 4 5 i> 4
Science - 1 2 2 3
Drawing and . >annul nris li li U li Q
Sinking and Susie li li It l* O
Croup ac 11 v i t ie 
Physical ..aucstion^ o ̂ *5*3 r-* T s|
Recreation 2^ o O 1- 2-W 1

Total 30 50 30 50 50

.Directed classroom preparation of a' w 
cooperation*

; n*oip or teasa activities 
orkbook* The purpose Is

such asto teach

g/ To bo oeld either period 2iviaa a to activity*
just before or after 
tal of 1 hour per das the :

' of
recreation 
pays leal
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A description of th© -subject :natter cove red. In the 
seventh and ©1 ghth years of the prlaiar? elementary school 
will serve two purposes# One, it will give a definite 
Idea of the teaching that ciust have preceded tli® last two 
years of the primary elementary school as well as the 
duties of the teacher in this two—year period# And# two# 
it will indicate the learning level of twelve to fourteen*# 
year old pupils#

The follow in; description of the seventh and eih
course content, is taken from in© latest official nubile &• 
tion* and is at pot*©sent In force:^

Pro^a .c of studies 
(Seventh and hiuhth Tear Primary Kle aentary School)

doral and Civic Instruction (two houra per week)
(1) Ta& nature of conscience and character# Self—©<i ucatlon#
(2) Justice and solidarity*
(3) The principal duties of the individual# hauily and social duties#
(4) Th© dignity of various typos of e mploynent#
(5) Studies of the functions of public sorvucos#The services of £;.*© state and the municipalities* The value of contracts# Justice of peace and lower courts# Labor laws* Welfare and public aid laws# Taxes#
(G) Practical studioa of the social orpa. citations with which the pupil cones In contact such aa local cooperatives# unions» and far a syndicates#
(7) The political and ad -Jlnistratlve or pan i r, a 11 o r i ofth© nation#
'&9' "Tini a ter© de I1 Ldueatloa National©# Ibid# up* 15—2S«
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French

Histor

Language (five hours per week)
©view and consolidation of .materials previously learned,
(1) Heading and r o d  tation--oral and silent rending {silent reading both at home and in school a *all be tested by oral and written exercises)* h a -  dents shall write compositions on texts read aloud in class* Particular attention snail be paid to spelling, punctuation, and pronunciation* A.a m c h  as -possible, the works of great writers snail be used*
(2) Vocabulary*——Various ueanings of words* newwords change ..waning* Original m  anlng and derived ueanliig Proper and. netauorpule waning# 

Synony sa and an tony ms*
(3) Irannar* — -Sentence parsing, Zixercisea of recognition, such as; nouns, adjectives, verbs {regular and irregular), active and passive voice, the imperative, various uses of the subJunetive and conclitional, pr©positions, etc*
{4) lodifying phrases*
(B) Spelling by having tlx© student writ® fro i oraldictation by the teacher* The dictation shall be of entire sentences rather than of disconnected words*
(6) Conversation and practical writing* Story-tel

ling* Oral question and answer. telephone conversation* Letter-writing* The sending of a telegravi* Writing and replying to written invitations* Debating. droup discussions*
y {two hours per week)
review of Lgyptlan, a&hv&w, ire©k, and Houxan. history*
The work—a-day world of antiquity* Tools and slavery*
(1) The social order of Trance in the Xhth century* Industry in the 17th and Xhth centuries*
(2) The develop «nt of ideologies and of French civilization In the 17th and 13th centuries*
(3) The Franco colonial ©apira In the 18tn century*
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C4)

(5)

( 6) 
(7)

(3)
(9 )

(lo 5

Cli)

(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)

(16) 
(17)

I»oula th« X7I* Historical development of the
French Revolution*
The French Bevolution# The downfall of the Monarchy (Tmy 5, 1739-&ugust 10, 1798)* The First Republic and, its activities* The one1 of the First Republic*
The Empire* The developsient of the present French state*
The origin of the big industries* Industrial progress since the -nlddle of the 18th century* The steam engine* The nature of modern Industry#
Tli® Second Empire and the t;ar of 1870#
Tli® democratic Republic# Its educational pro- gran*
-Scientific progress and the acceleration of economic activity. The steam engine, the turbine, electricity and the co'huatioa 
engine# The conquest of space; the railroad, the ste;i 'boat, the automobile, the airplane#
■Lricultnnl progress hi Prance* die depopulation of agricultural regions and tbs changes In demographic equilibrium*
Changes In social legislation and in working conditions#
The great discoveries In science arid hygiene*
Revolutionary propaganda and the awakening of the national spirit#
The period betvm&n two wars (1870-19X1); Economic and political rivalries, the division of the world, the awakening of the feller- race*
The W ar of 1314-1918 and Its immediate effects*
France today* The occupation and liberationof the country*



leograpny (on© hour pep weak)
(1) Review of the essential factors of physical and hu-oan geography* Review and perfection of geographical nomenclature by constant use of naps*
(2) Tim© economic activities of France and of the Rrencii Umpire. Rood products, textiles, sources of energy (coal, waterpower, etc.), -letallurgie, traoSDortatlon, conerce, and th© relationship of the i"franch econo my to world economy.
(5) The earth* s surface. The continents, to© seas and the gr©at oceans* Re 1 i©f , c 1 i :iate, r 1 vers, zones of vegetation, and th© division of th© 

continents* habitats of .men* Th© regions of large populations. The large cities and their 
basic characteristics*

(4) A few of the great world pavers: hngland, tlieUnited dt..ates, and the 1J.3.3.B.
Arithmetic (applied) (.four hours per weak)

The application of th© pupil* a acquired know
ledge of arlthmetic to problems in dally living* In family activities, social legislation (social insurance), in school life, in rural and a :;ricultural activities, in urban and industrial activities depending on the environment and interest of the pupil*

dclence (three hours per week)
In all th© primary elementary aeaools, the teaching of science in the eighth grade will be m d e  practi

cal* Tti© knowledge obtained In the previous /ears of study will be applied to real life activities. The environment and its needs will determine the ureas of instruction to be emphasised*
(1) The tools of th© artisan*
(2) Th© equipment and needs of the hone. las» heat, 

cooking, electricity, water, etc*
(3) Types and utilization of mechanical power*
(4) Ayplena and sanitation*
(;) Th.® soil; its car© and productivity. Far/ animals and far i products* hardening* Truit trees and vines*



C 6) Tim management a ad utilisation of the kitchen* Washing* clam la gt and ho car©* Swing»•••-© nding, and car© of clothing* Th© prepare- tion of foods.
Drawing and hanu&l „*rts (six hours par weak)

Drawing shall be used, in all class activities such as geography » riaathemtlcs, science, and ’saimal arts*
Manual arts for boys shall deal wl th the 

faro or -urban shop, and for girls* it shall concern itself with home manage :a*nt» In any case* it shall be n̂a&e practical and of immediate us® in daily real life activities*
'basic and Singing (two hours per week)

Choral s nj and srnsic appreciation, using th© radio and phonographs*
Physical Iducatlon and Decreation (four hois*a par week)

Physical education shall include the group type of exercise ami Individual exercises, such as eliraping, high jussp, broad jump, pole vault, races, and throwing* It snail also include corrective exercises on an Individual 'basis.
Recreation snail include various group games and dances, such ass vo 11©yball, rugby, touch- ball, folk dances, rhythmic exercises, and popular dancing*

The seventh and eighth years of the primary and elemen
tary schools have been used to indicate the curricular duties 
of the teacher, because these two years represent the and of 
the primary studies and the completion of school attendance
for a large part of the student population# The end of the 
eighth year is a natural break In the French educational 
system. At this tins©, pupil® continuing their education vake 
on© of four scholastic choices* They nay continue in a post
graduate elementary school which places emphasis on practical
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studies| they may enter the fourth year of the academic 
lyeae, the technical college (vocational secondary school)*
or any of the many s © ui-profe s a 1onal schools.

The eight years of the primary elementary school are 
divided Into .five categories as follows;

Preparatory section, one year, for pupils 6 to 7 years 
of age i

Elementary course, two years, for pupils 7 to 9 years 
of age;

Piddle course, tmo years, for pupils 9 to XI years
of agei

Superior course, one year, for pupils 11 to 12 years 
of age;

End of studies section, tmo year at for pupils 12 to 14 
years of age.

The extra-curricular or out-of^school duties of the 
primary teacher are not as easily defined and vary according 
to locality. In general, It may he said that they arm more 
numerous and more Important In .the rural village and snail town, 
and may he practically non-existent In the me tropolltan areas* 

The great and compr©henaive task which faces the young 
teacher Is well explained to him, In th© instructor’s handbook 
with which be becomes acquainted and which h© studies during

40hi a final year at the nor .sal school. It states:

IB S Sol©llT~Le Llvre dee Xnstltuteur. furls; Soudior, 1947, pp. 9-10.



It Is necessary to bring th® new teachmr to an immediate and exact understanding of his ml sal on*His first contact with the active life of teaching can determine the success of his entire career, u© must, th«r®fore> from the first dr^, convince ill-*elf of the importance of his role.
A ;I yes, it is as simple as that 1 A humble villa;© and a few quarreling cnildren* All bn© same, it is a corner of Franc© confided to him. he will be its educator, nor alias or and philosopher. These sec-.-lngly ungrateful ©iiildren; It Is his duty to make uon of them. he met have no doubts about then* If he observes them c losely, he will see In their eyes the ref lection of a m m  soul, clay wu ich he can uaold In his hand and .from which he can make thinking .-sen* li© must learn to :aak© M mself loved and respected, and am will discover their hearts.
Ind, on the other and, he must look at aimself,

and ho must stop appraising all of his knowledge. In order that ho :aay humbly realise all that he has yet to learn. It is a frequent practice of th® new pri- -mry teacher to consider himself the wise man of th© 
village. Wise -man, yea* he -..my be more ®o than th® brave and noble people around him. nut ha must not forget tuat the babbling wise m n  soon passes for a fool* fh® villagers are of good blood, they talk 
little, but they observe and they judge. Th® teacher has much to gain in nixing with them and in becoming interested In their way of life* Isolation brings loneliness and leads to lasiness, the first error to 
be avoided.
Th© instructIons to the teacher point out that his 

:f Ira t duty is that of tin © intellectual worker, not only as 
regards his pupils but also ma regards all the people In 
th# co-maunlty. Th© teacher is told that he must keep up with 
now development a in his field at least to th© extent of 
reading all official publications* he la encouraged to 
attend at least oim professional conference each gear.

It Is up to the teacher to take th© lead in various youth 
activities such as the scouts and suracier camp colonies, as well
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as to th© adult activities of his community* he must interest 
bias elf in the various ©om.nmIiy problem, but fm :m& t place 
hi:.is sir above local discords which often develop in any eou- 
'uomity*

By law, th© teacher is not permitted to accept any pri
vate e ciploy.nent for additional regeneration* tie nay, to 
cities of less than 2,000 population, accept- the part-time 
and after school hours position of secretary to the mayor on
the condition that it does not impair his classes or his

41professional life*
There is a wide range of extracurricular activities in 

which toe teacver is permitted to participate* for example» 
one of the responaibillti es which it is suggested hm as an r.m 
is that of acting as a counsellor to Yorraer pupils of the 
elementary school# It is recor&a®nded that he follow their 
activities, encourage then, and give then guidance in the 
difficult task of making a living and playing a useful role 
in the community* The teacher, further, is encouraged to 
take a leading part to the activities of Youth hostel groups, 
parent’s associations, alurml groups, adult education, study 
circles, educational film centers, and art, theatre, and music 
associatlona*

The instructions point out to at the school children have 
been entrusted to his car® by the parents. Hence, th© teadiaer

“ T l  £rS3e"lSoleil, Ibid* pp. 23-4*
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nts specific responsibility to the parents, ,.te mist keep 
then Informed not only of their children* a academic progress, 
but also of each child** attitudes, his likes and dislikes, 
his ability to adjust and to cooperate with otiters. He must 
also keep the parent® informed of any medical attention or 
physical correction the child say need.*

in© teacher also has the general responaibilifcy of 
* selling” the advantages of education to the com''unity, in 
general, and to the parent® of school age children, In -par
ti enlar. Al though there arc law® which make pri lary school 
attendance compulsory and wmich impose fine® and Imprison- 
f--en% on the father or guardian who does not have his child 
in school, the teacher is asked to accomplish the same end 
by noral suasion and to fall back on the law only as a last 
measure.

When on® considers the curricular and extracurricular 
duties of the eleaent&ry school teacher, it la evident that 
his Job is a full-time on© for seven days of each week. The 
responsibility of tne teacher, if measured by t he task he 
should assume, is indeed great. His is a profession to which 
•fee must devote his life in order to succeed. He must mave 
tbe ability and strength to do the job and the personal 
pride to do it well.

Those responsible for the educational sysfcc-i of kr-ance 
believe that their method of selecting and training elementary
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school teacher® %m one which aseure® a corps of a«a and 
womeh able to a sea mm the reepoiteibXlltiee and which
will he ©atrusted to them#

±53231



CHAPTER III

THE PREPARATION OF ACADEMIC SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
/TH© academic secondary school In France, the lycee, Is

the most Important preparatory school for students wishing to
enter Institutions of higher learning. It has been accused
by some French educators and laymen of being undemocratic*
as it has catered not only to the intellectual elite but also
to the bourgeoislo. Up to the end of World War II, many 

/lycees maintained their own preparatory primary schools of 
five years. The public primary school of eight years, simi
lar to the one in the United States, was considered the

1finishing school for the common people.
Parents who intended to give their children an academic

secondary education sent them to the primary preparatory
/schools annexed to the lycees. Thus, their segregation from 

the common people was assured throughout their scholastic 
life. Reforms now being carried out are designed to elimi
nate these special primary preparatory schools, and all the
children of all the people will attend the same primary ele-

2mentary schools, at least for the first five years.

" I Henri ¥ a lion, "La Reform© de 1 •Enseignement et1tEnseignem©nt Prlmalre,n L*Education Rationale,
45: 1-4, October 31* 1946. ~ ' "

2 Henri ¥ alien, Ibid., pp. 1-4.
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At the end of the fifth year of the primary school*
students may take examinations to enter the first scholas-

/tic year of the lycee* This is one method of entering the 
academic secondary school. However* the student may also 
enter hy completing all eight years of the primary school 
and upon passing an examination he may enter the non-classi- 
eal program of the lycee at the beginning of the fourth 
year.

1. Methods of Obtaining a Secondary School Teaching 
TTeFHTIcaTer  ...... ............................... '—  ---------------------

All persons wishing to receive one of the various cer
tificates of aptitude for teaching in the academic secondary 
school must be graduates of this school itself before they 
can enter the superior normal schools or the university to 
complete the academic and pedagogical requirements for teach
ing at the secondary school level.

The following series of tables indicates the various pro
grams of studies which may be pursued in the academic second
ary school. These tables do not include the program of the

/alternative new progressive curriculum adopted for the lycees 
in 1945» commonly referred to as hes Sixiernes Houvelles. 
Teacher preparation for this new program will be tideated In 
the last part of this chapter.

It should be noted that the French system of numbering 
scholastic years is in reverse to that in the United States.
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/Hence, the lycee composed of seven years has the following
nomenclature for each of these years:

First y^ar, age group 11 to 12* is the 11 sixth 
year’1 (sixieme).

Second year, age group 12 to 13* is the ”fifth year'1 (cinquieme) .
Third yea^, age group 13 to 14, is the "fourth 

year” (quatrieme)•
Fourth yefjr, age group 14 to 15* is the H third 

year" (troisieme)*
Fifth year, age group 15 to 16, is the "second 

year” (secoade).
Sixth year, age group 16 to 17, is the "first year" (premiere).

Seventh year, age group 17 to 18 (plus), is the last
year and has the special title of Philosophy, Mathematics,
or Experimental Sciences, depending on the student’s major

3field to be followed in an institution of higher learning.
At the end of the premiere- the student must take and 

pass the first part of the examinations for the second de
gree (the diploma given upon satisfactory completion of the 
lyc^e) referred to in French as the B-ac c&laureat, premiere 
partie. (The first degree given in French schools is the 
Brevet Eieimntaxre referred to in Chapter II.) If the stu
dent successfully passes this examination, he may enter the 
last year majoring in either philosophy, mathematics, or

Ih^thia chapter, the French name will be used under
lined, i.e., in referring to the fifth scholastic 
year of the lycee the term seconde will be used 
throughout, etc!
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experimental science* at the end of which he may take the
examinations for the Baccalaureate cleuxleme partie. He is
then entitled to enter an institution of higher learning
upon passing entrance examinations and follow the program

/for which he prepared himself in the lycee, The following
/tables indicate the course of study in th© lyoees.

TABLE 8
Schedule and Programs Leading to the Second Degree 

(Horaires des Etablissements du Second Degre)
Established by the laws of June 27,' 1945, modifiedby the Amendments of July 13 and August 14* 1946.4/

1TClasse de Sixieme11 (Age 11 to 12)
Classical 5/ Modern 5.

French 4 hrs. 6 hrs.Civics and Social Studies X 1Latin 5 —
Modern Language o 5History and Geography sir siMathematics 2 2
General Science 1-1-**2 liPhysical Education J- iDrawing •*-2. iiMusic 1 i
Manual Arts 1 i

Total hours per week ‘

N% Minister© de 1 * Education National©., Snseignement du
Second Degre* Paris; Vuibert* 1946*“~pp7 ”

5 The student may choose one or the other. As he progresses the number of choices he has increases.
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TABUS 9
"Claase de Cinqtiieme" (Age 12 to 13)

Classical Modern
French 3 hrs. 5 hrs.Civics and Social Studies 1 1
Latin 5 —

Modern Language 3, 5History and Geography 2f 2?Mathematics 2$ 2tr
General Science 1#Physical Education 2 2^
Braving 1 1
Music 1 1
Manual Arts 1 - 1

Total hours per veek 22^

TABIJ3 10
“Classe d© Qua tri erne11 (Age 13 to 14)

French
LatinGreek
Civics and Social Studies 
1st Modern Language 2nd. Modem Language 
History and Geography Mathematics 
General Science 
Physical Education 
Braving Music
Manual Arts

Total hours per veek

Classical A Classical B Modern
3 hr s. 3 hrs. 5 hrs.
4 4
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table 11
s01asse de Troiaieane” (Age to 15)

Classical A Classical B
French 3
Latin 4
Greek 3Civics and Social
Studies 1

1st Modern Language 3
2nd Modem Language 
History and Geography 3
Mathematics 21-
General Science 1
Phys i c al Edu c a ti on 2
Drawing 1
Music (Optional Dor boys) 1 
Manual Arts 1

Total hours per week "~25y'"

hrs hrs.

1
3
3
k
1
2 
1 1 1

25F

Modem
5 hrs*

25

TABLE 12
“Classe de Sec oxideTT (Age 15 to 16)

Classical A Classical
B C Modem

French 4 hrs. 4 hrs. 4 lira. 4 3Latin 3 3 3Greek 4 — — —
1st Modern Language 3 3 3 32nd Modern Language — 4 2 oHistory 2 2 2 2Geography li If 14 “* 1 u--pMathematics lj (Opt) illOpt) 4Physical Science — - ^4Experimental Science 34 34 — —
Fhysical Education 2 2 2 2Drawing 1 1 1 1Musi c (Optiona1) 1 1 1 1Manual Arts (Optional) 1 1 1 1

Total hours per week op 28 294 274
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TABLE 13
“Classe de Premiere** Age 16 to IT)

Classical A B C Modern
French 4 hrs. 4 iirs• 4 hrs. 4 hrs.
Latin 3 3 3Creek 4 _ —
1st Foreign Language 3 3 3 (1 hr) 32nd Foreign Language - 4 2 0j>History 0 2 2 r-<£L
Geography /*»*C. 2 2 2Mathematics 1 | (opt.) li(0pt)4 4
Physical Science - — 4f 41
Experimental Science '3 1 *>2 3i - —
Physical Education 2 2 2 2Drawing (Optional) 1 1 1Music (Optional) 1 1 1 1Manual Arts (Optional) 1 1 1 1

Total hours per week 28 28 29i 27jTotal hours less
options 231 23i 24

TABUS 14
Pinal Year Class - Philosophy. Experimental Sciences

~~ or 'Mathematics (Age if to 16) " ' ~~
Philosophy Experimental Mathematics

Sciences
Philosophy 9 hrs. 5 hrs. 3 hrsLiterature 1 1 (Opt.)

liModem Language 
Classical or Modem ’•**2 li
Language (0 ptiona1) 1-1 1* lyHistory Ot- 'd

Geography 
Mathemetics and

2 2 2
C osmography 4 9,Physical Sciences 2 5 5*natural Sciences 2 4 2
Physical Education 2 2 2Drawing (0 pti ona 1) 
Hus i c (0 p.t i oxial) 1 1 11 _ 1 1

Total hours per week 
Total hours less kL 30 355

options 23 25i 27
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The student who has finished the above program and 
successfully passed parts one and two of the baccalaur
eate is now able to apply for admission to one of the 
superior normal schools or to a university in order to 
prepare himself for a teaching assignment in the academic 
secondary school.

Although the vast majority of teachers in the academic 
secondary school received their training in universities, 
the superior normal school approach is more thorough in 
so far as exposure to educational methods is concerned.
It will be described first.

2, Superior Normal Schools.
There are two superior normal schools which specifi

cally prepare teachers for teaching in the lycees or 
modern colleges (non-classical secondary schools). One, 
j.'or mens is located at Saint Cloud, and the other, for 
women, at Fontenay-aux~Roses* Both of these schools are 
on the outskirts of Paris. Although it is true that the 
Bcole Wormale Superieure at 43 rue dfXJlm, Paris, also 
turns out some graduates who teach in the secondary 
schools, the majority join the faculties of the univer
sities | within a period of five years from the date of 
graduation hence, this school is not considered in the 
same category as the other two, and therefore it will 
be described in a separate chapter.
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The two super*!or normal schools, of Saint Cloud 
and Fontenay, were reorganized by th© decree of Febru
ary 1 9 1945, and assumed tlie descriptive title of 
Ecoles Nonaales Superieures Preparatoires a, ltEnseigne- 
ment du Second Degre# (Superior Hormal Schools to pre- 
pare for teaching in secondary schools.)

Li he all institutions of higher learning in France, 
the two superior normal schools require the student to 
take an entrance examination. For whatever school he 
may apply, these entrance examinations are referred to 
as the programmes de concours d 1 entree.

A unique feature of the entrance examination is the 
recommendation that applicants prepare themselves by 
approximately tiro years of studies above the baccalaure
ate. Xhese preparatory studies may be taken at any uni
versity or in post graduate courses of any of the fol
lowing secondary schools
Academy - Paris, College Ohaptal (men) letters or science 

nm jors
Lycee Fenelon (women) letters or science majors
Lyoee Jules Ferry (women) letters or science majors
Lycee Henri XV (men) letters or science majors
Aix, Lycee d * Aix (women) letters or science majors

5 Ministere de 1*Education Rationale, EcolesIformales Superieures. Paris: BeresnT&k, P* 1
7 Minister© de 1 ‘Education N&tionale, Ibid., p. 6.
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- Besancon, Lycee de Besancon (men and vomen)
9 letters majors'*only

- Bordeaux, Lycee de Bordeaux (vomen) science
majors only

- Lille, Lycee de Lille (men) letters and sciencemajors
- Lyon, Lycee de St* Etienne (men) letters andscience majors
- Heims, Lycee de Nantes (vomen) letters majorsonly
- Toulouse, Lycee de Toulouse (men and vomen)letters and science majors

The preparation recommended during these tvo years 
is purely academic and in either literature or science, 
depending upon the examination the applicant plans to 
take. A glance at the statistics on candidates and ad
missions should suffice to -prove the advisability of 
studying for tvo years above the baccalaureate before 
attempting the examinations * The student may take as 
many or as fev courses as he may think pertinent to pre
pare him for the examinations. He may, of course, study
on his ovn without registering for any classes. Prepara-

/tion beyond the last year of the lycee is entirely op
tional. The tvo tables below give the statistics on the 
number of applicants and admissions for the years X93S 
through 19^5*

1 *Education Rationale, Ibid., p. $.



Statistics of Admission
TABLE 15

SUPERIOR NORMAL SCHOOL OF ST. CLOUD (MEN)

Candidates AceeptaBie Admitted
Year Letters wcionce* Letters Sciences Letters Sclonees
1938 15B 110 29 34 15 15
1939 154 110 30 31 15 151940 168 82 17 19 8 91941 120 101 30 32 15 151942 162 142 60 46 20 151943 l8l 10 6 33 29 20 151944 109 lee 38 oQe~ ̂ 21 151945 *1 f’j‘7 O { 90 51 24 ~o
Tol'5'X" TT35 ' 834 iiO'j 243 X34 114

TABLE 10
HUPKRIOH NORMAL SCHOOL OF FONTENAY (VOMER)

0 - 4 5 -  O O S  riirrr-m iL i ■■■ |«j 5

Year TJelTEelF̂  ̂ ~ Tlet^^^^S^ouces
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The above tables Indicate that over a period of eight 
years , 4214 candidates (men and women) took either the let
ters or science entrance examination for the two superior 
normal schools* Of this number, 1.229., or only 29 percent 
made acceptable scores. However, due to limitations on the 
number permitted to enter each year only the top 12 percent 
or 517 were accepted.

A student who believes himself qualified to talc© the
entrance examination makes formal application to do so at
aixj one of the seventeen academy bureaus. He must, satisfy

9the following minimum requirements:
(1) He must have been a French citizen for at

least five years prior to application*
(2) He must be at least 19 years of age and not over 25 on the 31st of December the year of 

the examination.
(3) He must have the Baccalaureate diploma or a recognized equivalent.
(4) He must enlist to serve public education for ten years, including the three years of studies at the superior normal school where he will receive board, room, and tuition. In 

case he should not complete his ten-year 
contract, his guardian, if he is a minor, 
must agree to repay the government the cost of the board, room and tuition for the period 
of attendance at the normal school.

The Minister of Rational Education sets the date for the 
examination. The written part of the examination is given on

"9“ Ministere de I 1Education Rationale,
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the same day and at the same hour In each, of the academy 
centers, and all candidates who successfully pass the writ
ten work come to Paris at government expense to take the 
orals. The oi*als are public. The candidate Indicates on 
his application whether he wishes to he examined in letters 
or science. The following are the subjects of the examina
tion;2'0

I. A. Letters examinations (written)
A French composition, five hours, coefficient 
of two.
A philosophical composition, four hours, coef
ficient of one.
A history composition, four hours, coefficient of 
one.
A modern language translation, four hours, coef
ficient of one.
One of the following tests at the option of the student, each of four hours and a coefficient of one.

a. Philosophy - a second composition.
b. Classic s — a Latin translation.
c. Modem literature - a critique of a liter*ary masterpiece.
d. A composition on geography.
e. A theme in a modern language without the 

use of a dictionary.
B. Letters examination (oral)

The, discussion of a French text, 30 minutes, coefficient of two.
Geography interrogation, 30 minutes, coeff S.cient of one.

TO Ministere de 1 *Education Rationale, Ibid., pp. 3-6,
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The candidate may choose one of the following* each lasting 3 0 minutes and each having a coefficient of one,
a. Interrogation on philosophy.
b. Classics (hatin and Greek).
C. Modern literature - explanation of aFrench text written during the 16th century.
d. History interrogation.
e. Modern language - the explanation of a foreign language text.

(Each explanation is made after one hourof preparation by the candidate for thewritten examinations and after thirty minutes for the oral examinations.)
II. A. Science section (written)

A mathematics composition, four hours, coefficient of two.
A physics composition, three hours, coefficient of one.
A chemistry composition, three hours, coefficient of one.
A natural science composition, three hours, coeffi
cient of one.
A candidate may choose one of the following, lasting four hours each, with a coefficient of one.

a. Mathematics - a second composition.
b. Natural Science - a second composition.

B. Science section (oral)
Interrogation in mathematics, 30 minutes, coefficient of two.
Physics interrogation, 3-0 minutes, coefficient of one.
Chemistry interrogation, 30 minutes, coefficient of one.
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Hatural science interrogation, 30 minutes , coeffi
cient of one.
Laboratory exarois© in physics or chemistry, two 
hours, coefficient of one-half.
Laboratory exercise in the natural sciences, two 
hours, coefficient of one-half.
The candidate must choose one additional interroga
tion in mathematics or natural science, 30 minutes, 
coefficient of one.

The jury of examiners posts the list of those who have 
passed, and the number to he rdmitted to each school is 
chosen from tho top of the list downward. Bach, question of 
the written and oral is graded from 0 to i-i Kj * f "iO. y grade be
low 10 is considered failing. The scores made on each 
question are added to arrive at the total score for each 
candidate. A question with a coefficient of two is graded 
from 0 to 40 j hence, below 20 would bo failing on such a 
question.

The course of study at the superior normal school de
pends upon the student 'a chosen major. Hie students taking 
the scientific course must choose either the section of 
mathematics, physics, and chemistry or the section of physios, 
chemistry, and natural science. The difference is one of 
emphasis only. The students in the first section take 
courses to prepare them for the examinations at* the certifi
cate of aptitude for those subjects, and the students in 
the second section take courses which will prepare them for
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certificate of aptitude examinations emphasising physics,11
chemistry, and natural science in that order.

Students who have passed the entrance examinations for 
the letters course are divided into three groups % (l) French 
language and literature, (2) history and geography, and (3) 
modern language (derman, English, Spanish, Italian)•

During their three years at the normal school, the 
students in the literary course place emphasis on the fol
lowing, depending on the choice of section they have made:

First section - French philology and literature.
Second section - Modern and contemporary historyana general geography
Third section - Philology end literature of the

foreign country and language the s tucl en t ha s chosen.
The students in the modern foreign language section 

must spend their second year in a foreign country where 
their major foreign language is the vernacular. They are 
given an all expense fellowship hy the Minister of National 
Education. The students in the literary studies follow 
courses which will prepare them to take the examination for 
the certificate of aptitude in that teaching field. For 
each subject-matter field in which the student becomes com
petent he is given a. license. It is possible for a student 
to have two or three licenses. For example: if he has
followed the program of courses in the second section of 
the scientific studies, he must obtain e license for physics,

HI Ministere d.e 1 ‘Education Hationale, Ibid., p. 6.
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one for chemistry, and another for natural sciences, Tli@ 
possession of these certificates Is necessary for permission 
to take the final examination for a teaching diploma at the 
end of the third year.

All the students in the o vo su. per zl. or nozcnm 1 soxjloo jls ,
regardless of their major, must follow courses in psychology*

12sociology, and pedagogy. It should he noted that these 
two schools do not prepare professors for the classics, this 
Is done at the universities only.

The professional courses at the normal school are given 
under the direction of staff members who are judged competent 
in both methods of teaching and subject matter. As compared 
to the professional preparation of elementary teachers, that 
of the secondary teacher is very limited. By far the major 
emphasis Is on subject matter.

A minimum of twenty conferences of one hour each is 
devoted to discussions of teaching methods. These confer
ences follow reading assignments in the field of methods, 
history, and development of secondary education. The con
ferences are followed by six hours of observation per week 
for three weeks. Following this period of observation the 
student takes over a class for fifteen days under the 
supervision of the professor. He prepares the lessons, 
corrects the papers, and experiments with the various, meth
ods that he has been acquainted with In the theory classes.

Tier Ministere be 1‘Education National©, Ibid., p. 7*
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With, the exception of* requirements for teaching in the ex
perimental secondary school program (to be discussed in the 
latter part of this chapter) there has been no post-war 
change in the requirements Tor teaching in the academic 
secondary schools. As there are only two normal schools 
to prepare academic secondary school teachers, the great 
majority are trained in the university which is entered 
by examination after the acquisition in the baccalaureate.

3* University draining for the Secondary leaching 'wd:FETTTc a ie3T
Certificates of aptitude for academic secondary school 

teaching are granted upon the passing of examinations after 
the candidate has accumulated the necessary licenses 'by 
university examinations in related subject-matter fields, as 
mentioned above. The candidate must be registered for s. 
minimum of two years in a university. The number of certi
ficates of aptitude granted each year is not dependent on 
the number of candidates who pass but rather on the number
of teachers immediately needed. This number is determined

14by the Minister of National Education.
Handel groups the certificates of aptitude for teach

ing the academic subjects in secondary schools into five
lbgroups as follows: " (Up to the present writing there 

has been no change to this grouping.)

I2? Ministere d© 1*Education nationals, Conditions 
d 1 Admission aux A-gregations. Paris: VuTBerF, 
JW&7~p7~T.— ------------------  ---------------------------- --------

15 I. L. Handel, 0omparative 3Muca11 on. Nev Yoric: 
Hough'ton-Miif I3n, 1533", p7~8^B7"
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License fop teaching philosophy: A, Certificate of general history of philosophy, B. Certificate of psychology, C. Certificate of logic and general 
philosophy* I>. Certificate of ethics and sociology*

License for teaching letters (French and classical humanities): A* Certificate of Greek studies.B. Certificate of Latin studies. C. Certificate ofFrench literature. D. Certificate of grammar and philology.
License for teaching history and geography:A. Certificate of ancient history. 3. Certificate of medieval history. C . Certificate of modern and contemporary history, B. Certificate of geography*
License for teaching modern foreign languages:A. Certificate of classical literary studies•B. Certificate of foreign literature (English, German,Italian, Spanish, Bussian, Arabic)• C. Certificate of philology in the foreign language selected, D. Certi

ficate of practical studies in the foreign language selected (one school year of foreign residence andsg coy ) ,
License to teach science. There are three groupsin the sciences, and certificates are required for allsubjects In each group: Group I. Differential and.

integral calculus, mechanics, general physics•Group II. General physics, general chemistry, and one of the mathematical sciences listed under I. Group III* foology or general physiology, botany or geology, and 
one of the physical sciences listed under group II*

3* _ The Abrogation as o Secondary School Teaching Certificate.
sThe aggregation is the highest teaching diploma or certi

ficate which one can earn in France. Ag the title indicates, 
it is an aggregation or collection of licenses and certifi
cates in a given subject-matter field and includes all pos
sible aspects of a given field of knowledge. It differs from 
the doctoral in that a written dissertation is not required*
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A person v;no nolcis the aggregation has only to write and defend 
a thesis, usually philosophical to earn the doctoral. The 
doc torat is often earned in Trance after the person has be
come a university professor, and he defends his thesis 
before his colleagues.

There Is no specific limit to trie period of university
/attendance for earning trie abrogation. As soon as a student 

has earned all the licenses required for a particular subject- 
matter field, he nay present hi..is elf for oral and written 
examination in his chosen field, providing he has the other

*1 preoulsites. 1nese are; °
(1) A request for adnission to the examination, including a certified state :.;ent which shall read:”In case of success, 1 shall place -ayself at the disposition of the minister of National Education to occupy a post In a secondary school for at least five y ears. m e  first two years of uy assignment, be ginning October 1, 194-, shall be exclusively spent in a public Institution of France.11
(2) Proof of French citizenship and a birth certificate.
(3) The licenses for the various subjects in the field for waicn the a greuatlon Is sought.
(4) A certificate indicating the candidate has completed the necessary pedagogical orientation conferences or the equivalent.
(5) A court certificate snowing no criminal record and a certificate of military status.

16 linistere de 1*Education Rationale, 0onditIons
d* Ad mission aux Agrenations masculines et Pealnines Dipio.nes d 1'Etudes Superieures. Paris: Vuihert. 1946, on. 7-10.
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(6) A medical certificate of health.
(7) A biographical sketch.
(8) A personal application form indicating in detail the certification of the licenses held, 

giving date and place they were obtained. The candidate must give all evidence possible which proves his ability to take the examinations, and, particularly, must he indicate with accuracy how lie became a naturalized citizen if he was foreign born.
(9) The age limit for the a gradations is fixed at30 the 1st of October following the exa ninations. This limit can be extended to the limit of the number of years of military service plus the 

number of years of university service valid for retire aent.
If the applicant can fulfill all of the above require

ments, and, if after his application is examined by a jury,
he is accepted, he takes the exa -ination for the diploma 

/agregation In the field ne has chosen. The examinations
are in two for as, written and oral. The candidate who does
not pass the written examination is not accepted for the
orals. The following arc examples of examinations in the
major subj eet-uatter fields. The candidate nay choose 

17only one.
A. Aggregation in Philosophy— written.

(1) Tw o co mp os 11 i ons in pii II o spphy last in g s e ven hours each. Each has a coefficient of two.
(2) One co,position on the philosophy of a fa nous writer (ancient, middle ages, or 

modern) lasting seven hours. A coefficient of two.

17 linlstere de ^Education Rationale, Ibid. , pp. 28-36.
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(3) Prepare a lesson after five hoars of preparation on a subject in philosophy to take forty minutes. Coefficient of two.
Oral
(4) An explanation of three philosophical 

treatises, french, Latin, or Creek (or English or leraan). Trie duration of each explanation is one-half hour. Each has a coefficient of one,
(5) Prepare a lesson in five hours, and give sane in a fifty-ninute class period.

/Aggregation in history--written.
(1) A composition on ancient his cory prior to 475 A. D. , lasting seven hours. Coefficient of two.
(2) A composition on history concerning the period fro a 476 to 1559, lasting seven hours.Coefficient of one.
(3) An historical composition dealing with the period from 1559 to the present day, lasting seven hours. Coefficient of one.
(4) A composition on geography concerning the area of the candidate1s residence, lasting seven hours. Coefficient of one.
(5) Given six hours to prepare, the candidate will write a history lesson (45 minutes writing time) on a period not previously discussed by him. Coefficient of two.
Oral
(6) The candidate will give a forty-five minute demonstration lesson in history for which he will be allowed six hours preparation tine. Coefficient of two.

In preparing both the oral and written lesson the candidate will furnish from memory a biblio
graphy and a list of teaching aids he needs, In so far as possible these will be placed at his disposal.
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Abrogation in geography--written,
(1) A composition on physical geography lasting seven hours. Coefficient of one.
(2) ii composition on human and economic geography lastly; seven hours. Coefficient of one.
(3) A composition on regional geography lasting seven hoars. Coefricient of one*
(4) A composition on modern or conte iporary history lasting seven hours. Coefficient of two.
(5) The candidate has six hours in which to write a forty-ninute lesson on physical or human geography. Coefficient of two.
(6) The candidate has three hours in which to prepare a written explanation of a topographic map. .:i8 will draw certain conclusions regarding its physical aspects and tne effect of the geography of the area represented by the map on civilization and culture. Coefficient 

o f one.
Oral.
(7) The candidate has six hours in which to prepare a demonstration geography lesson lasting fifty minutes. It shall be on an aspectof geography not previously discussed by thecandidate. he snail make a freehand lap on tne blackboard to use In the lesson. Coefficient of two.

I). Agrekation {for women) in history and geogramiv—  written.
(1) A composition on the history of ancient tines or the middle ages lasting six hours. Coefficient of four.
(2) A composition on history dealing with, modern 

or contemporary times lasting six hours. Coefficient of four.
(3) i geography conpositlon lasting six hours. Coefficient of four.
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Oral
(4) The candidate .as six hours to prepare forty-five-ainute history lesson* Co

efficient of four.
(5) The candidate has six hours to prepare a 

forty-five-.'-ilnute lesson on the history of art. Coefficient of three.
(6) the candidate has six hours to prepare a 

forty-five-ninute geography lesson. Coefficient of four.
(Each of tne above tnree lessons snail be demonstrated. )

Aprepat ion in letters for secondary teaching— written.
(1) A French composition on the contributions of an important writer lasting seven hours.Coe ffie iont of twelve.
(2) A Latin theme lasting four hours. Coefficient of 3 ix.
(5) 3-reek theme lasting four hours. Coefficientof six.
(4) A Latin translation lasting four hours. Co-

e ff i c i ent of s ix.
(5) Creek translation lasting four hours* Coefficient of six. (The use of dictionaries is permitted. Translations are fro:: French to the classical language.)
(6) The candidate lias six hours to prepare a demonstration lesson on an author. Coefficient of nine.
(7) The candidate has two hours in which zo prepare an oral explanation of a piece of 

literature. Coefficient of seven.
(8) Tne candidate has two hours to prepare an oral explanation of a selection of ancient 

French literature. Coefficient of two.
(9) The candidate lias two nours to prepare an oral explanation of a selection from class! cal Latin. Coefficient of six.
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(10) The candidate has two hours to prepare an oral explanation of a selection fro a classical Greek. Coefficient of six*
(11) An improvised oral explanation of a classical hatin selection without the use of a dictionary allowing thirty minutes for preparation. Coefficient of three.
(12) An improvised oral explanation of a classical Greek selection without the use of a dictionary and allowing thirty minutes for preparation. Coefficient of three.

/P. Abrogation (open to both men and women) in grammar-- 
written.
(1) A French composition on tne contributions of an important author lasting seven hours. Coefficient of nine.
(2) A Latin theme lasting four hours. Coefficient of five.
(5) A Creek tneme lasting four hours. Coefficient of five.
(4) A translation from French to Latin lasting four hours. Coefficient of five.
(5) a grammar exercise of Latin and of Greek (coefficient six), another of ancient French, and a fourth of modern French (coefficient 

six). total time allowed seven hours.
Oral
(6) An oral explanation of a modern French selection allowing two hours of preparation. Coefficient of nine.
(7) Allowing one-‘naif hour for preparation the candidate small give an oral explanation of an ancient French selection. Coefficient 

of three.
(3) Allowing two hours for preparation the candi

date shall give an oral explanation of a Latin selection. Coefficient of eight.
(9) A11owing two ;iours for preparation the candi- date small give an oral explanation of the contributions of a Greek author. Coefficient of eight.
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(10) An explanation* without dictionary, of a classical Latin selection allowing one-half hour for preparation. Coefficientof four*
(11) The oral explanation of a hreek selection after one-half hour of preparation without the use of a dictionary. Coefficient of 

four*
An i nportant feature of the whole French diploma system 

beyond the secondary school is that there is no minimum 
number of years of study required. Theoretically it would 
be possible for a student to obtain all the degrees with
out ever attending a class in an institution of higher 
learning. Practically it doss not work that way, and, in 
all likelihood, it would be impossible* The student must 
be registered in a university. If he is French and working 
toward a diplo.na which will permit him to practice a pro
fession* he must take entrance examinations# he \iust have 
a professor—advisor* he mist accumulate licenses in various 
subjects within a given field, and, in view of the high com
petition, it is unlikely that he would pass the written and 
oral examinations given by the professors if lie had not 
attended nany lectures and sought guidance and advice from 
then. Hence, the popular notion that it is possible to get 
a French degree without class attendance is without founda
tion.

In view of the fact that the Abrogation is the highest—  " -  -r  - - -VL_.»r  - T  | • I -1- -  V  >

teaching degree, the question nay well b© raised as t o why 
the candidate must agree to teach in the secondary school
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fop a minimum of five years. French educational laws do 
not give the reason in any written document, hut French 
educational officials have explained it by saying that 
it is desirable to assure a constant supply of subject- 
matter experts in the secondary schools. The five-year 
period also serves as an apprenticeship to university 
teaching.

On the basis of observation and conversations with 
teachers holding the Agregatlon. it is reasonable to assume 
that at least five years of concentrated study are needed 
beyond the baccalaureate before one can be considered ready 
to attempt the examination.

3- The Duties of the Secondary School Teacher.
Whereas the elementary school teacher had many extra

curricular duties due to the fact that he usually began 
ixls career in a small village school, and he was called upon 
to render many services to the community, the secondary 
teacher approaches the description of the professor in the 
ivy tower, rather removed from mundane matters. Particularly 
is this apt to be true of the teacher (called professor by 
the French) in the academic secondary school. For the most 
part, his duties are purely intellectual.

There is also an added factor which contributes to 
limit his activities, namely, that the lycee is not found 
in the village or small community. It is only in recent 
years that the professor has become actively interested in
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the community lire, particularly its economic and political 
aspect. The pre-war professor was able to live a comfortable
and secluded life. It was his colleague In the elementary 
school who led the militant and socially minded teacher* s 
organization.

Where til© distance between teacher and pupil in the
elementary school has been h ridged and the two now work
cooperatively, the academic secondary school professor still
holds himself aloof from his charges. Intellectual discipline

/is severe and uo to the present time the lycee has served the
— '*■ irffr I ■  »  ■■

purpose of weeding out all who could not keep up with Its
requirements of strict mental exercises.

As the entire program of the academic secondary school
serves the purpose of preparing the student to pass the
second part of the baccalaureate, only the last year of the
teaching program will be outlined In detail. All teaching
duties are directed to this end. As pointed out earlier In

/tne chapter, the course in the last year of the lycee Is 
divided into three programs of studies; philosophy, experi- 
rental sciences, and mathematics. Successful completion of 
on© of these programs and the attainment of the second part 
of the Baccalaureate is the greatest scholastic hurdle in a 
student*s academic career.

The following Is a detailed description of the subject
/matter of the three programs in the last year of the lycee
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whloil prepare tlie student to pass Ills final ©deamination: 
Teaching these courses or those leading to them is the 
profess or1s chief duties«

Philosophy Course
Philosophy (nine hours per week during the year)

(The order of topics listed below need not be followed.
It is sufficient that all be cowered at some time. 
Professors have the liberty to establish their own 
sequence and may cover any additional materials they 
wish.)

Intorductlon - General nature of philosophy.
Psychology

(a) The purpose of psychology. The nature of psycho
logical activity and its relationship to physio
logical activity. Introspective reasoning and 
objective reasoning.

(b) Sensations and perceptions.
(c) The association of ideas, memory, and imagination.
(d) Abstractions and generalizations. The role of 

symbols. The relationship of language to reasoning.
(e) Judgment and reasoning.
(f) Tendencies, movements, sensitivity, and activity.
(g) Pleasure and pain. Physical and moral order, 

emotions, and passions.
(h) Instincts, habits, and will.
(i) Conscience, subconscience, and personality.

IB Ministere de 1! Education Rationale, Snseignement duSeconde Deere'. Peris: Vuibert, ppT 7-3^*
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(3)

1 o g i c
(a)

(b)
(c)

id)

(e)

(f>
19orals
(a)
C'd)
(c)

(a)

(q )

(f)

(3)
(h)

Problems of metaphysics raised by psychology: 
reason and liberty.

General process of tkinkin intuition, reasoning, deduction and induction, analysis and. synthesis.
Science and the scientific spirit.
The purposes and methods of the math© static 3. Their 
role in the real.a of science.
ilie experimental sciences, the establishments of 
facts, tne discovery and verification of laws, 
princip1es, a nd theories.
Some examples of theories in physics, chemistry > 
and biology.
The social sciences; the role of history and 
sociology.

The noral proble a; science and morals.
The nature and value of social conscience.
Responsibility, duty, and rights* Justice and 
charity.
General principles of social life. 'orals and 
personal life. The life of the body and the life 
of the spirit. The dignity of the individual.
The relationship of personal morals and social 
life.
VI orals and home life, the family, sorals and
the birth rate crisis.
morals and economic life, the division of labor, 
solidarity, the profession, tne social question.
lorals, international relations, and patriotism.
Humanity. The duties towards mankind withoui 
consideration of race. The duties of nations toward their colonies.

19*” lich of what the French call morals is really in 
the realm of the social sciences, particularly 
sociology.
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General Philosophy and Metaphysics
(a) Theories of learning and the principles of 

reason.
(b) The value of science and the idea of truth.
(c) Space, time., matter, and life.
(d) Spirit and freedom.
(e) God.
Besides the above which is designed to consume approx

imately one-half of the allotted time, the professors are 
called upon to select topics for special study* emphasis, 
end discussion. In the course of the year the student Is 
expected to become thoroughly acquainted with the major 
works of the following authors: Plato, Aristotle, Marc-
Aurelius, Lucrecius, Descartes, Pascal, Malebranche,
Spinoza, Leibnitz, Berkeley, Hume, Condillac, Rousseau,
Kant, A* Comte, Renan, 01. Bernard, Stuart Mill, H. Spencer, 
and Cournot-

Letters (one hour per week during the year)
The professor shall have complete liberty to organize the literary studies on this course. He should in

clude some contemporary French writers.
GIaasical Languages (one and one-half hours per week 

during the year--optional)
The professor will select Latin and Greek authors 

to be studied. Cicero and Plato should be considered.
Modern Languages (one and one-half hours per week com- 

puisdry and a second period of like time in a second language is optional during this year)
Reading, recitation, and discussion of literary 

works shall be the most important activity of this 
subject. As much as possible, all reading, discussion, 
and recitation will be In the foreign language concerned,
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Con temp© r a. x*y writers should be studied ss well as
those below:

For German:

For English:

For Italian: 

For Spanish:

Goethe, lyric poetry, and critical 
works of the 18 th and 19th centuries *
Selected works of great American and 
English authors of the 19th and 20th 
centuries.
Panto, Boecaee, Machi&vellx, Tasso, 
and others.
Calderon, Oadalso, Unanaa, Perez de 
Ayola, and others.

(two hours pei» week during the year)
The contemporary period (1848-1929) • Europe In 1848. 

nationalities and liberal movements, economic, and social 
problems. The revolution in France in 1848, the Second 
Republic and reaction until 1851* national and liberal 
movements in Italy, Germany, and Austria--revolution and 
reaction.

France under the Second Empire, Hapoleon III and 
authoritarianism. The liberal evolution of the regime.
The economic problems and their social results. Foreign 
policies of Hapoleon III. The Crimean War and the Congress 
of Paris.

The development of Italian unity.
Blsmark and German unification. The war of 1870-71-

Austria and the compromise of 1867*
Russia under Alexander1 II. The reforms.
The church under Pius IX, the Syllabus and the Council 

of the Vatican.
England, the triumph of economic, political, and social liberalism. Gladstone and Disraeli.
European expansion during the epoch of economic libera

lism. Emigration, colonial politics of England and France.
The exploration of Africa.

Prance from 1871 to 1914, the National Assembly, and 
the constitutional laws of lo75* Political evolution. 
Social and economic developments. The Third Republic and 
the French colonial empire.
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flie principal nations in 1914 • England; its economic difficulties and th© Irish question, democratic evolution, the Dominions. The German Empire; Bismark, Wilhelm and the rising economy. Russia and the reaction of Alexander 
III and Hicholas II, the revolutionary movement of 1905*The United States after the Reconstruction, population movements, economic expansion, and imperialism.

Developments in the Far Fast, China and Japan*
fhe development of ideologies, sciences, and the arts from 1848 to 1914.
International relations from iBjl to 1914. fhe Congress of Berlin, the Triple Alliance. Imperialism and colonial rivalries, fhe partition of Africa, fhe Franco-Russ Ian Alliance, and the friple Entente* fhe 

Morroean and Balkan crises from 1905 to 1913*
fhe War of 1914-18. Immediate causes and principal phases, the treaties of the peace, the Leagu® of Rations*
Rev developments in Europe: fhe revolution of 1917and the creation of the U.S.S.R. fhe German Revolution of 1918. fhe dictators, fascist Italy, Rational-socialistic Germany, the Iberian crises, the democratic nations, and their problems.
International problems: fhe freaty of Versailles,territorial problems, international finances, and politics. 

Opposition to the enforcement of the freaty of Versailles* fhe awakening of fur key, Japanese expansion, the rearmament of Germany. The failure of collective security.
fhe world economic crises and its consequences, preludes to the War, the first aggressions, China, Ethiopia, Spain, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Albania, fhe German- Folish tensions, and the declaration of war In 1939•

Geography (two hours per week during the year)
fhe principle economic forces of the earth, fhe position of the worlds natural resources. International trans portat Ion.
fhe British Empire, U.S.S.R., and the United States. Other nations dependent on natural resources.
The economic life of the earthi-economic goods.
Matural resources and their international aspect.
¥ orId transportation systems.
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Ma theme, t I c s and C o siaogra ph y (one and one-half* houps per week "tKrougKoulT't'Ee year)
Higher algebra, the solar system, the placets, the 

son. The earth, moon, comets, and. stars.
Physical Sciences (two hours per week throughout the year)

Physics; principles of dynamics and energy, electricity. Chemistry; general- and organic.
Hatural Sciences (two hours per week throughout the year)

Hygiene; personal, social, and community.
Anatomy and physiology of animals.
Anatomy and physiology of plants.

Drawing (one hour per week throughout the year)
Drawing of objects, nature, scientific apparatus, models ,  archi tec ture3 Jv _/1_5  ̂lands c ape *
Art appreciation. Manual arts. Commercial Art.

Music ( options. 1)
The outstanding feature of the above described course of study for philosophy majors is that it is both intensive and extensive in philosophy (per se), history, literature, psychology, and sociology, and geography. As to the restof the subject, it attempts to discuss the practical application of what the student learned in previous years. This task is the duty of the philosophy professor as well as the task of the scientist.

Mathematics Course
Philosophy (three hours per week throughout “the year)

(See the portion of the program for morals and logic the philosophy course.)OHO

Modern Languages (one and one-half hours per week throughout ’ ~ the ""year j
(S erne program (one language only) as found in the 

philosophy course.)
Classical Languages or Second Foreign Language (one and 

one-half hours per week throughout the year)
(Same program as found in the philosophy course.)
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History {tva Hours per week throughout the year)
(Same program as found In the philosophy course, )

(Same program as found in the philosophy course.) 
Mathematics (nine hours per week throughout the year) 

Arithmetic
The history of numbers, their use and necessity in modern civilization* The origin and purpose of fractions. Measurement and proportions. The power of numbers.
Decimals, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Short cuts in number work. The use of 10. Theories concerning numbers.

Statistics
Fractions; their property and operation. Comparative numbers and sizes. Decimal fractions,changing decimals to fractions and vice versa.
Squares and cubes. The metric system, weights, and measures.

Algebra
The history and purpose of algebra. Equations, algebraic addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division. Logarithms. Square roots. Coefficients. Variables. Rectangular coordinates, graphic representation. Arithmetic and geometric progression.The use of tables.

Trigonometry
A definition of the functions of tangent. Trigonometric equation. Triangles. Graphic presentation. The use of the tables of natural value and the tables of logarithms of five decimals.

Kinematics
Relativity of movement. Trajectory. Uniform rectilinear movement and varied rectiliniar movement.

(two hours per week throughout the year)
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Vector speed, airerage speed, speed at a given moment. 
Curvilinear movement.

Vector acceleration of a rectilinear or curvilinear movement. Circular movement; uniform and vibrating.
Statics

Composition of force. Mass. Equilibrium of a free material point. Equilibrium of a point on a plane; on a curve. Reaction of surface. Friction.
Geometry

Plane, solid, descriptive. Conics, ellipse, hyperbole, and parabole. Cylinders.
Cosmography

Celestial sphere, zenithal distance and height.The earth, sun, moon, planets, comets, and stars.System of Copernicus, lavs of iCepler and Hewton.
Physical Science {five and one-half hours per week 
' ffiroupidulT‘'t’he year)

Physics: Dynamics, energy, systems of unity, acoustics, magnetism, and electricity.
Chemistry: general and organic.

Natural Sciences (two hours per week throughout the year)
{The same program as is found in the philosophy course.)

Drawing (one hour per week throughout the year)
(The same program as is found in the philosophy course.)

Music (one hour per week throughout the year)
(The same program as is found in the philosophy course.)

Experimental Science Course
Philosophy {five hours per week throughout the year)

rV

The philosophy of the sciences: The advent of intelligence and its essential manifestations. Invention.
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Thought; Intuitive and reasoning.
The birth of science: its need5 techniques, intel

lectual curiosity.
Mathematical sciences, physical sciences, biological 

sciences, social sciences.
Hie exigencies of reason and the scientific spirit.Hie Intellectual vocations and scientific aptitudes.Hie relationship of science to philosophy.
Social philosophy: elements of psychology, sociology,and morals. The problem of truth and freedom. The ideaof God.

Letters, Classical and Foreign languages, History and 
Geography are the same as found in the philosophy 
course.

Mathematics and Cosmography (four hours per week through
out the year)
These subjects are the same as found in the mathematics course except that they are limited to their practical application in experimental sciences and are scheduled only four hours per week instead of nine.

Physical Sciences (five hours per week) and natural
Sciences (Tour hours per week, both throughout the
year)- are the same as in the mathematics course with the exception that more time is devoted to practical application, laboratory, and field experimentation 
and observation.

Drawing and Music (each one hour per week)
These subjects are the same as found In the philosophy course.
A professor possessing the Agregatlon will teach In 

one of the three programs offered in the lash year of the 
lyc^e. In view of his thorough training It is unlikely 
that he would, be required to teach in any of the first six 
years of the academic secondary program. These would 
be more likely entrusted to professors holding diplomas
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from the two superior normal schools or possessing a
license from a university.

Of the three programs offered in the last year of the 
/lycee, the philosophy program is heavy in literature, clas

sics * philosophy* history, anal geography, while the mathe
matics program is heavy in the sciences and mathematics.
The experimental sciences program seems to be a practical 
application of the subject-matter field of the other two 
programs, at least, its subjects are more evenly balanced*

6. Training Teachers for hes -Sixiemes NouvelleB, (the
new curriculum of the n progressive*1 secondary schools).
In accordance with the recommendations of the Commis

sion for Educational Reform, the Minister of Matronal 
Education decreed that a certain number (200) of experi
mental classes should be established In institutions of

20secondary education. Consequently, It was necessary to 
give a brief orientation to the teachers who would instruct 
in the new classes. For this purpose the Minister selected 
the Institut Internationa1 de Pedagogie (international 
Institute of Pedagogy) at S&vres on the outskirts of Paris. 
This school was founded in l88i as L tEcole Mormale Super- 
ieiire d !Bnseignement Secondalre des Jeunes Fllies (The 
Superior Hormal School of Secondary Education for Young

v 21Women). Orginally the school was created to prepare women

20 Ministere de I 1Education Nationals, hes S1x1ernes Mouvelles . (Paris: Impremerie N a t i onaXe , ~ ~ X p . 3*
21 G. Richard, IsT Ens ei gnement en France (Paris; Colin.

1925), p. oS:



secondary school teachers for the girls lyceoo, which vere 
also created at the same time. It was Intended that it 
should be on a par with the Superior Normal School for men 
in Paris. It took its new title after the first world war 
when its direotrice, an admirer of the progressive Rousseau 
Institute in Geneva began educational experiments and in
vited European educators to attend special courses and ob
serve demonstrations at Sevres.

As the International Institute of Pedagogy is probably 
the most progressive school in France, it was natural that
the Minister should elect to hold the orientation courses

\ 22 for the Sixieraes Mauve lies within its walls. ' A ten-day
conference was organised from the 17th to the 27th of
September. 194-5? for the purpose indicated above, and 172
teachers (70 men and 102 women) from all parts of France
volunteered to be oriented at government expense. The

23government had s ought 200.

22 The buildings and grounds which the school has occupied since Its origin were formerly a ceramics 
factory and the home of nobility. It was occupied by the Germans during the war and was only reopened In October, 194-4. The school still uses the laboratory that had belonged to the ceramics factory.

23 0. Richard, Ibid., p. 7-
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The ideas for the Six!ernes Houvelles which grew out of 
the recommenda tion of the Commission for Educational Reform 
were not new. One recommendation was that the government 
abolish the student segregation which, by the old system, 
was bound to begin at the age of eleven. At this age the 
masses who could not hope to remain in school through the 
university attended either the upper elementary school 
(now called the Modem College), or a vocational secondary 
school. Meanwhile, the economic and sometimes the Intel- 
lectual elite entered the academic and classical lycee.
For a country born of three revolutions and usually lean
ing toward the political left, this system, in the opinion 
of many Frenchmen, w t best rather inappropriate.

Another recommendation of the Commission was to the 
effect that a guidance program should be put into effect 
in the first year of the secondary school and that students 
should have an opportunity to choose and try out various 
courses. Every pupil, regardless of birth, was to have an 
opportunity to try out in the secondary school. A further 
recommendation of the Commission was that all secondary 
schools should have the same prestige and that vocational 
and technical secondary schools should also offer cultural 
subjects•

The official Importance attached to the first session 
to train teachers for the new secondary school program was
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evidenced by the presence of the Minister of national 
Btucaiicm and hie Immediate staff#

3hvee foreign educators with international reputation 
wore also present, gave lectures, ami led discussions.
$h#y were? Lyer of Chechoslovakia s Carleton ¥ashb\isw, 
formerly Superintendent of Schools at Winnetka, Illinois | 
end Joseph Lawery© of tee Institute of Education at tee 
University of London.

■She conference of lectures, discussions, and demon- 
strati one was directed by A. V oiler, a former student and 
teacher of tee Houseeau Institute In Geneva, who was 
assisted by seven other French educators Including tee 
Director of tee Superior ISoraa&l School at Sevres# Th® 
services of the national Pedagogical Library were made#sr
available to tee conference.

^he following is tee dally schedule of orientation
*

for tea teacher© at the first ten-day training conference:-
Monday, September 11$ 19^5 ~

(l) Lectures to tee conference on school reforms and Los Sixlesaos Kouvelles and an explanation 
of tigSTx^SgrairTo" W"folXatfed for tee remainder of tee conference#

TTT Hi chard , Xbld#, y* 7 
Cm Richard, Ibid#, p* 0 
0# Richard, Ibid#, yy. 9-lb

£

25-
2b*



Tuesday -
(1) The psychology of the child, age 11 to 12.(Children in the first scholastic year of the secondary school would he of this age.The modern education program was to he 

started in the first year only. Students already in the secondary school would continue in the old programs of study.)
(2) Coordination of the various subject matter around centers of interest (core curriculum).
(3) The role of manual arts in the education of the child.
(4) Dramatic games (with demonstration) as a means of teaching literature.

Wednesday -
(1) The social studies (etude du milieu). The physical and human environment.
(2) Learning in cooperative group activities.
(3) Dramatic games as a means of teaching.
(4) Demonstration of educational manual activities (printing, modeling, woodwork, etc.).

Thursday -
(1) The place of hygiene and physical education in the school.
(2) Learning at the adolescent level, his attitudes, personality, and aptitudes.
(3) Demonstration of manual arts.
(4) Marionettes in teaching manual arts and literature.

Friday -
(l) The establishment of a cumulative record on each student. Its purpose and use in guidance.
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(2) The use of tests.
(3) Demonstration of manual arts.
(4) Choral singing.

Saturday -
(1) The organisation of a class.
(2) Morale and discipline.
(3) Guidance and orientation.
(4) Methods of teaching various subjects (history, 

literature, and geography) in the modern school.
(3) Games and child learning.

Monday -
(1) Methods of teacixing science in the modern secondary currieulum.
(2) Methods of teaching foreign languages in the modern secondary school curriculum.
(3) Address by Carle ton ¥ ashburne.
(4) Relationship of the Sixiernes Nouyelles with the center of pedagogical' res ear ch.
(5) Classical music and the modern curriculum. 

Tuesday -
(1) Reforms in education.
(2) Music education.
(3) Manual Arts.
(4) Review of the conference thus far.

Wednesday -
(1) The activity method.
(2) Mus i c education (continued).
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(3) Manual Arts (continued).
(^) General discussion.

Thursday -
(1) Closing session at the Sortoime, address by the Director General of Education.

With this ten days of orientation* teachers with a pion
eering seal went to their new assignment with the official
blessings of the Ministry of national Education.

They could not expect to find the task an easy one.
Many of their colleagues did not welcome the new innova
tion* too much cooperation could not bo expected and before 
long It was evident that many were outright antagonistic 
to the whole idea of general* modern* or cultural education 
for all adolescent youth. However, all 172 of the teachers 
for the new curriculum had volunteered * they ws JTX iS O hi o o cor
rect a traditional :;evil:i in the caste system of education 
and they believed in learning ̂ £ or a s o c I si pur po s e r a thex5 
than for Its own sake.

At their request* the Minister of national Education 
called another conference during the Easter holiday of 
19^6 to review the accomplishments and plan for the future• 
At this conference* both the national director of secondary 
education and the national director of technical-vocational 
education were present to- plan and collaborate on the new 
program.



As a resiilt of this first experiment, the teachers 
reported that for the first time in their teaching career, 
they were faced with the task of teaching the so-called 
cultural subjects to pupils who were not all of above- 
average intelligence. They were convinced of the neces
sity of giving everyone a taste of cultural and social 
education, even an introduction to foreign languages and 
civilisations to students who would not eventually become 
teachers, civil servants, or middle class bourgeois. The 
teachers found that the activity method, discuss inns, and 
group projects kept their new" students interested, whereas, 
they could not maintain interest with the classical dicta
tion, copy, and recitation methods which prevail in classes 
where students are preparing for the State examinations.

As a result of this conference, it was decided that
during the academic year 1945-46 the Sixiemes Houvellea
now In existence would become the Cinqui ernes Mouvelles
and 500 new Sixiemes Houvelles would be started. The
following program, outlined in Table 17 below, was adopted

28for the next academic years
Law of June 5, 1946. - The schedule of classes ofSiyi&ass and Oinquiernes Houyeiles of secondary education in conformance witH the table annexed to this law.

Article 2. All existing laws in contradiction are abrogated.
Article 3* The director of secondary education is assigned the duty of executing this law which shall be published in official journals and which shall be enforced, effective October 1, 1946.

 --- m~~~U7 Monod, Ibid. p. 16.
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TABLE 17
Schedule (Weekly Throughout the Year)

uSlxlemes HouveIlesu uCinqui ernes HouveilesH
I. Common Core

French 4 hrs * French 4 hrsCivics 1 Civics 1History and. Geography 2j? History and Geography 2#Foreign Language 4 Foreign Language 3Sciences 3|r Sciences 3iSocial Studies 2 Social Studies 2Plastic Arts 1*|- Plastic ArtsMusic 1 Music 1Manual Arts 2-4 Manual Arts 2iPhysical Education 2 Physical Education 2— gap 23

•HH Individual Research
Letters 1 Letters iForeign Language 1 Sciences iSciences 1

III. Research in Fields of Special Interest
Plastic Arts b Letters iMusic J Sciences iForeign Language i

XV, Optional
Latin 3 Plastic Arts &, Music 2Latin

During the summer of 19^6, conferences and seminars to 
prepare additional teachers for the new secondary education 
program were carried on at Sevres along the lines of the 
first conference in September 10^5*
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Tii© hope has been expressed by a few educators that
In a short time all secondary education will be in schools 

\called colleges modemes, offering general, vocational, 
and academic education. The importance of professional 
education for teachers at the secondary level has been 
made store apparent by the new experiments.

The Superior Normal School at Sevres, now a coeduca
tional institution both in the normal school and in the 
annexed secondary training school, is the center of re
search and training for the new educational experiment. 
Effective this year student-teachers without prior exper
ience are beginning the four-year course. They are ad
mitted after twelve years of elementary and secondary 
education. It will be another three years before a 
definite and full program of teacher training will have 
been developed.

7. Statistics on Secondary School Attendance and Diplomas.
In 1943, the following; enrollment figures were given

29for the three types of secondary schools.

"29 Bulletin Official de 1 1Education National©, March 14, 1946, p. 1?.
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Boys Academic Secondary Schools (lycees) 125,690
Girls Academic Secondary Schools (lycees) 68,033
Tech-lTocational Colleges (boys)(Sec. Schools) 60,773
Tech-Vocational Colleges (girls)(Sec ondary S chocIs) 36,467
Modem Colleges (boys) (Secondary Schools) 62,573
Modern Colleges (girls) (Secondary Schools) 62,047

T o t a l .................* . . . . 418,833

Successftii completion of* the academic secondary school 
is marked by the acquisition of the baccalaureat. As in
dicated earlier in this chapter this diploma issued in two 
parts is based on a total of thirteen years of elementary 
and secondary education. The first part of the bacca
laureat may be earned at the end of the twelfth year of 
education. Both written and oral examinations are re
quired for each part. At least the last fire years of 
study for this diploma must be in the

The following talbes indicate the total number of
30baccalaureat diplomas issued since 1 8 0 9 *

jU Fiobetta, J- B-, Le Baccalaureat. (Paris: 
Bailiiere ©t Fils“ r937)T“PP-''3£>5- 309-
Tables 18 through 21 are from the pages of 
this reference •
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TABLE 18 (continued)

Baccalaureat Diploma in Letters and in tbe Sciences
granted from 1809 through 1892

^'accaTaureat"'
Year in letters in sciences Total
1849
1851
1852

fr/;,U_jT

1855•1956J.U1

1857lo5d
185918601861 
1862 
18631 or~ is iOQ̂ t
1865*1 0 87;'';' XUUU
18671868
186918701871
1872
18731874
18751876
1877
1878187913801881
1882 i OO-i 1 6 U J
1884
1886
1887
1888
18891890
18911892
# See

3686
327939923264I6J0
2038
20552071
2074
2116
2505287232383506

2947
3340
33594221
39753859
43714424
4325
43333298
33733632
3719390739513692
35973330
3901
38123948
3866
40764142

100
119134101

1226
2236
2123
10551841
201520241906
2103194f1824
1734
1763I632
15831725
1831170113611776
19052061
211121282065
22422221
2278
2303

next table on

2628
27292806
29302654
2978
2635
26892956
212?

explanation below,

3786
33984l2o
33652896
4274
4178
3726
39154131
4 3 4 94411
49755235

5860
4579490355846052
56765220
6147
6329
638664445426
543758745940
61856254
6061
6225
65596761
6742
66026844
676'7098
2127
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In 1892 there was a change in the curriculum which
saffected the diploma Baccalaureat es Lettres. The change 

did not effect the Baccalaureat es Sciences until the 
year 1833, This will show up in the next table.

TABLE 19

Classical
Ba ccalaureat

ModernYear .betters 
Philo.

Letters
Math. Philo. Sciences Math. i U bclX

1892 236O 473 jji( m Itm 30331893 3910 687 133 240 205 5380
1894 4405 944 221 325394

302 61971895 4329 941 322 460 6446I096 4653 1062 380 407 653 71631897 4975 1071 428 397 767 7648
1898 4672 1276 494 336 832 7670
1899 4533 1165 533 322 1026 7580
1900 4497 1197 pop 271 834 7364
1901 4534 1214 348 304 963 7263
1902 4529 1210 330 276 1003 7348
1903 4421 1262 614 228 1143 76681904 4633 1280 742 208 1205 8068
1903* 2072 485 330 105 563 3736
1906 596 oQ<0- u 240 11 1 r*-. r~ 1^2 1000
1907 90 6 31 2 16 1651908 50 16 2 5 86
1909 28 4 O ——— 6 44
1910 19 1 12 1 33

* Mote overlap with next table from 1905 to 1910

During the years 1905 to 1910 there was a reorganisation 
of the curriculum for the Baccalaureat9 hence, some students 
took their examinations under- the old plan and others under 
the new examinations.
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Baccalaureat
Tear Philosophy Mathematics Total

1905 23871906 49331907 44371908 4556
1909 4716
1910 45021911 45261912 4553
1913 4765
1914 4824
1915 5017
1916 4332
1917 4459
1918 4602
1913 61931920 61331921 6094
1922 6188
1923 64-051924 6633
1925 71371926 7528
1927 8592
1928 9076
1929 10023
1930 11186
1931 9861
1932 10641
1933 10752
193? 9547
1935 9574

1186
2028 69612318 67552170 6726
2404 6920
2561 70632600 7126
2691 7244
2773 75382972 7796
3114 8121
2675 7005
3421 / *T v7
3615 82173809 10002
3789 99293764 9858
3596 9784
3724 10180
3907 105403682 108193844 113724671 1 0 0 ^ 0

_j3888 12964
4261 142844043 152294894 14755
4842 15483
4235 149873586 131333365 11939

From 1821 to 1896 a special Baccalaureat in physical 
sciences was granted. Table 21 below gives the number of 
diplomas granted in this field for the above years.
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TABIM 21

year diplomas year diplomas year diplomas

1821 1 1846 p4l 1871 5371822 27 1847 496 1872 744
1823 20 1848 436 1873 70 6
1824 146 1849 592 1874 673
1825 255 1850 749 1875 686
1826 255 1851 773 1876 674
18271828

334 I852 725 1877 580
414 1853 623 1878 626

1829 390 1854 353 3.879 670
1830 379 1855 — i860 625
1831 15 1856 ... 1881 5811§32 12 1857 .— 1882 580
1833 10 1858 .— 1883 5521834 15 1859 137 1884 628
1835 14 i860 106 1885 ;C O O
1836 22 1861 247 1886 585
1837 178 1862 311 1887 676C> *-) 0 371 1863 402 1888 662
1839 357 1864 438 1889 7981840 386 1865 501 1890 885
1841 597 1866 526 1891 1046
1842 418 1867

1868
461 1892 1168~i pJj 7? 

•1  «“ ,1 482 553 1893 1206
184ft 453 1869 629 1894 11911845 436 1870 605 1895 631896 16
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In order to »o« clearly the Increase In
Diplomas granted from 1309 to 1935 the totals of the above 
table are graphically presented am the following charts

CHABT V
Total Baoealaureat Diplomas Granted 1809*1935

jjiii i ■ ijigiBRwifceiMwMDiploma
1500014000150001200011000100009000
8000*7000600050004000300020001000

Average per year during 
each 5 year period

m* mmmd

C3> f» IS CD a  so

(Since this material was approved for final copy the French Ministry of Education has Just released the first post«wer figures (.lay 6* 1347)• These figures indicate that in 1945# 27,315 candidates passed both parts of the baccalaureate*65#344 took the second part of this examination and 17#223 passed in phlla©0phy**letbers, 2#414 in phll asophy-scicmes 
and 6,229 in mathematics* 1#445 passed in Algiers for the total of 27 #315# an increase in degrees granted of nearly 
lOO percent since 1935*)
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It is noted that whether a student receives his 
academic preparation in a private or public secondary 
school he must take the State examinations for the 
Baccalaureat. Hence, the preceding tables and chart 
cover all academic diplomas issued from 1809 to 1 9 3 5 .
With a few minor exceptions the student entering a Uni
versity must possess both parts of the Baccalaureat.

In recent years French educators have looked with 
alarm at two trends which can be noted in the above 
tables. One is the rapidly increasing number of candi
dates who successfully obtain 'the coveted diploma, and 
the other is that candidates in letters and philosophy 
usually outnumber the science and mathematics majors two 
to one. In the first forty years during which statistics 
were kept the ratio was often as much as ten to one. Tills 
means that In the universities and higher normal schools 
there will be many more candidates who will become teach
ers in letters end -philosophy than In mat heme tics end 
science.^

"31 I5uring the past year numerous articles In French educational publications have viewed this situa
tion with considerable alarm, pointing out that France has been blessed with sufficient philoso
phers while its need has always been for scientists and engineers.



CHAPTER XV
THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Since its origin, the iycee Has Lean, for the most part, 
an academic university~pxieparatQry institution. Vocational 
or technical subjects Have been offered only in the secondary 
schools named Colleges Techniques. When the French refer to 
professional schools, they are speaking about vocational, 
commercial, and trade schools in the American sense of the 
word and not to law or medical schools. To take care of 
this vocational training at "the secondary level, a system 
of technical colleges was developed.

As indicated by the description of the Slxlemes Nouvelles 
In the previous chapter, there is a likelihood that the course 
of study in the lycees will he broadened to Include some 
vocational subjects. The past twenty years have also seen 
general cultural subjects introduced in the technical e i- 
leges. If the present trend continues, the two types of 
secondary schools may become more alike than different. The 
traditional prestige of the lycee continues to make it more 
sought after than the technical college, however, and this 
prestige will probably hold for some years to come.

Very little change has occurred in the course of study 
In the lycees since their founding in 1802. Although it 
was hoped by some that Leon Berard, who became Minister of 
Education in 1921, would meet many of the demands for reform,
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nis first requirement for four years of Latin and two 
years of ireeic d M  nuco to uphold trie wishes of the tradi- 
U onalists*^ it, was der&rd1s idea tû at the way to assure 
de nooracy in education was to oak© uore scholarships avail
ed 1© In order that .siore students could avail tuemselvea 
of the opportunity of tne academic and classical education 
offered in the lyc^e*

It was not until the middle of the last decade tamt 
Important changes in the pro o*au war© had© with the intro
duction of physical education, health and hygiene, misio, 
drawing and social studies,

h i th the except ion of seminars and short courses as 
already reported In to© preceding chapter, there Is no 
special training for th© social studios teachers# hi mb® 
are cUosea on a voluntary basis from auong teachers pre
pared to teach history and geography or morals, ©titles .and 
sociology la the secondary schools* Tim only definite' pro- 
grat of non-aoad©-sic teacher training is for the fields, 
of physical education, health and hygiene, and recreation*

1* Harms! Schools for training Teachers of Physical Educa
tion and Recreation*
Tim first normal school for training physical education 

teacners was founded In 1955* It was officially named 
h*Ecole Borraale ,dfBduestion Pkyelcma* Its purpose

1 1. Lm handel, Comparative Education* Hew York*Houghton '• ;iXf lTHvJo* , T53E5* p* ~&$W+
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was to prepays men and women as teachers of physical edu-
✓cation and recreation for the lycees, classical and techni

cal colleges, as well as for Institutions of higher learn
ing. In its early days the school was co-educational and 
it was located in the Paris University center. As enroll
ment increased and its quarters became too small, it was 
necessary to move to larger quarters and the school was 
divided Into two: one for women and the other for men. The
men’s school remained in Paris, while the school for women

2was developed on a 42-acre campus at Chatenay-Malabry.
Since 1933 the program of training has been of two-year 

duration. Beginning with the academic year 194-7-48, it will 
require a three-year program. To date, the extended pro
gram is not available. At the beginning of World War II 
the school for men in Paris was closed, and, at this writ
ing, it has only partially resumed its program awaiting 
the completion of a new school plant on the outskirts of 
the city.

The purpose of the schools Is described by Madame Y. 
Surrel, the director of the women’s schools, as the forma
tion of professors of physical education who are both 
athletes and educators, capable of directing the physical 
education end well being of the nation. Physical educa
tion is interpreted as being not only muscular develop
ment but also the training of character and spirit.

Y. 8urrell, T,1 F;c o 1 s* Inyaftle Siipepijaajâ-d-Lgd:
tion Phva.lQu.a_de—Jaiinea—Eillaa. Typewritten
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Hence, trie course of study at these normal schools Includes
anatomy, physiology, psychology, sociology, pedagogy, and 

3history.
2. Entrance Requirements for the Physical Education normal 

Schools*
Like all other institutions of higher learning in Prance, 

entrance is obtained by proving the proper preparation, as 
indicated by previously earned credentials, and by entrance 
examinations* Present entrance reouire -lonts are based on the 
official decree number 45-438 of /larch 17, 1945, which refers 
to trie certificate of aptitude for teachers of physical edu
cation and sports; to the exa ilnations for admission to the 
physical education normal schools; and, to the examinations 
for the recruitment of physical education teachers. Tne 
following articles of the decree set the conditions for

4application, examination, and admittance to trie schools: 
Article 1*

There is created a certificate of aptitude for teachers 
of physical education and sports for which the examinations are divided into two parts.

Article 2.
Ao one 4ay apply for examination for the first part (of the certificate) if h.e is not:

3 Y. Surrel, Ibid. p. 1.
4 minister© de lf Education National©, Notice Sur la Preparation de la Premiere Partie du Profeaaonat

dy Education Payslque et Sportive. Pariss I ipri nerie National©, 1945. pp. 5-6.
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at least 19 years of age the 31st of December the year of the examnation;
holder of the certificate of the superior elementary school, the diploma of secondary education (baccalaureate), or the diploma of secondary education for young women,

Uo • is may present himself for the second part of the certificate If he nas not followed with, success tne courses of tne first part for at least two years*
Article 5*

The students of the physical education normal schools are recruited fro a those examined and in the order of their scores on the condition that: they are of Frenchnationality; they are less than 30 years of age on the 31st of December trie year of the examination; they have certified their Intention to serve public education for at least 10 years*
Trie holders of the certificate of aptitude for 
physical education teachers (first part) may be authorized to participate in the ©xa ninations on the basis of their admission to the normal school*
Foreigners may be admitted to the normal school underconditions determined by toe Hinister of national 
Education*

Article 4*
The teachers of physical education and sports are recruited from among the successful candidates taking 
tne examination In the order of their scores, providing that:

they are of French nationality;
they are less than 30 years of age the 31st of 
December the year of the examination.

Candidates who have been In the civil service may have tue age limit extended lo the extent of the time spent In physical and sports education which Is valid toward retirement*
The above decree exemplifies trie extent of selection 

and control of student teachers by national autnority* This 
is held justifiable in view of the fact t.iat all expenses,
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including tuition, board and roo:a, plus spending rjonej,
and all nature of maintenance are borne by the state*
Preparation for the entrance examinations is suggested, and
candidates nave a cnoice of attending preparatory courses
at A ix-en-Provence, ^©iws and Strasbourg for -mn and Toulouse
and Eancy for women. Preparatory cources are available for

5ooth .sen and women in Paris* Although attendance at these 
centers is not necessary , the difficulty of the asxa ninations 
wakes it hi EELy desirable*

decause of the recent emphasis on the importance of 
physical education, ae al E:i and sports, and in view of the high 
priority now assigned to this phase of tne education pro,gran 
on a national basis, it is important to give a detailed 
analysis of examinations and the course of study. Everywhere 
directors of educational institutions seen to be giving much 
attention to this non-acad@ aic educational program*. V/hare 
ten or fifteen years ago the student participated in Hon
or ganized games on the school grounds if he wished, no is 
now compelled to participate in all aspects of physical educa
tion and sports*

The official decree of 'larch 28, 1945, modified by the 
decree of October 25, 1945, determines the nature of the 
program of studies and examination for the teaching certificates 
in physical education and sports.^ This decree, as modified,

5 inister© de 1* Education Rationale, Ibid. p* S.
6 .1 ini stare de i! Education national©, ..extea Off ic ielsKelatlfs an Cartificat d fAptitude au Professoral

dy Sducation^hysique^t Sportive' (Ire at 2e Parties).ParisT' Yulbert, 1946* pp. 7-bST
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concerns itself with all aspects of the selection of stu
dents, examinations, and course of studies for preparing 
physical education teachers*

Matriculation of Students,
Article 1*

The candidates for certificate of aptitude for teaching physical education and sports (first and 
second part) must be registered at least two months 
before the opening of the session* This registra
tion rrusi he with the regional directors of physical education and sports. The papers of each candidate crust include:

1. 4 request for registration on official
paper;

2. A certified copy of his birth certificate;
3. A certificate of his nationality;
4* a certified copy of his police hook not

over three nonthe old;
3. A certified statement of the applicant1s diplomas and titles;
6. A medical certificate attesting to the

applicant’s ability to take tne examination;
7* statement indicating his profession, his place of residence, the date and place he obtained his diplomas, the number of years of military service he completed, the various schools in which he lias studied, positions he has held and any sports titles he may hold;
8* An identification photograph*

Candidates raust submit an agreement to enlist in the service of public education for at least ten years*
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xa -ixna* as o: ____________First Part
( of the" cart’iificate of aptTtuSTe)

Art ic
The exaninations for toe first part of the certificate of aptitude for teachers of physical education and sports are based on a coarse of study annexed (to 
be described later in this chapter)• ihe examinations are divided as follows: written examinations; individual teeunlcal exa oiaa tions; oral exa unations; exaninations in practical pedagogy, The candidates .must also suomi t to a test of physical measurements and coordination.and a medical examination. The list of admissible candidates will he pos ted after the written and individual technical examinations nave been taken.

(I) Written Examinations
ihe written examinations are taken at the regional centers. They are composad of 
three compositions to be graded from 0 to 
20;

(1) Anatomy (lasting 4 hours, coefficient of 1);
(2) Physiology (lasting 1 hoars, coefficient of 1);
(3) Educational Psychology (lasting 

1 hours, coefficient of X},
All scores of 5 or below cay ell minute a candidate upon decision of the jury. The jury snail post the list of candidates to be admitted to the individual technical examination.

(II) Individual Technical Examinations
The individual technical examination shallb© taken at the national echelon. They are composed of nine examinations to he graded from 0 to 20:
(1) Swimming teat (coefficient of 1);
(2) Life-saving test (coefficient of J-) %
(3)-(3) Four tests of athletic prowess (each with a coefficient of 1);

i
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(7) Climbing test (coefficient of •£) 5
(8) A nand exercise (coefficient of 1)|
(9) Two exercises on apparatus, one imposed, tne other chosen (coefficient of vr each).

All tests are scored on the basis of charts 
of expectation. All grades of five or below nay eliminate a candidate upon the decision of toe jury. Tne jury snail post trie list of candidates to be admitted to the oral pedagogical ©xaminationa.

(Ill) Ural Examinations
iue oral exaninations are to be taken at the national echelon. They shall be composed of interrogations on four subjects and scored from 0 to 20:

(1) An interrogation In anatomy (co
efficient of 1);

(2) An Interrogation in physiology (c oef fic ien t of 1)5
(3) An interrogation in general pedagogy (coefficient of 1);
(4) An InterrogatIon on regulations and techniques (coefficient of I).

All scores of 5 or below eliminate a candidate upon tne decision of trie jury.
(IV} Examinations in Practical Pedagogy

The examinations in practical pedagogy aretaken at the national echelon and are scored from 0 to 20:
(1) A composition on a lesson in physical education and the presentation of this lesson in whole or in part(coeflie lent of 2 ). The candidate has one-half hour to prepare his lesson which he submits to tne examining c onmission*
(2) The teaching and directing of a group gam© or cooperative team gam© (coefficient of 1). (An example of a group

i



ga •-© would be nprisoner’s goal,y and 
of a cooperative tea - ga:;ie, basketball. All grades of elgat or below nay eliminate a candidate upon the decision of the jury.

(V) Physical 'as.sure-mts and Coordination 
Kxamination

No candidate may be ad.nltied to oral or applied 
pedagogical examinations woo has not bean de
clared fit after an examination of coordination and physical oeasiiremen ta* ’The examining commission shall be composed of at least two physicians and one professor of physical education. A report on all candidates declared unfit shall be -sad© available to those concerned.

(VI) "’led I cal Ex a mina t i on
No candidate can be accepted without a certificate of physical aptitude. he must justify 
this aptitude to a medical commission by 
remitting a dossier Including; A medical certificate less than six months old testifying that he t s free of all organic and visceral defects; a certificate from a chest specialist testifying that the candidate is 
free of all lung infections; a certificate from an ophthalmologist Indicating sight in each eye; a certificate from an ear, nos© and throat specialist Ind1cax;ing the state of these organs.

Kxaminatlona of the Second Fart 
lHof~~Fhe certificate of aptitude)

Article 5.
Tne examinations of the second part of the certificate of aptitude for teachers of physical education and sports Is taken after the completion of the program of studies (to b© discussed later in this chapter). The examinations are divided into written examinations, Individual technical examinations, oral examinations, 
and examinations in applied pedagogy. Tne candidates .■must also pass a medical examination and eventually one in morphology'*
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{I) Writ ten Exa rsina ti oris
The written exa.dnations are taken at the regional ecueIon. They are composed of three tests, each scored from 0 to 20:

(1) Science applied to physical education (lasting four hours, coefficient of 1);
(2) Pedagogy (lasting four hours, coefficient of 1 );
(3) Techniques of sports (lasting thro© hours, coefficient of 1)*

All scores of five or less may eliminate the candidate upon decision of the jury. The 
jury posts the list of candidates to be admitted to the individual technical examination.

(II) Individual Technical Examination
The individual technical examiinations are taken at the national echelon. They are the same, though slightly more difficult than the individual examinations for the first part of the certificate, with the exception of an additional one In dance rhythm for 
woman candidates.
Tne successful candidates in this examination are then admitted to the examination of applied or practical pedagogy.

(Ill) Oral Examinations
The oral examinations are taken at the national echelon and are scored from 0 to 20:

(1) An interrogation on anatomy, physiology, or hygiene (coefficient of 2)j
(2) The candidate Is given one hour to 

prepare a fif teen-minute oral presenta
tion of a problem concerning psychology, sociology, aethods and techniques, the organization of physical educationand sports, or on outdoor activities (coefficient of 2).

All scores of five or less nay bar a candidate from further examination upon decision of the jury.
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(IV) Examinations in Practical Pedagogy
Tne examinations in practical pedagogy are 
taken at the national echelon* They are scored from 0 to 20 and concern the following subjects:

(1) A composition of a training lesson and its presentation in whole or in part, followed, by the direction of group singing (coefficient of 5).
The candidate is given on©-half hour to prepare als lesson which he sub
mits in writing to the examining commission* Each candidate Is responsible for ten marching songs,s ix re s t in g s ong s, and s ix play ing 
songs*

(2) The teaching of a popular dance to a group of students (coefficient of •g- for men and 1 for women)* Each candidate is responsible for a repertoire of ten dances representing at least three provinces of France.
(3) The selection and direction of corrective exercises for a group of students* The examining commission shall Indicat© the ailment to be corrected (coefficient of 1)*
(4) The preparation and presentation, in 

whole or in part, of a lesson on sports (games), athletics, or an apparatus (coefficient of 2). A 
demonstration of techniques of sports may be required of the candidate.

(5) (For women) An examination of rhythmic games and songs.
All scores of eight or less on any one test may eliminate candidates from further competition upon decision of trie jury.

(V) The sane medical and physical measurementsexaminations are required as for candidates for the first part of the certificate of 
aptitude for teachers of physical education and sports.
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Article 4*
liie standards which students are expected to attain in the individual teclinical exa inations are f ound in the annex to the official publication, Textea Officials Relatlfs a u ortifio&t d 1 Aptitude au Frofe as or a t» a1Education Physique et Sportive (Ire et 2e Parties) (published in 1946 by the "inistore of National Education).

The outstanding purpose of tne two-part examination
outlined in the preceding pages is to select candidates who
are mentally and physically strong and eliminate weak ones
both previous to enrollment and at approximately trie half- 

7way mark* A great many of the men and women who are ad
mitted hold national ratings in competitive sports or are 
stars on regional or national teams* ~

5. Course of Study in trie Physical Education Normal Schools
The course of study for teachers of physical education, 

sports, and health is outlined in detail by the ministerial 
decree of iarch 28, 1945, and modified, by the decree of 
October 25, 1945, The following is a detailed outline of the 
complete course of study for both the first and second part 
of tne certificate of aptitude for physical education teachers*

7 As told to the writer by Y* Surrel, the Director of tn© hormal School for Women Physical Education 
Teachers, in be comb or, 19 46,

8 As told by Surrel, Ibid.
v9* hi-nlstere de 1’ Education Rationale, Programme d© la Premiere Partie du Certificat d*Aptitude au Profes- sorat d’Educatlon Physique et Sportivef Par1s: 

tfulbeV€T""l6 ̂ . ~pp. 15-26.
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(I) Pro&ram of Biological Sciences*  9 nwMwp . mw m i * «iiy » > lm » iiiin a »  n. »nww ih iw iiW '. i .»nn. Minn(First Part)
The program of biological science for tne first part of 

the examination for teachers of physical education and sports 
is very s inil&r to the progran annexed to the degree of 
July 31, 1032. a s  in tne case of the earlier decree, this 
on© is based on a thorough knowledge of hu.nan anatomy aid 
physiology. This knowledge -mist be acquired in such a way 
that it will be unnecessary to further study it in a formal 
way.
Anatony

k general study of the human body to include descriptive and topographical anatony, the various syste as and organs, the general nature of human beings, the 
cells, tissues, and the phenomena of reproduction.

Physiology
liuseular functions: contractibility, elasticity and excitability of muscle tissue. The chemical, thermic, and electrical phenomena of muscular contraction* 
Agonistic and antagonistic muscles. The role of muscles in controlling movements.
Circulatory functions: the blood and lymph, the cardiac,the beat of the heart and its function. Arterial pressure points, measuring arterial pressure. brain and .motor connections. The reaction of the circulatory system to exercise.
Respiratory functions: the relationship of the respiratory system to the blood, its mechanism and physiological ■modifications. The chemical phenomena of pulmonary respiration. The mechanical phenomena of pulmonary respiration, respiratory movements. Inspiration and 
expiration. The respiratory nervous system and its method of functioning. Respiratory difficulties. The reaction of the respiratory organs to exercise.
Digestive functions: the digestive organs. .leciianicaland chemical phenomena of digestion. Absorption and excretion. Secretion.
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Body heat: the regulation of body temperature.
First aid: general rules In case of accidents.

(11) Program of Pedagogy and Individual Physical AclaieVe^nta1 (First Part )" ‘ ~~™
As in the case of the study of biological sciences 

and in line with the progra annexed to the decree of July 
31, 1133, the pedagogical preparation of the candidates 
rsust have the tendency to acquaint bin with the knowledge 
basic to all educators.

T)iis program will therefore tend to give iiin the essen
tial notions on the mental evolution of the child and the 
adolescent* General pedagogy and modern educational lethods 
shall be studied in the light of their application to physical 
education and sports.

Instead of Imposing on future teachers a rigid system of 
education, It Is proposed that they b© directed by giving 
them an acquaintance with the different activities which can 
be taught to students.

Program of PedagogymrsVTaFtr '

Psychology
(1) The relationship of psychological life to physical and noral life.
(2) The child (active organism), his need for exercise.
(3) The child, his physical growth, puberty, adolescence*
(4) Characteristic traits in the psychology of the child, and the adolescent.
(5) Tne movements, sensations, voluntary and instructiveor automatic reflexes, the nature of movements*
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( b ] Imitations.
(7 Instincts and habits.
(3 Games: the evolution of children and adolescent

g 3 ?i© S »
O Trie adolescent*

(10 Physical pleasure and pain.
<11 Tne eactions: fear, an,3er, and joy*
(12 The sentiments: love, eonradery, friendship*
(13 Attention; intellectual and physical fatigue*
(14 hemory; acquisition, conservation, forgetting, repetition, training.
(15 Intelligence: Imagination, judgment, physical Intel1igenc e•
(16. Temperament and character.
(17 Trie moral life In tire child: his moral conscience,principles of moral education.
(13 The social tendencies of the child and the adolescent: nature, ianifestations, ©volution.

Seneral Pedagogy
(1 The methodology and terminology of physical educa

tion (indlspensible before all other pedagogical study).
(2 Education and pedagogy, the art of pedagogy.
(3 The basis of pedagogy, pedagogy as applied to physical education in particular.
(4 Advantages and disadvantages of the laws of pedagogy In education.
(5 The adaptation of methods of teaching to the donain 

of physical education.
(e The adaptation of educational processes to the domain of physical education.
(7 Tice development of Interest and desire to learn.
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(B) The activity nethods: group work, the studentprojects, the role of* the instruction,
(9) Discipline: necessity, methods, sanctions. 

Discipline in physical education.
(10) The -authority of the teacher.
(11) Profeaaional consciousness of the teacher.
(12) Pedagogical organization and tne prograi of in

struction. The adaptation of the instructional program, The observation and understanding of the students. Controlling the results ofinstrue tion.
General Motions on Sports and Physical Education

(1) Sports and physical education.
(2) The role of sports and pnysical education in the school progran.
(3) 'hie social and national importance of sports and physical education.
(4) Physical and moral hygiene. Health, life (vigor) and happiness, healthful living.
(5) The acquisition of moral dualities through snorts and physical education.
(i) Tne for-‘nation of character and personality through 

sports.
(7) The intellectual values of sports.

history of Physical Education
Tne various doctrines and developments in physical education during the 19th and 20th centuries*

Pedagogy Applied to Sports and Physical Education
(1) :asie physical activities. The essentials of natural exercise. hxercisea in work ana play activities. The adaptation of natural exercises to maturity.
(2) Training exercises. The importance of gradual and preparatory physical training. Tne development of rhythm. Tne coordination of muscles and organs In exercise.
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(3) uodv nalntenance exerclaes. Gymnasties. Coopera
tion with .Tiedleal science. .Corrective and postural exercises. Respiratory exercises.

(4) Games. educational value of aes, The choice and. preparation of games. The rules and regulations of var 5.ov s gr oup ;ta res.
(5) Sports as physical education activities. In© purpose and teeknloues of various track and field activities. Collective sports such as football, basketball, volley-ball, and hand-ball. Tne 

value of competition.
(5) Outdoor activities. Training for life in the outdoors. Capping, hiking, cooking, swim trig, and other out-of-doors activities. The intellectual ©nrichaent of the personality by outdoor activities. The adaptation of outdoor activities to various age groups and to the sexes.

(Ill) Weekly Schedule of the Course of Study
 ---------- y T f i T V S F F ) -----------------

The above-described course of study for i<,@ biological
sciences, pedagogy, and physical education consists of on©
year. The weekly schedule of classes and activities Is as 

10follows: (dote: The program is based on a nine-nonth
school year totaling 300 hours in 30 weeks. Thursday after
noons are reserved for competition In Individual sports. 
Saturday afternoons are reserved for seulnars, conferences, 
arid group singing.)
Theory Coursea; 8 hours per week

Psychology, general pedagogy and ni storyof physical education 2 hours
Science (anatomy and physiology) 3 hours
The teaching of sports and physicaleduca 11on 3 hours

10 ;"T inis t ere de 11 Bduc at! on ha 11 onale, Hot ice sur la Preparation d e la Premiere Partie du Professorat dyEducation Physique et Sportive. Paris: 1 vipr 1 n©rie Rationale, l^Io. p~. W7
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7 hours 
7 hours 
3 hours 
1 hour 
3 hours 
1 hour) 
1 hour

The general principles to be observed in the teaching 
of the biological sciences are set forth, in the preamble to the 
program of 1935. It emphasizes that these subjects m a t  be 
learned so that the teacher will understand individual dif
ferences in all their ramifications. It further states that 
these subjects (anatomy, physiology, and hygiene) rust h© 
studied with the view of their practical application In the 
program of sports and physical education. The program of 
studies Is planned to give the future teachers a complete 
understanding of the human beings who will be entrusted to 
them. The effect of exercise on the anatomy and the physiology 
of the organism must be thoroughly understood by all teachers. 
The following is a detailed description of the subject 'matter 
to be studied In the biological sciences:

— jy- hlnistSre d© lf Education national©, Teacfces Officials Relatifs au Profess or at d! .Education Physique et Sportive. Paris: Vuiberti 19 4o* pp. 25~32h

Practical Activities: 22 hours per week
Games and. physical education 
Sports education (six nours for girls) 
Outdoor activities 
Popular dancing 
Coaching and umpiring 
(Rhythmic dancing for girls 
Group singing

11(IV) Program for Biological Sciences ' Second Part;
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Anatomy
{1) The anatomy and novs/nents: the parts of tri0 skele

ton and the function of each. line relationship of
tne skeleton to the muscles. The nature of bon© tissues* ha analysis of the effect of -movements 
and exercise on u.me ana tony. The r@lat ionsklp of 
tne anato ay and the nervous syst© a. The various 
positions of the anatoiay. The ana tony in specific aoveaents aucii as; -talking, running, jumping, 
throwing, cli  ̂1 carrying, lifting, standing, 
pushing, pullf 1 , suspending, swi vain t, cycling, 
and r■owing*

(2> Comparative study of the anatomy of tne male, the
female, and the child: characteristics of the
anatomy and. morphology of to© two sexes. Various
anthropological types in the human race* The 
different types found in the various provinces 
of Prance. The aptitudes of athletes depending 
on certain physical types. The anatomical evolution of tii© human being from birth to manhood with 
particular attention to the childhood, adolescent, 
and post-adolescent period. Anatomical characteristics of middle age and old age with the limitations these characteristics plae© on old age*

jr iij S l o l  Qg~7

(1) The physiology of movements: the nature and
functions of the nervous system. Reflex movement s* 
voluntary move aents. Automatic movements* Static 
and dynamic contraction. Equilibrium. The muscles, 
their location, and use. The relationship of the 
nervous system to movements.

(ld) The repercuss ions of effort and exercise on the various systems and organs: the effect of exer
cise on the develop ncnt of muscles. luscular strength and flexibility* The effect of exercise on tne respiratory organs. breathing exercises, 
hxercise and tne cireulatory system. The effect 
of training on tne heart. The effect of exercise 
on nutrition and metabolism. Types of diets 
necessary for various forms of work and exercise.Over-nouriahment and under-nourishment. The effect 
of exercise on fatty tissues. The necessity of 
©nereis© for the proper functioning of the excretlonary systems.

(3) bn© effect o f exercise on tue organIs In general:
metnods of physical training; form and conditioning. 
Fatigue; muscular fatigue, and Its effect on general
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Health. Hervous fatigue and ?.tg relationship to nuscular fatigue. Causes of fatigue. Overwork in tne cnxlei and adolescent. Preveatatire and 
curative therapeutics for fatigue. The dangers 
of over•exercising or of wrong exercises.

(4) Physiological affects on specific exercises and sports: 'iikian Kunuing, Jumping. Throwing, ■lymnastics. taxing. Wrestling. Swinging.C y c 1 ing. Kow In*.
(5) The adaptation of the organ la a to v/ or k and envlroment; tne hygiene of training} intoxicants, doping, alcoholis a, and tobacco. hygiene of the body and of clothing. Hast and sleep. 'thirstand nunger. hydro trier a py and iel iotuerapy. adaptation to nigii and 1 aw altitudes; to heat and 

cold; and to various climate a.
(6) Physiological development of glandulary secretions: 

the .factors of growth* PhysIo 1 ogical ages. The nature and adaptation of exercises to various age groups. Physical values. -odicnl ex a 1 -r la t i o.n s •The evaluation of physiological growth. The pnysiology of endocrine glands. Tne nature, function, and physiology of all glands,
(7) Care and first aid in physical education In case of accidents: the technique and Horns of ussan.

Pnyaiologlcal effects of aassage. first aid while awaiting a physician. nife-saving in case of 
drowning, frees in...;, electrocutions, or poiaonous cites .

{V ) Frogra a of Pedagogy and ladtvldual Physical 
aciileveuents (oecorid Part) 12/

The preamble to the specific course of study outlined 
by the Minis try of Education defines the- principles upon 
vvr.ieh inis aspect of the training program for future teachers 15of physical education is ‘based. The preamble reads as follows:

12 MinisVere cl.e lf Education Hationale, Ibid. pp. 32-45. 
15 'Hini s tere de 1!education Rationale, Ibid. pp. 52-33.
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The teachers of sports -and physical education 
•Trust be 'nore than good technicians in their specialty* They must be capable of collaborating
with the directors and the teachers of academic 
or IntelXcctaal subjects in order to assure a 
complete and harmonious education for tne students.
It Is, tecroiom, necessary tha fc the or aliens con- 
coined will the aor.ital. life and the health of the human be .In g smould oe studied not only as functions 
of sports and pays leal education, but also In such, 
a way as to hr lay to II :ht tne relationship 
v; i i I cl'i exis i s b e tw o e n t lie 1 n tellee t a a 1, s o c I a 1, 
physical * and oral life of the Individual. it Is 
necessary to acquaint future teachers with the 
students who will cote to then an the playground, in tne gymnasium, and on trips to the out-of-doors* The teachers must be prepared to observe and 
understand tne students1 reaction to the various exercises to thca they will be exposed.
Sports and physical education does not rest solely on Indisputable physiological laws, they rust also take account of tne psychological life of the 
human being. • * • The development of character 
and tne acquisi tion of social dirac tion nuti t be engaged in on the playing field along with, physical 
development. This simple aim must be present always In the mind of the teacher*
‘The professors responsible for the preparation of candidates for the second part of certificate of aptitude for teacuers of sports and physical education must pay particular attention to the pedagogical deveiot.non’c of their students, as well as t o t: i, e a c gnil  ̂o n o f toe ::xa 1.q-j. e a whI ch w 111 d evel op 
good de xonatru ora and tenewers of physical education.
Tne technical competence of physical education teachers be above reproach. The teacher must
bo able to give physical education Instruction to 
students of all ages. His superiority must be 
evident in ail farms of athletics* gymnastics, 
sports, and ga-ies. honen teachers oust imow the 
different .uthods of har ■ men i ous gyxinas sics and 
must possess the qualities of suppleness, grace, 
and strengtn, \vnich will make tnen eloquent examples 
of physical culture. They must never forget the importance of esthetic role In gymnastics. They must teach their students to avoid, all forms of 
vulgarity In gestes and iovq .lents. They oust teach them to walk elegantly and to acquire beautiful
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movements without affect. Forn In sports is as 
I up or t a sit as fc<.e sport Itself* The d o vei opmen t 
of rood for-a assures proper physical development. • . •
Today, t~*e teac ior uuat be the inltiator of sports 
for children, the organizer of his recpeatloni
the physical counselor and, if necessary, the
coach In ail sports,

The above directions and Instructions from the ministry 
of Education leave little to the Imagination as to what is 
expected of the training of .physical education teachers.
It 'Oust be remembered that prior* to 1933 nothing mad been 
done to promote physical or health education in the schools 
and sports other than on the post-school and. highly profes
sional level were hardly known. Up to 1933, little had been 
done to implement these directions. It is possible that the 
war did much to awaken the country to the physical deteriora
tion of its population. At any rate, It is now augmenting
on a large scale trie training of physical education leaders 
and teachers.

The course of study in pedagogy for students preparing
for tne second part of time certificate of aptitude for teachers
of sports and physical education is outlined in detail by the

14Ministry of Fducai.ioii as follows:
(VI) Program of Pedagogy {Second. Part)

Psychology - Review and. analysis of the program of the first part.
(1) Physiological basis of psychology.

14 Ministers de lf Education -nationals , lb id. pp. 35-43.
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(2) Sensations and perceptions of wements. Learning and acquiring movements. dental operations. Repetition* The value of demonsferation. Coordi
nation* Equilibrium. Posture. Rhythm.

(3) To© utilization, guidance, and domination of reflex; automatic and voluntary movements in pnysieal education. Expression in gymnastics.
(4) In© man If©station of altruism in time child and trie adolescent and its utilisation in physical education*
(5) Factors that influence attention; interest, physical fatigue, mental fatigue, and intelligence. 

Acquiring desirable- 'movements in physical education through practical exercises and games. The role of physical education in developing esthetic physical movements, spirit, and pride.
(6) The formation of character and personality through sports and physical education. The nature of 

personality, Tne role .of heredity, sex, environ* .}©nt, education, profession, etc., in developing character and personality. Th© influence of physical education on the temperament and character of the child and the adolescent. The training; of will throagh physical education.
(7) Th© values of physical education in developing moral living.

Pedagogy
(1) The principles of education advocated by time best known writers and educators.
(2) Th© progressive school and the activity methods.The various systems of education.
(3) Sports and physical education, and group education.
(4) The methods in physical education and tne directives of the 'iinistry, dated October 1* 1946.
(6} Interest, recreation, and happiness in physical 

education.
(3) Conducting a lesson; discipline, th© authority and duty of th© teacher in physical education, the responsibility of the student.
(7) Tne development of character and culture through physical education.
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(8) Social and moral development in physical education. The role of altruism, team spirit, and 
integrity.

(9) The role of the teacher of physical education.
(10) Professional duty, consciousness, and culture.
(11) The responsibilities of the teacher of physical education.

Sociology
(1) Elements of social actions. Influence of social life on the Individual.
(2 ) Elementary social groups. Primitive societies. Human gr ou p ing s.
(3) Organized and complex societies. Different types of societies. Sovereignty. The functions of the State.
(4) moral rights, responsibilities, and sanctions.
(5) Economic life. Tne division of labor.
(8) Intellectual life.
(7) Civilization and social values.

General History and Critique of Hethods In Physical Education
(1) Physical education during various epochs In history: Oriental, Greek, Ancient Home, diddle Ages,Renaissance, XVII and XVIII centuries, the modern and contemporary periods.

(a) The influence of physical education on civil and political institutions*
(b) The role of physical education in military 

training.
(c) Art in relation to exercise and physical educ 2L tion.
(d) Literature on physical education. The role of physical education In tne works of great writers.
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(2 ) a critical study of methods in sports andphysical education in th.© 19th and 20th centuries in France, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Czechoslovakia, and England.
The Present Qrganization of Sports and physical Education

(1) In France.
(a) Th® organization of physical education in the course of study. Schedules in the various 'branches of education (primary, secondary, technical, higher, and private).
(b) The organization of physical education 

outside of schools: workers groups, incommerce, young farmers, and with civil 
servant s.

(c) Societies for sports and physical education: school and post-school societies,youth organisations, tourist clubs, unions and federations, summer vacation ca-'ps, large national festivals.
(d) The equipment of the State, fields, andmaterials: stadiums, playgrounds, gymna

siums, swimming pools, camps, school colonies, tourist organizations.
(©) medical control: health teaching in school,in post-school societies, sports organiza

tions, workers groups, etc. The cadre of 
inspecting and supervising physicians.

(f) Trie organization of cadres for physical education: the schools, institutions,centers. The entrance exa linations and the course of study.
(2) Sports arid, physical education in otuer countries. The organization of sports and physical education in other i important nations. Outstanding arid exceptional organizations. International

15 It is interesting to not© that th© United States isnot mentioned In this field. as a matter of fact, in. the reading, observations, and conferences with French educators for this study, education in the United States was never f ound. to uave been gI ven . iueh c on- sideratiori. In only one publication, and that an unoxificial on®, was in© name of an American educator mentioned. This was a biographical reference to John Dewey.
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federations. Tiie modern Olympics. The relationship of sports to th© needs and desires of children, workers, and intellectuals. The place of sports 
and physical education in workers’ organizations.

Pedagogical Organization
(1) Th© adaptation of physical activity to trie physiology and psychology of the child and the adolescent.
(2) Tne school-year program of sports and physical education.
(3) The understanding, observation, and counseling 

of students.
(4) The organization of a physical education class;the methods of grouping, determining activities, 

and assigning group leaders.
(5) Controlling results of physical education classes.
(6) adapting teaching to various age groups both in and out of school.
(7) Cooperation between the physical education teacher and the school physician.
{8} Professional orientation. Physical educationadapted to tne activities in various occupations.
(9) Corrective physical education.
(10) The teach ing area, equip nent, and material.Clothing for sports and physical education.
(11) The teacher of physical education and school life.

The course of study of pedagogy applied to sports and 
physical education is a review of the various types of exer
cises, games, sports, and gymnastics covered during the 
period of preparation for the first part of the certificate 
of aptitude for teachers of sports and physical education. 
Tne course places emphasis on the methods and values of 
teaching the various exercises, games, and sports. Hiring
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the second part of the preparation, somewhat more emphasis
is placed on what is called corrective and maintenance
exercises. The student must learn to r eeognlze malfarnations

16and their causes and cures.
Also, considerable emphasis is placed on the teaching

of track and field events as well as the popular sports. The
teacher must himself become an outstanding athlete in the
various sports and track and field events. 'Troup singing,
popular dancing and rhythmic dancing also co ne In for
greater emphasis, both as to .method of teaching and personal
achievement by the student-teacber. By way of polishing
off the training of student-teacheis, considerable time is
devoted to learning to guide and direct outdoor activities,
country tours, summer camps, and mountain sports, as well
as seaside recreation and physical education programs. These
activities Include: scouting, skiing, canoeing, .map-making

1*7and reading, cycling, camping, and first aid.
Practice teaching forms an important part of tne ‘Grain

ing of physical education teachers; however, it Is not as 
well regulated as in tne practice teaching for the academic 
secondary school teachers. The nor -sal schools for physical 
education teachers do not have annexed training schools 
where the stuaent-teachers may practice. For the most part, 
practice teaching Is done with the cooperation of the

lU .lihistere de lfeducation Rationale, Ibid. p. 39.
\17 -I ini st ere de I1Education rationale, Ibid. pp. 42—3.
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atudont-1eacher * s own colleagues* Occasionally, a student-
teacnor is placed In a nearby scnool for a few days.
Beginning with the academic year 1947-48, when the length
or the physical education normal school progra. will be
extended from two to three years, student-teachers will b e
sent out to schools in their own locality Tor periods of*

2L 3from six to ten weeks for practice teaching,
(VII) Weekly Schedule of the Course of Study (Second Fart) 

All students at tne normal schools of physical educa
tion are In residence at trie school. As the students for the 
second part of the certificate of aptitude have already 
proven theuselves physically and athletically, more time is 
spent in theory courses and in directing the activities of 
their junior colleagues than was the cas© of the first year
students. The following is the weekly program of the course

19of study for the second part of the certificates
The cry courses: 17 hours.

Psychology, pedagogy, sociology, and the history and methods of sports and physical 
education 5 hours
8c iences (anato vy, phyaIolo gy, health,hygiene) 6 hours
hefoods of teaching sports and physicaleducation and practice teaching Q hours

18 As told to the writer by Y. Surrel, Director,L*Ecole Aormale Superieure dfEducation Physicuede Jeunes Filles, Chatenay-Malabry, December 3, 1946,
19 As copied by the writer from the typewritten schedule at the school at Chatenay—halabry, near Paris, on December 3, 19 46.
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Practical course: 15 hours
Physical education and games o hours
Sports o hour s
Outdoor activities 1 hour
Summer camps, scouting, etc. 1 hour
Popular dance 1 hour
Rhythmic dancing 
Choral singing

1 hour
1 hour

4. Individual Accomplishments Required of Snorts and Physical Education Teachers.
is was indicated earlier in this chapter, the recruit

ing oP students for the physical education normal schools is 
highly selective. Only a superior, mentally alert athlete 
could possibly be accepted. The two years of training and 
education which follow recruitment tend to turn out a teacher 
who can perform all of the skills and feats that he is 
required to teach.

The tests of physical and athletic ability are scored 
from 0 to 20 and the following tables indicate the speed
or perfection required of prospective teachers of sports

- , 20 and pnysical education.
On all timed and measured events the students must 

average a score of 10 or better. All events are scored 
from 0 to 20, except as otherwise indicated. This is the 
usual system of scoring In Franco.

20 ' I ini a ter© de 1 * ihduc at i on Rationale, . pp. 68-72.
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XblbLE 22 
x A i ■ i'f ?*« Ox 2 o 05* jc»I5 A ve/.! X £*,. /X 

( laacullne)
his

Hope bi. a e e s J u m p i n g
Climbing 200 running running5 4 100 JL vut/ meter high broad polemeters meters .net era meters hurdl e s j u?ap jump vault Scoresecs. secs. secs. :iin. s. secs, meters meters titers
4* 5 3.7 11.0 4:15 28. 0 1.80 o *90 3.50 20S n 4. 1 11.2 Is20 20. 3 1.76 74 o . 40 19v: K, 4. 5 11.3 I •"5- •o cr x. -J 29.2 1.73 o# 58 3. 30 18
6.0 4.9 11.w 4. »30 29.3 1 /■? r\JL • 013? 6*42 3.20 176.5 5.3 11.o 4s 35 50' • 4 i • oo o •2 6 3. 10 167.0 5.7 11.S 4: 40 31.0 1. 32 o •10 3.00 137. 5 6.1 11.9 / *45 31. 6 1. 53 o •9 4 2.90 143.0 o. o 12.1 / *ml •50 32.2 1. 55 o *78 2.80 13
8. 5 6.9 12.2 4: 55 32. 8 1. 51 5. 62 2.70 129.0 7.3 12.4 .w o 33. 4 1. 48 o.4 Q 2. 60 119. 5 7.7 12.5 O *05 3 4. 0 1 * 44 5.30 2. 30 10

10.0 9.1 12.7 5;10 34. 3 1. 40 5. 14 2. 40 910. 5 S. 5 12.8 5s13 -z r; oW V 41 O 1.37 4. 98 2.30 8
11.0 8*9 13.0 5; 20 35. B 1* 53 4* ap 2. 20 711.5 9.3 13. 1 5:25 OO* 1.30 4. 56 2.10 6
12.0 O *7 • i 13. gj* v* •30 37.0 1.26 4. 50 2.00 512.5 10.1 13. 4. q, *V *35 o7 . o 1.22 A*±.34 1.90 413.0 10. 5 13. 6 0 *40 38.2 1.19 4. 13 1.80 313. 5 10. 3 13. 7 O i * f*ao 38 . 8 1. lo 4.02 1.70 214.0 11.3 13. 3 O «50 39.4 1.12 3. 86 1. 60 114.5 11.7 14.0 o *55 40.0 1.08 3.70 1.5© 0

resides the a, & 1.X1 e 11s'-i -g9 S ’t sh own on ti:ils and the tbare©
following tablea tme gfijQ @';9t 3 ar e tea;ted and scored on all
types of phys leal educat ion exercises , ga me a and. sport, In
all scoring, for ̂
strong tii, speed and endur a nee .

eennicme are given aoual w©i 
21

5. Tne Duties of Teachers of Sports and Physical xdncatloa, 
almost overnight tne Importance and responsioilitg of 

the physical education teacher Lias cone to tne attention of

21 4iniat©re de 1* Education Rationale, Ibid. pp. 44-65.
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( lascullue Table Continued)

T h . r o  w i _n ..a S w i m  v.\ I _  ..... *TTTr¥  © S a v i n gweight crawl back st. breast7257 50 50 50gra TxB discus j a ve 1 in o»ta*s meters :meters speed tec h.n i cue S c or ©nin. nin. min.
meters meters ■me ters sec. sec,.. -  sec^
13*03 ,  Ou 47.00 0:32 0:33 0: 40 20
12. 62 5 6* oU 45. 60 0:35 0:41.5 Os 45.5 1912.24 35. 60 44. 20 0: 38 0: 45 0: 47 13
11.36 34.40 42.30 0: 41 0: 48.5 u« uu . o 1711. 48 33.20 41. 40 0: 44 0: 52 0: 54 16
11.10 32.00 40.00 0: 47 0 :55.5 0:57.5 1510.72 30.80 58.' 60 0: 50 0-s 59 1:01 1410.34 29. 60 37.20 0: 53 1:02.5 1:04. 5 139.96 28. 40 35.30 0: 56 1:06 1:08 12
9.58 27.20 34.40 0: 59 1:09.5 1:11.5 119.20 26.0 0 35.00 1:02 1; 13 Is 15 Sec. 108.32 24. 80 31. 50 1:05 Is 16. 5 1:13.5 :35 Very 9
8. 44 25 . 60 30.20 Is 08 1:20 1:22 ; 40 g ood 8
8.0 6 22. 40 20.30 1:11 1: 23.5 1: 25. 5 : 45 77. 63 21.20 27.40 1:14 1: 27 1:29 : 50 good 67.30 20.00 26.00 1:17 1: 30•5 1:32.5 : 55 56.92 18.80 24. 50 1:20 1:34 1:33 : 60 All 46. 54 17.60 23.20 1: 23 1:37.5 1:39•5 or below 3
6. 10 13. 40 21.80 1: 26 Is 41 1: 43 ■more fail. 25.73 15.20 20. 40 Is 29 1:44. 5 Is 45.5 1o. 40 14.00 19.00 1:32 1: 48 Is 50 0

all other school personnel In ^rarice. as pointed ous earlier,
physical education and sports were not recognised as part of 
the school1s activities until 1935. At first this new phase 
of educational develop sent progressed very slowly. Since the 
war the demands for expansion in this area have boon .many times 
greater than could possibly he net because of the snortage of 
trained personnel and eauipienb, hotu are still very short In
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TABLE 24 
TABLE 0? 3C0KLD ACHIEVE 
_____  (Feminine)_____

TS

75' a &- a c e j3 J U  -1» p 1 n.& T h r oww i n >>’..o............
60meter

80600 meter meter hurdlerunninghigh runningbroad
weight 4000 
.j£*ajas .. discus javelin 03 O 0 2secs. mine, jsecs. meters meters meters meters neters

3.0 1: 45 15. \) 1. 50 5. 40 10. 61 32 31 203.2 1: 47.2 13.2 1. 47 5. 28 10.32 31 30 19O ^o • u 1; 49 .4 13. 4 1.44 5. 13 10.04 30 29 18• O 1;51.6 1 o« o 1 A -I O. . “li o. 0 a •'1 nV? * 1 29 28 17•"O gz O • ̂ X too«3 hi OJ. u  • O 1. 35 4.92 9 s 48 28 27 161: 56 1 * ~. u 1 • 33 v • mJ 9. 20 27 26 158.9 Is 58.2 14.2 1 . O ■‘■x . ̂ 8. 92 25 O 77  ̂O 14
0*1 2:00.4 14.4 1. 29 4. oo 0. 54 25 24 13o . h 2s 02« o 14. 6 1.26 i. 44 8.3S 24 23 129.4 2 s 04. 8 14. 8 1.23 4.32 8.08 23 22 119.5 2s 07 15.0 1. <c 3 4.20 7. 80 22 21 109.7 2s09.2 15.2 1.17 4.08 7. 52 21 20 99*8 2:11.4 15.4 1.14 3.96 7.24 20 19 810.0 2:13.6 15.6 1.11 3, 84 3. 9 6 19 IB 710.1 2:15.3 15.8 1.03 3.72 6. 63 18 17 610.3 2:18 16.0 1.05 3. 60 6. 40 17 1 o 510.4 2:20.2 16. 2 1.02 5. 48 U . 1 Sci 16 T u_L t.J 4

10. 6 2:22.4 16. 4 0.99 3.36 5.84 15 14 310.7 2:24.6 16. 6 . si 5 . 4 3 * 3 6 14 13 210.9 2s 26.8 16.3 0. 33 3. 12 5. 20 13 12 111.0 2s 29 17.0 0.90 3.00 5.00 12 11 0

Pranc< Playgrounds are practically nonexisting, school gyuma-
sl'ans almost unknown, and tne lack or teachers Is more apparent

22than their presence.
In order to cake the use o.f teachers In sports and. physi

cal education as effective as possible no Inistry or Education
issued the following instructions regarding their duties and

25assignment effective October 1, 1045.

Trench educator. av Beve::bei hce her, 1946.
23 •:Inist©re de 1*Education Rationale, Op. Clt. , pp. 74-
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TABLE 25

0 o p ©  J i si. s i n g Life
C l i m b i n g  Back breast S a v i n g

..rev?! Stroke Stroke
5 meters 5.5 maters 50 motors 50 rasters 50 inters Speed Technique Poore

•sees . sees • min. rain . min. lain .
5.6 4,5 0*35 0:42 0:44 20
6*1 5.1 •u 0:45.5 0 s47 .5 In life sav- 19
6.7 5.7 U £ -4; 1 0*49 0:61 in p 1C> points 18
7*5 Q .5 f- r yi -v j'}: 5 o . a J S ■£»*: “O are given for 17
7.9 , t? a f 0:56 0:58 speed and 10 16
3.5 7 .5 t T . CIA « kJ \j 0:53.5 1:01.6 for teehnlpue. 15
9.1 8.1 0 s63 1 ; 03 1:05 T h o  two & r & 14
S.7 8.7 0s5S 1:06.5 1:08.5 added for the 13

10.5 6.3 0:69 i s 10 1:12 t O v ?~1 score• 12
11.9 9.9 1:02 1:13.6 1:15.5 11
12.5 10.5 I: 05 1*17 1 *19 fin. 10
13.1 11.1 1 s O0 1*20.5 1:22.5 0:40 'very 9
13.7 11.7 1:11 1:24 1:26 --; 45 good B
14.5 12,3 ; JA 1:27.5 1:29•5 0:50 7
14.9 12.9 1:17 1:51 1:33 0  s 55 Good 6
15.5 13.5 1 s 2 0 Is 0’3.5 i:36.5 1 : 0 0 5
16.1 14 .1 i i 25 1:36 1:40 1 * 05 a.x Jm L 4
16.7 14.7 '■j r*1 % d O 1*41.5 1*43.5 below 3
17.3 15.3 1*29 1*45 1:47 tills 2
17.3 15.3 Is 52 1*43.6 1*50.5 point 1
16.6 16.5 li 65 1*52 1*64 fail 0

Instructions or tiie 0 inis try 
Til© 1st of October 1045 

On the Use of Teachers of Sports and Physical Education
Physical education, like all other education, has suffered 

the consequences of the occupation and school politics during 
the years 1940 to 19 44 . ♦ •

These instruetions do not Intend to correct all the problems that exist, many of which will be with us for some 
time. Their essential purpose Is:

(1) To put an end to the obligations imposed on teachers 
to use but one method Imposed uniformly on allj

(2) To proclaim the value of the principles unanimously ad aitted by all educators responsiole for physical 
education;
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(3) To recognize that, these principles being firmly 
respected, all teaching personnel can, in the organization and conduct of their lessons, give free run to their personalities and initiative, in such a way as to obtain the best possible results; these, in the end, are more important, for the teacher and. for the student than imper
sonal supervision, often sterile, and based on doctrinal orthodoxy#

The methodology and the pedagogy of physical education lias permitted the selection from various schools and processes a certain number of basic principles generally 
accepted, fruits of research and experience, and which, at this time, permits a conception and practice of physical education conforming to reality and adopted to modern life. Better than a theoretical doctrine, the product of a single brain, imposed upon those who must apply it, these principles fit to inspire and guide the teachers along rational, logical and useful lines.

Within broad general lines the latest directives of the
ministry indicate the plan for sports and physical educa-

24tion according to age groups.
bp to 6 years of age; Exercises should be used which tenet to satisiy the child* s need for activity and movement. Much use should be made of coordination exercises, exercises which develop the initiation of movements, group games and singing*
Age group 6 to 10:
(1) lames and natural exercises directed by the teacher;(2) Preparatory exercises;
(3) Corrective and maintenance exercises.
Age group ID to 15:■  m r f T ~ ~ f h  m i i i i  ii iii ~  m i i i  ii i i i w T i w n  i i f m —  ' i — — w i i  ■ ■  « i M  i i w i i i i

(1) Hatural and useful exercises;(2) lames for small and large groups, games preparatory to collective sports, and for girls, popular dancing;
(3) Maintenance exercises;(A) Preparatory and corrective exercises.

12% -TlnTstere d© lfEducation National®, Ibid., pp. 77-78.
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Age group 15 to 16:
(1) -Maintenance and corrective exercises;(2) Advanced group gardes;
(3) Natural and useful exercises;(4) Preparatory exercises;(5) Sports, including group competitive games and rhythmic dancing for girls.
Age group 16 to 18:
(1) Trie training, preparation and perfection of technique for collective and competitive sports;(2 ) natural and useful exercises;
(3) Group games and popular dancing;C 4) Preparatory and corrective exercises;
(5) Gymnastics and rhythmic dancing for girls.
At all times the physical education teacher has the duty 

of checking on the children* s health and growth. Charts must 
be kept up to date on each child*s progress and accomplish
ments .

As indicated earlier in this -chapter the program of 
sports and physical education Is new. Although it had its 
beginning in 1934 in that a program for training teachers 
of sports and physical education, was established at that 
time. It was slow in getting started.* In 1934 there were no 
teachers of sports and physical education and- In general 
enthusiasm for physical training was lacking. In 1939 and 
1940 many educators who had been at least passive if not 
antagonistic to such a program realised that popular demand 
was forcing the issue. The war years made people more con
scious of the need for sports and physical education through
out the school system but lack of personnel postponed its 
Implementation*
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Since 19 4.5 the progra:n to train teachers has gone
forward rapidly* However, as lata as December 1946 the
school to train men physical education teachers was not

25yet in full operation* lost of the buildings ware not 
ready and the grounds were still in the stag© of being 
developed into the needed athletic fields.

On the other hand, the wonen1 a physical education nor
mal school was fully operating and can be expected to turn

O ̂out about 130 teachers annually**" The playing fields are 
well laid out on expansive grounds. 'host of the classroom 
buildings are new and adequate. an indoor swimming pool 
is available nearby* There seems to be an abundance of equip
ment for all types of games and gymnastics.

On the basis of the many elementary and secondary schools 
visited nothing seems to have been done since 1934 to equip 
them with playing fields or gymnasiums* Gymnasiums as they 
are known in schools of the United States are unknown in
Prance. It is planned that for the most part all physical

27training will be held out-of-door a. In view of the great 
shortage of materials of all kinds it is doubtful that much 
will be done in the way of providing swimming pools, showers, 
dressing rooms and gymnasiums in the near future.

33 As seen by the writer at that time.
26 As told to the writer by Y. Surrel, the director of the school.
27 As told to the writer by numerous physical education teachers and school directors.
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Physical education and organised sports within the
institutions of higher learning is completely unknown. At
the present time there are no plans for developing physical

28education at the university level. The directives of the 
ministry of national education refer only to sports and 
physical education through the secondary schools.

28 Questions on this point were raised by the writer in conversation with several university educators, in each case they indicate that physical education 
for university students had never occurred to them.



CHAPTER V

THE PREPARATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

In chapter III an extensive description was given of
various means by which one might become a teacher in the
academic secondary schools of4 France. One of these methods

/was by obtaining the French degree agregation. This degree 
also qualifies a person to teach in the university either 
immediately or after a few years of successful teaching 
in the upper years of the lycee.

As is the case in the United States, exceptional abili
ty In a given field may be sufficient to receive an appoint
ment to the university teaching staff. However, such ap
pointments are seldom in the academic fields but rather in 
areas requiring special skills such as fine arts or music.
The majority of the professors in the seventeen universi
ties of France have received their appointments after the 
completion of a considerable period of academic study and 
after receiving the agreg&tion or doctorat* Eighty per
cent of the professors in French universities are gradu-

1ates of the Ecole Normale Superieure. This is the only 
institution in France which specifically prepares teachers 
for the French universities.

I As toId to the writer by Albert Psuphillet, Director 
of the Superior Normal School of France, 45 Rue d ’Ulm, 
Paris, 19 November 1946. The writer visited the 
school for two days and consulted for several hours 
with its director and other members of Its staff.
Very little has been published on this school; hence, 
much of the material in this chapter is a result of 
notes made immediately following the conversations 
and observations referred to above.
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1. LfiScole Hormale ouperieure (The superior Normal ochool)
The first normal school in France was formed throng 

the coopera tl on of the various colleges of Louis-le-Grand 
on November 21, 1763.^ The parliament of Paris had re
quested this cooperation after the expulsion of the J'esuits 
to wforra professors through public education for the Uni
versity of Paris and teachers for the children of citizens

3and also to offer courses useful to the nation".
Hence, at its earliest beginning the first normal 

school unaer complete control of the state had the ta.sk of 
preparing teachers for all levels of instruction. In 1766 
the normal school thus formed from the various collegos of 
Louis-1e-Orand was authorized to grant the degree abrogation, 
and regulations for the recruitment of students and the 
establishment of scholarships were established• For the next 
114 years, or until I860, the purpose and the control of the 
first normal school was to change many times. At times it 
trained only elementary teachers and at other times only 
secondary or university teachers. Sometimes it was state- 
controlled and sometim.es church-controlled• Generally 
speaking, its purpose ana control changed with each revo
lution or counter-revolution. Ahen in February, 1843, a 
few of its students participated In the revolution, ©11

2 Cl Bougie, LLlcole Normale gtiperieure. (Paris)
Librarie Hachette, 1934. 1 ^

3 a. Bougie, Ibid, p. 10.
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students were put into the uniform of the army* This 
lasted for one year. It kJ C* jL if' O C* O r ̂ l i C* vl *1* ̂ i ort terns of 
office as they were usually found too liberal or too 
reactionary , depending on the government in power* In 
1845 the school was officially established as L*reole

Lrhormale ^uperieure at its present location. "r
The Idea of the Revolutionary Assembly in 1794 was 

that the state should be the teacher. Hence, a c atral 
nonaal school under direct control of th© ^tate would as
sure the selection and training of a sufficient number of 
professors for the universities and teachers for other 
schools. Although, as pointed out above, the purpose and 
control of the school changed, many times, by 1880 it re
turned to its original status, and the position it holds 
today, except that it Is limited to the selection and train
ing of professors for institutions of higher learning. 
Present day official publications recognise the school as 
having been founded in 1794*

The purpose of the school today Is stated as follows: 
"The superior normal school, founded in 1794, definitely 
established in 1808 and re-attached to the university sys
tem in 1903 has the purpose of training professors and 
scholars for all literary and scientific fields. The 
courses of study are organised with the view of preparing 
for the abrogation of secondary instruction; but the Hornal

4 "cT Boug l£, Ibid. pp. 11-13.
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L.chool is at the same time a center of higher studies , 
training laboratory technicians ana future doctors and 
professors for the faculties of letters and sciences."  ̂

oith few exceptions the students of the superior nor
mal School live in residences which facilitates the close 
supervision considered necessary by the school authorities. 
Married students admitted to the school must live outside.1'"’ 
Much emphasis is placed on the necessity for constant ob
servation and supervision of students training to become 
the future professors in the universities. It is rare in
deed that a sinpie student is permitted to live outside the 
school. There have been few women students permitted to 
enter and they were admitted as external students. The 
first woman permitted to attend a class was in 1910, how
ever, she was given the rank of "observer” rather than of
"student”• The first woman with the rank of "student" was

7admitted xn. 19k?# In the jail of 194b there were no 
women enrolled at this school in any rank*

The superior Normal school is divided into two sections 
The section of letters ana the section of sciences. The

ssection of letters prepares students for the agregation
-V-5 Minister© de lMducation National©, Toole jNonaale ouperieure, Paris: Beresniak, 1946. p. 1.

6 Bee footnote (1), this chapter.
7 0. Bougie, Op. cit., p. 17#
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decrees In letters, history, geography, philosophy, 
sra^iar and modern Ian ua.ges. The science section pre
pares students for the a .ore gat ion degrees in mathematics, 
physical sciences and natural sciences, ' The course of 
study usually lasts four years and prepares professors for 
all academic fields found in any of the french universi
ties.

Tuition, as well as hoard and lodging, is entirely free. 
Lodging includes furnished rooms, heat, light and laundry.
All necessary books, paper, laboratory supplies and all 
school supplies are also furnished free of charge. Medi
cal care and hospitalization ore furnished when necessary

Qand the student receives an allowance for personal expenses.7 
The complete elimination of financial obligations make com
petition. exceedingly keen and permits the educational au
thorities to exercise ninute control of the student and the 
course of study.

2. Methods of delecting students for this school.
   r "  T — —     I " -    -   ■   ! W -   '• ~ - -               -■■■,- -   

The student must make application to the secretary of 
his academy between the 15th of January and the 14th of 
March and must submit the following materials: ̂

3 dee footnote (1), this chapter.
9 j0« footnote (1), this chapter.

10 Ministers de lfEducation Nationals, Boole NormaleSuper!eure, Paris: Beresniak, 1946. pZ
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(1) A request for permission to enroll.
(2) A statement innlooting:

a. the field Ixi whica oho ^tuaent wishes to be examined for entrance (letters or sciences) ,

b. in case be Is successful he should indicate 
whether he 'riches to ba enrolled at thesuperior Kor> 1 school or whether he wishes 
a scholarship to study in a university.

(3) -a birth certificate.
(4) A certificate Iron toe mayor of his communityindicating his military status.
(5) His diploma of the baccalaureate or a certified copy. If he has begun his studies for a licence

in a university he must submit n statement from the 
faculty with whicn he is enrolled indicating the 
certificates he has earned.

(6) a signed statement giving his father’s profession* • his family horae, the places whore he nas lived since the age of fifteen and. the schools where he has studied.
(7 ) ii certified statement from the mayor indicating

the financial situation of his fan ily.
(8 ) A statement signed by himself, and by his father

if lie is a minor, stating that he will repay the
Jtate the total cost of his education if he does not remain in the service of the government for at least ten years.

(9 ) a sealed statement from the medical examiner of the secondary school he attended addressed to the chief medical officer of the superior lloraal nchool giving ilia medical history accompanied by a medical examination indicating that the candidate is not tubercular.
(10) Certificates attesting to the candidates active partIcipotion in the resistance against the occu

pying army.
(11) All candidates must be at least 18 and not over 23 years of age the first of January the year of the examination.
On the basis of the above applications which are care

fully scrutinized, students may be admitted to take the
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entrance examinations or they may be rejected* Applications
are not quite ss impersonal as might be assumed* Professors
in French lycees or universities who are graduates of the
Superior Normal Mchool are on the lookout for students in
their classes whom they might recommend as candidates for
the examinations• Buch a recommendatlon usually assures
the candidate of the opportunity to take the examination,
however, he is on his own when it comes to passing the
tests and competing for the highest scores which alone

11would assure entrance. The professor*s recommendation
serves only as a character reference indicating that from 
his personal Knowledge of the superior Normal ochool the 
candid ate would be a good prospect•

If the candidates credentials indicate that he is quali
fied by maturity, education and experience to compete for
entrance to the Superior Normal School he is so notified* 
Tables 2oA and 3, and tables 27A, 2?B and 27C below indi
cate the written and oral entrance examinations the candi
date must take. Tables 26a and B are for the letters
section while tables 27A, B and 0 are for the science sec-
, . 12 tion.

"11 3ee'footnote (1), this chapter.
12 Ministere do lfEducation National©, Ibid. pp. 3-4
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TABLE 26A
VvBITTLii LXAAlHaTLOil - Letters Lection

Bor all Candidates Tim© Coefficient

A Arench  ̂ osition 
A Latin the^e A Latin translation 
A composition in philosophy 
A O 010,00 3 i 11 on in Hi odern his

tory on subjects assigned 
by the minister of National Education

One of the groups below to•be chosen by the candidate.

I. A TreeA translation
II. A composition in German,English, opanish, Italian,Hn ssian, Chinese or Ar

abic •

The examining commission scores the papers ana submits 
the list of all passing candidates in the order of their rank 
on the tests to the director of higher educetion in the 
minister *s cabinet. Candidates are notified, and report to 
the school for admission. However, admission Is not assured 
until the candidate has passed the medical examination at 'the 
school. Barring failure of the final medical examination, 
candidates are admitted in the order of their rank on the test 
until the quota for the school is filled. Candidates who pass 
the test but who cannot enter because of the limited quota may

6 hrs• 3
4 hrs. 3
4 nrs. 2
6 hrs. 3

6 hrs. 3

4 hrs. 3

6 lira. 3
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TABLE 260 
0 A'\L iwdilJATICE - Letters section

For all candidates Coefficient

Explanation
. 0 J.Via.lh IjJu. Oi.1
InterrogationInteri* o ga tion

of French text 
Latin text 
philosophy 
modern history 

or a modern Toreign iangua

a.
a
onon 1

Explanationtext,
Candidates in group I (classics) will
select a modern foreign language in which they wish to be examined, while 
candidates in group II (modern lan
guages) will select a second foreign language In which they v.Ish to be 
examined* (One of the two lax* ges 
in vLiich they will be examined mist be English or German.)

ge

One of the A be chosen bywo groups below to the candidate.

drouo I : Ianation of a Greek Text• 2
Group II: explanation of a modern foreign 

1 a ii.gu ag e t ext • 2

0.11x1.0
TABLE 27A 

G gl1a AIil;TI0N - acienee net* tion, Group I

Time coefficient

Special mathematics composition 
Second mathematics composition 
Physics composition 
French composition 
A choice of two translations 
chosen by the candidate from 
seven modern languages and 
Latin.

6 hrs. 6
4 hrs. 46 hr s. 7
3 hrs. 1

2 hr s •
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TABLE 27B
- -cienee Aeetlon, Group II

Time Coefficient

special mathematics composition 4 hi*s. kBhysics corf position 6 hrs. ku hex&iatry c omposi 11on 4 hrs. 4Natural science coxa posit! on 4 hrs. 5frenoa composition
(some as Group I) 3 hrs. 1Two translations (same aaGroup 1} 2 hrs. 2

TABLE 270
ORAL EXAMINATION - Science dee tion, Group I and II

Coefficieat
"Group I Group II

Mathematics Applied mathematics 
PhysicsChemistry Natural sciences

40
52510

15
251525

begin their academic studies at any one of the seventeen uni
versities. In any event, all of their expenses, Including a

13small stipend for spending money, are pain by the Atete.
Another factor in the selection of students for the 

Superior Hom&l 3ehool is the recommendation of his professors 
In the last year of the Lycee or at the university if he is

13 Minist^re be 1*Education national©, Ibid. p. >.
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already enrolled as a general student. As aporoxinat el y
eighty percent of the professors in the universi ties end in 
the lest year of the lyc^e are themselves graduates or the 
Superior llorael cehool, and, as they ore constantly on the 
lool x o u t x. o r o t u d e n u s oh. osi they believe capable of becoming 
good professors, their reconmendation to permit a student to 
take the entrance examination. carries much 'weight. students 
so recommended do receive preference because of the difficult— 
to-soasure factor of teaching personality.. Many students ad
mitted to the Gup or i or normal ichool have been persona 11 y
recommended by professors who have observed them for a year 

14or more.
Statistics on adwis'sioas to the school from 1941 through 

1945 indicate the high degree of selection which is made. As 
at all other levels of professional pro .pa rati on there are 
always more candidates than the Quota of the school can satis
fy. The e ntrance examinetion. serves as the selection machin
ery. Table 23, below, indicates the number of candidates who
were permitted to take the teat and the number admitted over

15the last five-year perron.
The difficulty of qualifying for the entrance examination 

and of the examination itself is further emphasized by an 
official notice of the Ministry of education which states that 
students wishing to take the examination should prepare them
selves by two or three years of study beyond the .Baccalaureate

14 Gee footnote (1), this chapter.
15 Minister© de 1# .education National© f Ibid. p. 5*
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Tj.B'LE 28
aT,\TI±. TI Os CE ...VVI...o.rOfi;: TO TB"; OaOo UO.--OUL BOKOOI. OH TO 11-..̂ L.. — v ... ,_* 0 *0 -- - - - .  . .x;T‘.E. I-*-’ Ti,.. 0..: ±‘'s *• r ~r -v ym* •: 'ŷ ̂ "~vt7? Tjt

1  ..L - w _- j-  . -il A i \ P  . .g v a . A h

Year Candidates Admitted Candidates Admitted to
Applying  to exam. Adiritted* a university**

letterFscienoe le^tTeFs^eie'nce^TettTers scIon ce ' Te tTe r s science

1941 270 306 70 120 30 22 30 691942 318 296 94 105 20 58 671943 (C p 6 221 78 94 28 40 491944 190 140 64 56 24 14 33 241946 200 112 62 62 25 18 31 42

* Candidates aui.M.it ced to the superior Horx&al bohool.Candidates who .received a high os.:: oing score bat Tor mhos, there 
was not room, hence, they were admitted to the University of 
Paris and remitted to do observation and demonstretion s.t the 
ouperior normal Ochool*

Thirty-four lycaes throughout France offer this special post
graduate progrr r to prepare for the Superior Normal school

16entrance examinations. They arei
In letters and science -

Paris: Condo reel, j'tenri IV, Loui 8rlQ»lraaa> Marseille: Lyc^e Thiers, ami Lyc'^es at: Besancon,Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon (L.yce© du Parc), Montpellier, Nancy Portiere, -vermes, Toulouse, Alger*
Letters only -

Lyc^e .'Pieher at otrasboura.
ocience ̂ niy -Lycees Bnffons, Ohsrlemague, Tanson, Jacques Decour, 

oaxnt Louis, Ohaptal, Verdun, Nice, Nimes, Tours, Doue.i, Orleans, Metz, Grenoble, Mantes.

16 List furnished the writer by the secretariate of the 
Ministry of Lducation*
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3* Course of ntudy at the anterior; .?lor^l ■ ohool.
f>ur 1)..£1 their period. of ut- vby at the school the students 

prepare tliuuae Ivec for the examlxrati one of the lie once» the 
diploma of higher studies {dipicme c * etudes supericures} , 
aim the stlon under the saoo o;..edi t4, cue ?**» stucients In
the us Ivcsuitiis.^

the students In the letters section study in the faculty 
of letters mad roee ire Instruction. deal u h  to verify ana 
eoiifire their ability in their chooses proton*si on* The courses 
are such as to develop their genera 1 culture . j o', to give the 

future professors « thorough grounding in the orcetioaa and 
smth. ocr of research ea well an In the method of critical 
analysis.

The first two oe^rn ore used te prepare the- etndent for 
the 3.1 pence in his oho sen major. The third year is used to 
acanlre the or.eject matter huowlc-dge necessary for the di
ploma. of higher education*' The fourth year is usee; to are-

✓pure for the a a re.pot ion. *.-tad eats desiring to take the 
exaaiaat3on for the apiaqpition in modern foreign languages 
spend two of the above four years of study in foreign conn— 
tries where their two mujor foreign languages arc the ver
nacular. students who plan to take the doctorate may spend 
an additional ye^r In research for their thesis at the 
superior hornri ; .chcoi#

a no published official program and the description of subject ©utter which follows vms given to the nr iter by the director of the superior iiormkl gobool# a®@ footnote (1), this chapter. All exami- nations are the aam© as described in Chapter 111 for similar degrees*



students In the seianeo section Tallow the courses in 
the faculty of sole ace e.nc r® calve instruction aimed to gi¥© 
them a Knowledge of the field indispensable to future pro-* 
fesoars# It is further to &lve them m thorough under-
O t O lid i*i£* 02 th© *'2.0 ti-lO Cl o o. f scientific research and critical 
a sis# r i iei x* suojcut losttor Aiio-v* io u ge is further ©Mpxi— 
fled by considerable laboratory expcrinent&fclon and demon-* 
stration*

ab iii the caas of the students in the letter© section, 
those -nito wish to take the a&re&atlon examination are in** 
doc trine, tad in the theories, and Methods of teaching#

The first two years are spent in preparing for a licence 
the third your is used to acquire further 

subject uotter nno^ieoge for the diploma of higher studies# 
iwat o eoiii ~Xm -i. c © ssjoi’s pr® pare for their diploaa at the cam© 
ti ••■© they ore ore .poring for th elr licence, hence spend one 
year less in preparation than do other students* A fourth 
year is & pent in the science section by those students who 
wish to prepare themselves for th® a&re&atl on rusjoriiig lu 
©clones.

Those students who eventually wish to receive the doc— 
torate sasy spend an additional year at the superior formal 
bchooi in scientific research for their thesis#

All examinations for both sections are the sar&e as those 
given, for the teaching degree© described In Chapter 111, 
hence, the subject mat ter preparation must be identical*
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The only real a Inference is orientation and Indoctrination 
for teaching. at a higher level# All practice teaching is 
4on© with classes at the saporlar Morm&l dchool*

4# Duties of students -Graduating from the Superior normal ^a&ooX#
As the sole purpose of the Superior Hormal school la the

preparation of future professors for institutions of higher
learning* the assignment of the graduates la always la the
last year of the lyce# or la the lyoeea offering pea t—gradu*
etc courses to prepore students for -entrance ommina.tioae
t© the Superior Koraal 3ehoola or other institutions of
higher learning»

Eventually many of the professors receive assignments
in the universities themselves hat usually not until after
they have completed five years as professors in the upper
and post—graduate years of the academia secondary schools*
Approximately atgh^rpercent of the university professors

ISreceived their training in the superior Homal dehool*

5# Goilaboratlon with other Inatituti ons of Either learning* 
The Superior Morsel oohoolf located within & five-miimtes 

walk of the .University of Paris and the Sorbonzief is acta— 
ally a ©©operative enterprise with these two institutions# 
dtudeate registered ' in the ^superior normal school take many 
subject matter courses at the University of Purls end the

 CD* this chapter#-



6. Statistics on Graduates of to© Superior jiormaX achool*
Statistics are available on the profession of the fathers

of students in the Superior Hormal school as well as on the
previous scholastic preparation of the students and on the
positions occupied by then since graduation.* 4s all of
these statistics were first published in 1934 end as there
are no more up to date figures available, it is reasonable
to believe that some difference may exist today in the
positions held by the students who graduate in the years
covered in the table*

On the basis of figures compiled from 1927 through 1933*
table 29 below indicates the parentfs professions of stu-

21dents entering in residence during those years.

19 <n rr'lcliard , h9 Inseignone at . n Frano e , (laris) 
Librarie Armaatf’"S’oITli, 1925* 'pp* 145-144*

20 Pools Ho male -uperieure, Inauguration des Iou?eaui
Iras * feiris: bumoulin, 1937* P* 15*

21 G. bougle'* hfaeole hormaie Guperieuxe, Paris:
Haciietf e , l’934T~ p." iW*~" '
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TABLE 29
PROFESS!GM OF XiiS STUDENT* S PARENTS

j 1927 1928 1929 1930 X931 1932 1933

Professors 1 a 10 17 13 I XI 7 11Teachers 8 § 0 8 12 4 1Other Civil Servants 1
{professional) i 7 O 4 4 5 3 2Military Officers 1 3 2 ! 4 2 2 1 1Engineers 3 2 , 2 0 0 3 3X ndnstrlalists | 4 0 j 0 2 1 1 2Doctors and Pharmacists i 1 2 j 2 0 : 4 i 0 3Lawyers ' 2 l ! 0 X i 0 0Bankers 1 0 X : 1 0 x 0 1Farmers ! 1 x i o 0 o 3 0Mon-Prof. Civil Servants i 2 3 i 6 3 3 14 15Architects and Artists 2 x j 1 0 0 1 0 0Protestant Minister 1 2 | 0 0 1 0 X[Laborers 1 4 j 3 1 1 j 1 2 :

[Proprietors (rentors} 1 ° 1 0 X 0 | 0 0[Unknown
! ............. _ j

2 0 | 3 4 3 10 2

The above table Indicates that sons o.f professors,
teachers and all ty pes of civil servants predominate in the 
make-up of the student body. There is not a sufficient num
ber to permit any definite conclusion.

22Table 50 below gives the educational background of 
students entering the Superior Normal School and is a good 
indication of the preparation students must have In order 
to pass the entrance examinations.

22 C. BouglC, Ibid. p. 108* With modification to give total number of students entered.
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TABLE 30
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF STUDENTS 

E ATEHIFB '£.£ SUPERIOR NOR: IAL SC FOOL

1928 192$ 1930 1931 1932 1933

Attended primary school 
until 10 or 12 yrs. 
of age

Attended uppe r ale .len- 
tary school

Prepared Tor the baccalaureate in a 
college (i.e. other 
than a lycee)

Total admitted to
Superior Nor.ial School

Nu.-a.ber of pears of
preparation beyond the baccalaure ate:

1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
o years

27

49

21

I —  —

4
15
24

29

10

52

2
24
25 
1

32 I 34

50

1
28
17v?i

?

o

51

2
20
22
7

22
2

2

10

49

121
13
14

The third and last table in this series of three gives
details as to the types of activities in which the nradratea

23engaged upon graduation.
As the statistics in Table 31 were gathered, in 1934 

toe graduates included would have been out of the Superior

23 0. Bougl^ Ibid. p. 109.
IW H* I Ml I itfWlHttlr ■*-
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Position in. 1954
■ arKiida.t#s for the 

a: re, cat Ion Assistants at toe sonool
^ y  ̂:-v P 1 r* V-- . v% \ > I 4- '•-* *&=■•'* ̂

*>. 4 *  0 --A . ♦  - a  u « J w . v +  ... a % * - - I

Frof# French. Sob* &o*ae
Candidates for the doctorat©   s1 1 *- a ,*»•» ■ • a( .#» a  > „ /  *. *■

Ad post in higher Educ. 
Prof* In aiop.or hdue. 
Prof# in Forel&n XJnlv*
In privat© isoools others occaa ec"

Graduated
I52STT3W1523T3SSTI5WI523

x

Comal School anywhere fro* six to eleven |iaps. It im

reasonable to as so.;?*© that In 2947 -.aany fpp&duates , particular*
>ly those who had finished the afrapatlon or the doctorate,

now have positions In the universities or positions of high
rank In the Civil Service,

Tin© Director of the Superior Sorral School stated that
graduates hold n&ny Important per nanent offices in the
governaant and oa.iy Important elective offices. In Movenher
19-46, Deorv Bluti, than President of France,was the nost lllus*

24trioua graduate of to© hcole Mor:-sal Straerieure*

&4 Dee footnote this chapter*



CHAPTER ¥1 
SUIIHARY AMD CONCLUSIONS

The system of selection and examination in the teacher- 
training program of France along with the detailed course of 
study is rather definite. The high degree of centralisation 
permits standardisation of results in such a way that a 
diploma, degree, or license obtained In one school is of much 
the same value as one obtained in another.

On the basis of post-war articles in French educational 
journals and the stated opinion of marry French educators, It 
Is possible that the present system of French teacher train
ing as well as the whole system of education will experience 
more changes in the next ten years than have occured since 
the founding of the first Republic. The original basic lavra 
establishing the French educational system are such that 
na j or adjustments are difficult. However, there is little 
evidence to lead one to believe that, up to 1940, the majority 
of French educators or laymen would have welcomed any Impor
tant major changes.

The Langevin Report mentioned in Chapter I was mde in
1945. Among other points at issue, it recommended a uni
lateral system through the secondary school. The opposition 
to such a scheme was such that it was not adopted. However, 
the chief criticism made In the Report, namely, that the 
lycrfe ’was too selective and tended to segregate too few from 
too many, was met in part by the introduction of a new course
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/of study in the lycee which would be less academic* per- 

mitting more students to acquire the prestige of a lycee 
education.

The French system of teacher training is one which 
reflects the needs of the subject-matter offerings of the 
French schools* By tradition, importance is attached to an 
education along academic lines. This may well b© the reason 
why so little opportunity Is available to the student who 
does not fit the pattern* In many departments, there are. 
no technical or vocational schools* Where such schools do 
exist, the teachers of vocational subjects are often prac
ticing craftsmen with no opportunity for training as teachers 
of their art* The teachers of cultural or general subjects 
in trie vocational school usually com© from the normal schools 
that train academic teachers and are commonly those who 
passed t.aeir examinations but whose scores were not high 
enough to warrant their being placed In a lycee.

One of the plans for the immediate future is to set up 
a group of permanent Institutions to train teachers for 
vocational subjects and for general education* As was noted 
In Chapter III, this has been started on a small seal© through 
summer institutes at Sevres*

One of the most important problems faced by French edu
cational reformers is to get the present corps of teachers to 
accept the idea of general education in the same school along 
with the more academic and classical course of study.

At least one important change of recent years should be 
noted* Prior to World War II there were two types of public
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elementary schools. One prepared students for the lycees 
and the other prepared, them for the upper elementary and con
tinuation schools. These two elementary schools have now 
been consolidated, and all students receive the sane educa
tion for the first five years at least. This has simplified 
the training of elementary school teachers, and it Is 
generally believed that it has raised the standards of the 
primary normal school as well as of the elementary school.

One outstanding feature is common to all levels of 
teacher-training institutions. With few exceptions, all 
students must be in r esidence. The belief is advanced that 
this method permits .much more thorough training and orienta
tion of future teachers. It allows for closer regulation of 
trie student-teacher1 s life in the normal schools and makes 
possible more constant observation by the faculty*

The basic principle regarding education in the consti
tution of the first Republic is that 11 the State is the 
teacher” • This being the case today, the national government 
assumes all responsibility for training and certifying teachers 
for all of Trance and the Empire. The State recognises its 
obligagion by paying the salaries of the faculty at all nor
mal schools, as well as the expenses of the students Including 
board, room, tuition, and spending money*

Beginning with the first examination at the end of the 
fifth year of the elementary school and continuing through 
the highest examination, all students are tested on an equal 
basis* For the most part, there Is no geographical variation 
In the ex a nina t i ons.
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All teacaers for each level or type of Instruct ion re
ceive the same orientation, -nethod, and content courses*
As they will be in charge of proparing students for the sane 
examinations, this is necessary* Over and above tne subject- 
matter content of teaching, teachers receive considerable 
direction In aims and purposes of education for the citizens 
of the State* However, it would be erroneous to draw the 
conclusion that such a highly centralized system must of 
necessity turn out teachers whose social, political, economic, 
or religious points of view are In complete harmony.

On the contrary, French, education encourages discussion 
and criticism at all levels. French students are speci
fically taught to read and listen with the view of finding 
errors in ihe principles expressed or In the logic of the 
writer or speaker. It has often been stated by many French 
educators and laymen that th© schools go to an extreme In 
developing the critical faculties of students. This :my 
account in part for the diversity of political opinions 
found in France since the beginning of the Third Republic.

French examinations above the secondary school level 
are not entirely on objective and factual material* calling 
only for memory. In both oral and written examinations the 
student is often given credit for the logic of his reason
ing and for critical analysis. For the most part, however, 
it is usually memory that brings the highest score on exami
nations.

As pointed out In a previous chapter, the public school 
teachers at all levels of education are civil servants. Their
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position is secure and their promotion is based on the 
passing of examinations. The only practicing public educa
tor in Prance who is a political appointee is the hinister 
of National Education. .ill the inspector generals in ills 
cabinet, the directors of special branches of education, 
•university professors, school directors, academy and. depart
mental directors and inspectors, and all school teachers are 
under civil service tenure.

Although it Is true that the State gives the examina
tions and licenses the teachers, it must be noted that the 
educators themselves actually prepare the examinations, 
determine the course of .study, pass judgment on the students, 
determine the percentage to be passed, and finally score all 
written and oral examinations. All scores are published, and. 
a3a i rument s to teaching positi ons are made beg inning wi th 
the highest score first. All promotions are on the same 
basis. This method of selection, examination and promotion 
is required by law.

Since the liberation of France, its educational journals, 
both official and otherwise, have carried numerous articles 
making suggestions for reforms within the framework of the 
present system of education. These suggested reforms have 
been along the lines of extending educational opportunity, 
improving the conditions of teaching, raising personnel 
standards and securing better schools and teaching equipment.

To improve any system, it is desirable to improve all 
aspects at one and the sane time. To extend educational
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opportunity, a more varied curriculum must be made available 
beginning with the sixth year* This necessitates training 
more teachers along new lines, building more schools# and 
furnishing more educational equipment and teaching materials. 
It further necessitates making it economically possible to 
extend the present school-leaving age beyond thirteen. Even 
though all school expenses are free, many families have to 
rely on the wage earning power of the child at an early age. 
Before Its educational opportunities can be extended and 
improved, all these conditions -mist be met in a country 
which is short of manpower, short of raw materials and 
manufactured poods, and short of the necessities of life*

In considering the extension of educational opportunity 
In France, one must also consider the fact that educational 
tradition is well-rooted. french educators are divided 
between those who favor keeping the present prestige of 
academic and classical education and those who see in this 
prestige the continued limitation of educational opportunity. 
To one who is prone to criticize the indoctrination of 
teacuers in French normal schools on the grounds that there 
is little room for Initiative, it should be pointed, out that 
teachers of the academic subjects trained in these schools 
nave taken their battle stations on both sides of this Issue. 
Hence, indoctrination has not been complete.

There are teachers of the classics and of pure sciences 
who wish to see additional courses of study added In order 
that students with limited mental abilities may not burden
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their classes and may have the opportunity of working for an 
equivalent diploma in other fields of study within the same 
school* On the other hand, there is another group of tradi
tionalists who believe that the lycee must be kept pure of 
any infiltration by general content courses* Such courses, 
they believe, should be given in technical-vocational schools 
along with trade courses leading to certificates of gradua
tion which would not be identified with, the coveted baoca- 
laureat or any similar diplomas which are associated chiefly 
with academic achievement.

Evidence that French education in general and teacher 
training in particular encourages the development of the
critical approach was made obvious by the results and pro-

1posaia of the .Lange vin Commission for educational reform*
This Commission, appointed Immediately after the libera

tion, set out to study and tabulate the various French 
educators* and laymen’s criticisms of their own educational 
system,. Although the suggestions for reform made by the 
Commission have not been adopted, possibly because of the 
basic conservatism, of French educational organisation, they 
have nevertheless caused much thinking on the problem.

The report of the hangevin Commission represents the 
point of view of educators wno want educational r ©forma* It

1 See pages 15-18, Chapter I.
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sets forth the reasons whj reforms are needed and proposes
2a plan of educational reorganization and reorientation*

The report recognizes that the principles of educational 
reform must be based on two considerations: one, social,
and the other, pedagogical and psychological*

The social consideration emphasizes that any educa
tional system must assure each individual the possibility 
of developing his capacities to the fullest extant whether 
these be intellectual, physical, or artistic. In order to 
achieve social wholesoaeness, it would avoid segregation of 
the students on the basis of ability before the age of fif
teen, and it would extend the school-leaving age to eighteen. 
The Commission sees great social dangers in the present 
system which sets students apart at the age of ten. From a 
purely selfish and nationalistic point of view, the report 
points out that the nation owes it to itself to assure 
cultural democracy and equality of educational opportunity.

The commission wishes to correct the Napoleonic uni
formity of the present educational system which lias the 
tendency to pull all students through the same educational 
,.old* It proposes to adapt the educational organisation 
and. methodology to meet the needs of the whole child to in
clude the development of his social, emotional, physical, 
cultural, and intellectual self. The suggestions for reform

'2 Gal/'lto per, L* Ecole et I * Enfant de Notre Temps, ha •Heforme da lyEnaeigne vent. Paris: Presse d?Ile-de- France, 1346* p. 6.
3 Gal, Roger, Ibid. p. 9.
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would give all students some practical-vocational training 
up to the age of fifteen* Particularly does it emphasize the 
desire to use the "learning-by-doing method of the Americans.n

Another suggestion made by the Langevin Commission is 
for a system of adult education. Unlike England and the 
Scandinavian countries, France has given very little atten
tion to education at the adult level. However, the Commis
sion does not propose a specific progranj it only mentions 
its desirability. Should a program of adult education, be 
developed, it would necessitate the training of teachers in 
methods of teaching adults. It would also mean the develop
ment of courses which would meet the specific needs of adult 
learner groups. In view of the fact that Prance has a high 
percentage of literacy, adult education would probably need 
to be above the mere deficiency repairin'" level and along 
lines- which would Improve the adult* s life. It would likely 
need to be cultural, social, and vocational.

In a country preoccupied in meeting the bar© necessi
ties to sustain human existence, it is difficult to expect 
any radical extension of educational opportunity. To both 
the student and the teacher it -nay seem more important to 
spend the day foraging In the country for a few potatoes 
than -spending the time in the classroom discussing Plato’s 
Hepublic in the original Greek or In the vernacular. It was 
Danton who cried out, "After bread, education Is the first 
need of the people.”

_- ~g '"XaTT~Hl>ger , Id Id. p. 17.
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On the other hand, it Is reasonable to believe that 
in France, as well as in any other country, education nay 
well be the key to improving the cultural and material 
standard of living for all the people. In this functional 
approach, many French educators see the amswer to their 
hopes in an extended system of education and In a reorienta
tion or reinterpretation of the aims and purposes of educa
tion.

It goes without saying that the school teachers of 
France are well aware that their own needs are the sane as 
those of their children and those of all peoples in their 
community. .Even the traditionalista may be expected to 
see cultural values in functional education.
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CABINET
du i'IIHISTRS Paris, 1© 3 Dec 1946

d© 1*Education national©
Section dea uffaires Generales

LB rllMISTRE DE L* EDUCATION GATXOiiaEE
CAB/8AO N° 48QS a i/l. lea Keoteura,

G.E. les Inspecteurs d* Aeadeaie,
et Chefs d1Etablisae<aents•

J* ai I'honneur de tons presenter ‘1r. George J*KABAT s Conseiller Technique de la Delegation Asierl caine a1? V. h. B. S. G. 0. et principal re present ant et otservateiiren France du Service Federal d© 1*Education aux Etats-Dnis,
iir. KABAT desire prof iter de son s© jour pour se 

renseigrxer sur les 'netnodes nouvelles, partlculiereuent dans11 Ens eignement du Second Degr^* ©t dans les Kcoles Tech
niques , et aur la preparation p^dagogique des naitres dans les Scoles Mor sales.

Je vous serais recomiaissant de voulolr bion lui apporter tout© 1* aide possible dans X1accomplIs cement d© sa mission.
Pour 1© Hinistre et par autorisation 1fInspecteur General - Charge de Fission

(Signed) G. Roger.

G. ROGER.
(6 L )

' 1IGT3TEHE DE L * EDUCATION 
xIAT A OH AES
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Paris, 5 Dec. 1946

The Minister of national Education
To: The DirectorsThe Inspectors of Academiesand Chiefs of Pehoola

I nave the honor to Introdace hr. George J. Kabat* Technical Advisor of the United States Delegation to UITDSCO and principal representative and observer of the United 
States Office of Education In France.

Mr. Rabat desires to take advantage of iiis visit In Prance to observe the new methods, particularly of secondary education and In the technical-vocational schools, and of the ; act hods to training teachers in the normal schools•
I should be much obliged to you If you would render him all possible aid In the accomplishment of his mission.

For the Minister and by authorIsat-lon The Inspector General in Charge of the Mission

(Signed) d. Roger.

G. ROGER.
(Seal)

Minister of national Education

HpfranslatIon Is mine. G. A. K* )

Cabinet 
Of the Minister

of national Education 
General Service Section



CABINET 
du iinlstre 

do I1Education Mationale
Section des Affairesuenerales

CAB-/SAG M° 4806

Paris, le 3 Dec 1346

L'Inspecteur General Q. ROGER
a Monsieur LEBRUM , xDirecteur du Musee Podagogique 29, rue d*Ulm - PARIS.

J* al 1f honneur do vous presenter Mr. George J, KA3AT, Conseiller Technique de la Delegation Anaer 1- caine a 1 * u. B. A. S. C. Q.
II desire se document or sur notre enselgne- ment dans les etablissercents du Second Degre et les ©colestechniques ainsi cue sur la preparation, pedagogique des naitres.
J© vous serais tres reconnaissant de vouloirbien gulden ses reciierones et de lui fournir tous les rens©ignesents d* ordre bibliographique dont il oourrait avoir be so in.

(Signed) G. ROGER.

!jr* ROGER.

(SEAL)
Minister© d© 1*EducationMationale



Paris* 3 Dec* 1946
Cabinet

of the Minister
of Hational Education-*™ Inspector General, G* Eager
General Service Section los Mr* LebrunDirector of the Pedagogical 
cab/sag So* 4806 Library29, Hu® dfm m  - Paris*

I have the honor to introduce to you Mr* Georg® J* Eabat, technical Advisor to the United States Delegation to TJMESCO*
Be is interested in obtaining bibliographies and documents on our education in secondary and technical schools, as well as on the teacher-training methods In normal schools.
I would be very much obliged to you If you would b© willing to guide his research and furnish him all the bibliographical references which he ^  need*

(Signed) G. Roger

G. ROGER.

{Seal)
Minister of nationalEducation
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